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DISCUSSION:

The attached information is being provided to you in advance of the Special Board of Directors 
meeting scheduled for Thursday, October 6. Staff are planning a comprehensive meeting agenda 
and this package of information will help put the staff presentations in context.  

While the information being provided to the Board is voluminous and on its face complex, the 
fundamental issues are in some ways simple to boil down:

The integrity of the water tunnels is not in question at this time. The risk is the failure - either 
catastrophic or partial - of the appurtenances of the tunnel shafts, like the valves, blow offs and 
pressure reducing valves. Starting with the Quabbin Tunnel in the 1930s, the Metropolitan Water 
System has built six tunnels over the decades. With the exception of the MetroWest Tunnel and 
soon the Cosgrove Tunnel, there is no redundancy to these tunnels at this time and it has not 
been possible to maintain and upgrade these tunnel appurtenances. For example, the City Tunnel, 
which carries 60% of the water we deliver on a daily basis, has been in operation for 66 years 
without maintenance or upgrades. The accepted useful life of this equipment is 50 years. 

A failure in the tunnel system would, at best, be a very difficult challenge and more likely, a 
catastrophic event that could endanger the public safety and public health of those we serve.  It 
would in all likelihood create substantial economic impact. 

Staff  believe that there is a compelling case that doing nothing is not a responsible option. Staff
have studied over 30 different options.  A critical strategic decision that the Board needs to make 
is what level of redundancy is necessary and what types of projects are feasible. This will lead to 
a discussion of the families of options.



   

 
Staff understand the magnitude of this decision and do not expect a final decision by the Board at 
this time.  We are instead hoping for guidance on how to proceed with final approval to come at 
a later meeting. We realize that there is much work remaining to build a consensus of support 
from our member communities and state and local officials. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Readers Guide to the Briefing Book 
 
 
The materials within this Briefing Book have been provided to summarize the staff presentations 
and to supply additional background information.  It has been developed from material 
previously produced for the Board of Directors but also includes background or more detailed 
information assembled as part of the analyses conducted for the October 6, 2016 Special Board 
Meeting on Metropolitan Tunnel Redundancy. 
 
The Summary Document is followed by the following attachments of supplemental 
information. 
 
Tab 1- Chronology of Board Briefings and Key Staff Summaries 
 
This section includes a chronology of past Board briefings on the topic of water system 
redundancy and copies of significant staff summaries on the topic of Transmission System 
Redundancy.  These include: 
 

• November 28, 1990: Sudbury Aqueduct Reconstruction and Connecting Tunnels Project; 
Requesting Board approval to proceed with the design of the MetroWest Water Supply 
Tunnel.  Staff recommended that a future Northern Tunnel Loop extend from Weston to 
Shaft 9A in Malden. 

 
• June 30, 2010: Metropolitan Water Transmission System Redundancy Plan;  

Informational staff summary presenting the findings and recommendations of the 
Transmission Redundancy Plan. The recommended alternative included the construction 
of seven miles of large diameter surface pipes, sliplining the Sudbury Aqueduct with a 
seven-foot diameter pipe, rehabilitation of the Chestnut Hill Emergency Pump Station 
and a four mile tunnel from Norumbega Reservoir to the Sudbury Aqueduct.  
 

• June 25, 2014: A verbal update was provided to the Board at the Water Policy and 
Oversight Committee on Metropolitan Tunnel Redundancy highlighting possible tunnel 
alternatives. The attached map was presented. 
 

• February 10, 2016: The Need for Metropolitan Tunnel Redundancy; Informational staff  
summary addressing the need for redundancy for the Metropolitan Tunnels. Information 
is provided on the condition of the current system, potential failure scenarios and system 
restoration information.  A White Paper on Water System Redundancy is attached with 
information on peer utilities and policy guidance. 
 

• July 13, 2016: Weston Aqueduct Supply Main 3 Project Update; Informational staff 
summary on the condition of the existing WASM 3 pipeline and issues associated with 
the plan to replace 7 miles of WASM 3 with 72-inch diameter pipe as part of the  



Transmission system redundancy plan.  The staff summary notes that WASM 3 is a 
critical element of the transmission system and under all redundancy alternatives, it must 
at a minimum, be rehabilitated. 
 

• September 14, 2016: Chestnut Hill Emergency Pump Station Southern High Service Area 
Redundancy. Informational staff summary addresses use of the underground Chestnut 
Hill Emergency Pump Station for emergency supply to the Southern High and Southern 
Extra High service areas. Analysis identified capacity and pressure concerns in the 
surface piping that could affect operations if the Dorchester Tunnel is out of service. 

 
Tab 2- Economic Analysis of Impact of Failure in City Tunnels 
 
Staff developed updated information on the economic cost to business and residents of a failure 
of the Metropolitan Tunnels. This Tab provides information on the methodology and results of 
the analysis including data by community. 
 
Tab 3 – Potential Short Term Measures-Tops of Shafts 
 
Staff have identified a number of interim measures that should be implemented to reduce risks at 
the top of shaft structures.  This matrix summarizes the potential measures at each location.  
 
Tab 4 - Maps of Baseline and Alternative Projects 
 
This section includes a matrix providing a high level summary of the evaluation of alternatives 
and individual maps showing Baseline projects, Northern System alternatives and Southern 
System alternatives.  These maps show the range of potential alternatives evaluated.  Each map 
includes a project description and an estimated Cost to Complete. 
 
Tab 5 - Rate Impacts 
 
Information developed showing the impact of a range of options and the preferred alternative for 
the redundancy project on rate revenue requirements and projected percentage increases on 
assessments. 
 
Tab 6 - Map of Transmission System 
 
Tab 7 – Power Point Presentation for Special Board Meeting on Metropolitan Redundancy 
 
Copies of presentation materials will be provided at the meeting. 
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STATUS OF EXISTING WATER TRANSMISSION SYSTEM FACILITIES 
 

Transmission System Overview 
 
The Water Transmission System can be divided into five major segments as shown in Figure 1.    
Completed or ongoing projects to achieve system redundancy for segments 1 through 4 are 
discussed below.  The fifth segment, the Metropolitan Tunnels, represents the next challenge for 
the agency in improving the reliability of this great water system. 
   

 
Figure 1 - MWRA Water Transmission System 

1. Chicopee Valley Aqueduct. In 2007, MWRA completed construction of 8,100 feet of 30-inch 
diameter pipeline; 2,400 feet of 20-inch pipeline; and 3,100 feet of 16-inch pipeline to provide 
redundant supply for critical sections of the 14.8 mile long aqueduct.   
 
2. Quabbin Aqueduct. The CIP includes development of an inspection plan for this tunnel and an 
isolation gate for the Quabbin end of the tunnel.  With the exception of the Oakdale power 
station, which has under gone pipe and valve replacements, the shafts are un-pressurized 
ventilation structures with no surface piping or valves. The Wachusett Reservoir contains 
adequate storage to provide water supply if the Quabbin Aqueduct requires short duration 
maintenance (months) or emergency repair.   
  

3. Cosgrove Tunnel/Wachusett Aqueduct.  The 
Wachusett Aqueduct Pump Station project 
(currently under construction), together with the 
existing Wachusett Aqueduct  will provide 
redundant supply to the John J. Carroll Water 
Treatment Plant with up to 240 MGD of water, 
providing redundancy to the Cosgrove Tunnel 
during periods of low demand.  
 
4. MetroWest Tunnel/Hultman Aqueduct. The 
MetroWest Water Supply Tunnel was completed 
in 2003 and the Hultman Aqueduct was 
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Wachusett Aqueduct Pump Station 
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rehabilitated in 2013 and interconnected with the new tunnel, providing redundancy between 
Marlborough and Weston.  
 
5. Metropolitan Tunnels. The Metropolitan Tunnels include the City Tunnel (1950), the City 
Tunnel Extension (1963), and the Dorchester Tunnel (1976).  These three tunnels come together 
at Shaft 7 at Chestnut Hill.  Together, these tunnels carry approximately 60% of the total system 
daily demand.  The lack of redundancy for these specific tunnels is the subject of this 
presentation.  
 
Condition and Reliability of Metropolitan Tunnels 
 
Each tunnel consists of concrete-lined deep rock tunnel sections linked to the surface through 
steel and concrete vertical shafts.  The tunnels and shafts, themselves, require little or no 
maintenance and represent a low risk of failure.  The shafts are located in Weston, Chestnut Hill, 
Allston, Somerville, Malden, West Roxbury, and Dorchester.  At the top of each shaft, cast iron 
or steel pipe and valves connect to the MWRA surface pipe network.  These pipes and valves are 
accessed through subterranean vaults and chambers.  Many of the valves and piping are in poor 
condition. 
 
The City Tunnel (1950) appurtenances are 66 years old and can’t be replaced until a back-up 
exists. In contrast, the original Hultman Aqueduct (1940) appurtenances were 63 years old when 
the MetroWest Tunnel was placed into service (2003).  Most of those valves were subsequently 
replaced. 
 
Valve reliability for the Metropolitan 
Tunnels is a concern.  These valves can cut 
off a majority of the system’s capacity to 
supply water and due to the physical 
condition, age, and environment in which 
they are installed they have not been 
exercised for fear of breaking them in a 
closed position.  During the May 2010 
isolation of the MetroWest Tunnel 
connection to Shaft 5 of the City Tunnel, 
two 60-inch gate valves were used to isolate 
MetroWest flow and allow repair to the 
connection.  Unfortunately, one of these two 
valves failed to re-open due to a mechanical 
break-down in the interior of the valve.  
Another of these valves was later used to 
isolate the Hultman Aqueduct connection to 
the shaft during rehabilitation in 2013 and the valve was observed to leak badly.  These valves 
should be, but cannot be, replaced because shut down of the City Tunnel would be required. Like 
the main line valves on the Hultman Aqueduct, many of the old tunnel shaft valves have reached 
the end of their useful life and should be scheduled for replacement as soon as an alternative 
means of supply is in service. 

Leaking Gate Valve at Shaft 5 
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Access to some of the top of valve structures and appurtenant 
valve chambers is hampered in some locations by high 
ground water or damp conditions.  This is especially true at 
Shaft 8 of the City Tunnel Extension adjacent to the Charles 
River and Shaft 7D of the Dorchester Tunnel near the 
Neponset River.  All prior pipe coatings are completely gone 
as pipes and valves are coated in thick layers of rust.  Loss of 
metal thickness and structural strength is a concern.  Bolts 
and fasteners have corroded and staff will begin replacement 
where feasible without increasing risk of failure.  When 
visited, some chambers must be pumped down to allow 
access, which impedes emergency response times and 
aggravates further corrosion concerns. 
 
 

At many of the top-of-shaft structures, piping and valves of varying diameters (ranging from less 
than an inch to several inches in diameter) are present for air and vacuum relief, drains, flushing 
connections, valve by-passes, and control piping for hydraulic valve actuators. These pipes and 
valves are in a similar deteriorated condition as the main pipes and valves themselves. Failure of 
one of these smaller diameter connections could require a tunnel shut down to allow a safe repair 
in some of these confined spaces.  The amount of water that can flow out of a modest opening 
under high pressure can be significantly more than one might think. During the Shaft 5 
connection break for example, a gap in the piping of less than an inch produced a flow of 
approximately 250 million gallons per day (MGD). 
 
Some of these concerns can be mitigated somewhat through replacement of corroded bolts, 
wrapping or coating corroded pipeline segments, replacement of air valves, and installation of 
cathodic protection systems.  Staff are developing a program to implement some of these ideas to 
reduce the risk of certain failures that would require complete tunnel shut down.  However, all 
the potential failure points cannot be mitigated or addressed without tunnel isolation and 
complete replacement or maintenance of failed or failing components at some point in the future. 
 
Even when all of these measures are completed, 
there are still several locations of special 
concern where risks cannot be easily mitigated.  
The location of Shaft 7 alone is a concern and its 
proximity to the back-up pump station that 
would be used in the event of the shutdown of 
the tunnel system.  In addition, this location has 
special significance as it connects all three 
tunnels and contains the valves for their 
individual isolation. 
 
Both the City Tunnel and the City Tunnel 
Extension were constructed with dewatering 

Shaft 7D chamber 

Shaft 7 valve actuators 
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provisions to allow for future removal of the 
tunnels from service for internal inspection or 
repairs.  At Shaft 5, 375 feet below ground, 
and at Shaft 9 at a similar depth, two 
subterranean pump chambers were 
constructed with 16-inch bronze piping and 
valves connecting the pressurized tunnel 
sections to dewatering pumps and small 
diameter drain lines.  The isolation valves 
have hydraulic actuators with small diameter 
piping that terminates in the shaft buildings at 
the surface.  The valves were controlled by 
opening and closing the control piping and 
pumping up the lines to move the hydraulic 
cylinders.  It is not known if these valves are 

in the open or closed position and whether the exposed piping is pressurized and ‘live’ or not.  At 
Shaft 9, this chamber is completely under water and has been submerged for decades.  In 
addition, the Shaft 9 site has an isolation valve 300 feet below ground, hydraulically actuated, 
that can shut off the tunnel section to Shaft 9A. 
 
At the end of the City Tunnel Extension at Shaft 9A there is a pair of pipe couplings between the 
tunnel isolation valves and the top of the shaft.  These couplings are indicated on record 
drawings as being 56-inch (a non-standard size).  Staff are searching for shop drawing 
information on these couplings in order to fabricate replacements.  The condition of the coupling 
and its bolts is unknown.  Staff are hesitant to dig up this section as disturbing the pipe could 
lead to a failure which would require shutting down the tunnel. 
 
 

TUNNEL SYSTEM SHUT DOWN IMPACTS 
 
Planned Shutdown 
 
While back-up systems for these tunnels exist 
they rely on pumping from open distribution 
reservoirs (Sudbury, Spot Pond and Chestnut 
Hill), back-up aqueducts (Sudbury), and 
undersized surface mains to distribute water of 
inferior quality and inadequate pressure to 
customers (along with water use restrictions 
during periods of high seasonal demand).  Use 
of any of these systems would require a boil 
order. Partially supplied communities would be 
encouraged to maximize production of their 
own sources of supply to reduce demand on 
the system. 
 

1959 photo of valves in Shaft 9 Chamber 

Mobile disinfection unit and chlorine tank at Gillis Station 
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To the north, with the City Tunnel and/or the City Tunnel Extension out of service, supply would 
be partly from the 60-inch WASM 3 line, though most would be pumped from the open Spot 
Pond by either the Gillis Pump Station or the new Spot Pond Pump Station via Fells Reservoir to 
the Northern High Service area. Spot Pond would be replenished by the Northern Low System, 
although supply could not keep pace with demand and the level in the reservoir would drop 
requiring water restrictions. Staff estimate that Spot Pond would last 1-2 months in average 
demand conditions and 1-3 weeks during high demand. Many pipe and valve closures would be 
required to reconfigure the system to operate in this manner.  Use of Spot Pond requires 
emergency chlorination at high doses and a boil order in all communities potentially receiving its 
water. 
 

To the south, in any scenario in which the Dorchester Tunnel 
and/or City Tunnel is out of service, supply would be pumped 
from the Chestnut Hill Reservoir to the Blue Hills Tanks using 
the Chestnut Hill Emergency Pump Station with electric pumps 
and no back-up power supply.  This is very different from the 
situation when the station was utilized in the Shaft 5 break in 
2010 during which the Dorchester Tunnel was available and in 
service. In order to push enough water through the surface mains 
(with the tunnel shut down) to meet demand, pressures in the 
vicinity of the pump station would greatly exceed current 
operating pressures and the possibility of leaks and breaks in 
MWRA and local community’s systems is high. Pumping would 
need to run continuously to Blue Hills Tanks as the elevation in 
Blue Hills is inadequate to back feed through those small surface 
mains without an unacceptably large drop in pressure.  Hence, 
large swings in pressure would occur.  The Chestnut Hill 

Reservoir would be replenished from the Sudbury Aqueduct.  Use of the Chestnut Hill Reservoir 
would require emergency chlorination at high doses and a boil order in all communities 
potentially receiving its water. 
 
Unplanned Emergency Shutdown 
 
In an emergency shut-down in which flooding causes damage or public safety concerns there 
may not be time to set up these back-up systems.  The time to complete isolation can be very 
long; valve crews would be stretched thin, there are nine shaft locations and numerous valves to 
close, access is difficult and the valve turn counts are very high.  
 
A large drain on the system would put large areas served by these tunnels completely out of 
water.  Once isolated, the process of activating the back-up systems would begin which would 
also take a long time and further stretch crews. Additional areas would go without water during 
this time as local storage tanks drain and pump station suction pressures drop. Restoration of 
service would require refilling of pipes and evacuating air in both MWRA and community mains 
which would occupy MWRA and community water department staff for weeks.  To accomplish 
this, staff would be flushing hydrants to waste while areas of the system have no water at all.  A 
large part of the MWRA service area would be totally out of water for many days, if not weeks.  

Chestnut Hill Emergency Pump 
Station 
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Figure 2 - Water Sample Locations 

Areas with water would remain on a boil order.  Before the boil order could be lifted the sanitary 
condition of the system would have to be restored and proven with multiple rounds of clean 
water quality samples. 
 
Analysis of Economic Impact of Failure of Metropolitan Tunnels 
 
Staff conducted an analysis of the economic impact of a failure of the Metropolitan Tunnels.  
This analysis utilized the Federal Emergency Management Agency’s (FEMA) analysis of 
standard economic benefit-cost values for disaster events, and studies from California and Italy 
of the economic loss from water supply interruptions.   
 
To calculate the business loss, staff calculated each community’s share of the most recent 
Commonwealth’s Gross State Product (2015).  Each community’s numbers were then multiplied 
by water and wastewater importance factors. The wastewater importance factor was utilized for 
periods when no water was available since the ability to use sewers would be impacted. The 
water factor was utilized during the anticipated boil water periods.  
 
The economic impact to residents was calculated utilizing FEMA’s guidelines and includes the 
loss of welfare to residents and the cost of providing replacement water.   
 
Based on these calculations, staff estimate business loses of approximately $200 million per day 
for a total water loss event and an additional approximately $100 million per day for residents.  
The economic loss for a boil order would be somewhat less. 
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More detailed information about the analysis and the impact by community can be found in Tab 
2. 
 
 

STRATEGIC GOALS FOR REDUNDANCY IMPROVEMENTS 
 
Reliable delivery of water is critical to protecting public health, providing sanitation, fire 
protection and is necessary for a viable economy.  MWRA and our predecessor agencies have 
long recognized the value of system redundancy as a means to both provide continued service 
during emergencies and to allow equipment and facilities to be taken off-line for planned 
maintenance or rehabilitation. The objective is to seamlessly transfer to a back-up system so that 
the end consumer does not notice the transition or at least avoid areas with loss of service or 
severe disruption. 
 
The need for transmission system redundancy is driven by two compelling interests.  First, 
MWRA must be able to swiftly respond to a disruption in service. Failure of the deep rock 
tunnels is unlikely; however, the more likely failure is of surface piping or surface connection 
valves.  This scenario may require isolation of the entire tunnel system for repair or replacement 
of customized equipment and could take weeks or months to complete. 
 
A second reason for redundancy is the need to inspect, maintain and rehabilitate surface piping, 
key valves and tunnels on a periodic basis.  At this time, some of the metropolitan tunnels, 
surface piping, ancillary valves and equipment are over 60 years of age and there is currently no 
way to schedule inspection or maintenance work while providing an alternative means of water 
supply.  Thus, a redundant means of providing service will allow scheduled system rehabilitation 
as needed and also reduce the risk associated with an emergency event disrupting service. 
 
Redundancy is reflected in different ways in different circumstances but generally, it means 
eliminating or managing ‘single points of failure’ within a system. Depending on the 
configuration of a water system, different means of providing redundancy or creating operational 
flexibility allows the utility to respond to emergencies or unforeseen conditions.  For example, 
for utilities like MWRA, where there is a single water source and treatment facility that feeds the 
metropolitan Boston area, redundant transmission mains are critically important. 
 
National Guidance, Peer Organizations, and Redundancy at MWRA 
 
At the national level, the Recommended Standards for Water Works (the “10 States Standards” 
which was the basis for development of the Massachusetts Department of Environmental 
Protection’s Guidelines for Public Water Systems) says that designs should “…identify and 
evaluate single points of failure that could render a system unable to meet its design basis.  
Redundancy (geographically separated) and enhanced security features should be incorporated 
into the design to eliminate single points of failure when possible, or to protect them when they 
cannot be eliminated.” The Environmental Protection Agency’s 2011 Guidance recommends 
“Reduce outage risk through system redundancy/resiliency and repair capabilities…”  
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Other major utilities across the United States have taken varied approaches to this guidance. One 
example is San Francisco where the focus has been on being able to maintain and/or quickly 
recover service in the event of an earthquake.  This has meant the need to develop redundant 
tunnels in parts of their system. The project was part of the agency’s $4.8 billion Water System 
Improvement Program and the three new tunnel projects allow the SFPUC to take either tunnel 
out of service for inspection or maintenance.  
 
Seattle’s approach to redundancy is to have two different supply and transmission systems which 
are on opposite sides of the City.  Their looped transmission system allows two ways to convey 
water to all parts of the system. 
 
New York City essentially operates three separate supply and aqueduct systems which gives the 
City great flexibility if one needs to be shut down for any reason. The construction of Water 
Tunnel No.3 is intended to provide the City with a critical third connection to its Upstate New 
York water supply system, allowing for the repair of tunnels No.1 and No.2 for the first time in 
their history. The first two phases of Tunnel No. 3 are now completed at a cost of over $4.7 
billion. The tunnel will eventually measure more than 60 miles long, though completion of all 
phases is not expected until at least 2020. 
 
Examples of redundancy principles are evident throughout the history of the metropolitan water 
system.  In the late 1800s there were two basins at the Chestnut Hill Reservoir; one to settle 
water from the Cochituate Aqueduct and the other the Sudbury Aqueduct, but both somewhat 
interchangeable.  At the outlet of the pump station at Chestnut Hill two (east and west) supply 
lines carried water to Spot Pond.  There were initially two Weston Aqueduct supply lines for the 
Boston low service system; each taking a different route with redundancy being one of the 
benefits provided.  The Cordaville pipeline was built in 1928 to bring water in from the south 
Sudbury (Ashland and Hopkinton) reservoirs while Quabbin reservoir was being planned and 
constructed. 
 
More recent Transmission System improvements have built on projects constructed decades ago.  
The Hultman Aqueduct was completed in 1940 with plans and infrastructure left behind for a 

second barrel.  This 1940 photo shows 
concrete placement for a future aqueduct 
connection at Shaft 4 of the Hultman 
Aqueduct. The onset of World War II 
prevented completion of the second pipeline.   
In 2003, MWRA completed the MetroWest 
Water Supply Tunnel Project which provides 
a second means of water conveyance from the 
John J. Carroll Water Treatment Plant to the 
Norumbega Covered Storage Facility and 
ultimately the City Tunnel and Metropolitan 
distribution system at Shaft 5. The Hultman 
Aqueduct was then rehabilitated after 70+ 

years of continuous service and 
interconnecting structures created to provide 

Provisions were left for a future Hultman Connection at 
Shaft 4 
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the ability to isolate sections of either transmission main while continuing to provide water 
service to the Metropolitan area.  With the rehabilitation and interconnection full redundancy 
from Marlborough to Weston was achieved in 2013.   
 
The Chicopee Valley Aqueduct was built on one side of its easement to make room for a second 
future barrel.  In 2007, MWRA completed construction the CVA Redundancy Project. With 
these new pipelines in place, the communities are connected to Quabbin Reservoir, Nash Hill 
Covered Storage or both in the event of a failure along the Aqueduct. 
 
MWRA has begun construction on the Wachusett Aqueduct Pump Station which will provide 
redundancy to the Cosgrove Tunnel between the Wachusett Reservoir and the Carroll Water 
Treatment Plant. 
 
The MWRA’s metropolitan distribution system has many examples of redundant pipelines and 
multiple community connections.  The practice of having parallel pump stations operating in 
each service area (e.g., Brattle Court constructed in 1907 and Spring Street constructed in 1958) 
allows facilities to be taken off line for maintenance and rehabilitation and also allows service to 
continue in the event of a more significant equipment failure. In 1994, a catastrophic pipeline 
failure shut down the Spring Street Pump Station and the system was able to shift to use of the 
Brattle Court Pump Station, avoiding major system disruptions to Arlington, Bedford, Belmont, 
Lexington, Waltham and Winchester. New projects, now underway, such as the Northern 
Intermediate High Redundant Pipeline project and the Southern Extra High Pipe Loop will 
provide redundant service to those pressure zones for the first time and will allow use of the 
whole system on a regular basis, allowing individual elements to be taken out of service for 
maintenance or in an emergency.   
 
Previous Studies and Recommendations 
 
The original plan for the metropolitan tunnel system, which was developed in 1936, included 
redundancy in the form of a tunnel loop to the north beginning in Weston and ending north of the 
Mystic River in Everett.  
 

 
Figure 3 - Original 1936 Tunnel Loop Plan 
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In 1990, Staff presented a proposed redundancy program to the Board of Directors that included 
the proposed MetroWest Water Supply Tunnel from Shaft C in Marlborough to Weston and a 
proposed Northern Tunnel Loop from Weston to Shaft 9A in Malden. This plan was similar to 
the 1936 plan, but followed the actual alignment of the City Tunnel Extension, which ends at 
Shaft 9A in Malden. At the time, the Board approved the proposed MetroWest Tunnel, but 
deferred a decision on the proposed Northern Tunnel Loop. 

 
Figure 4 - 1990 Tunnel/Aqueduct Improvement Program 

 
2011 Transmission Redundancy Plan 
 
In September 2008, the Board approved a contract to develop a redundancy plan for the water 
system including the metropolitan area.  The goal of the study was to develop redundancy 
alternatives while minimizing capital costs through integrating redundancy with MWRA’s 
pipeline rehabilitation and asset protection program. Given MWRA’s decreased demands and 
concern that any redundancy project be cost effective, the study was intended to review the full 
range of potential alternatives including a full tunnel alternative but also including an 
examination of existing and proposed CIP projects to determine if existing or potential surface 
pipelines could be optimized to provide transmission system redundancy. Fifteen alternatives 
were developed and evaluated. Eleven of the alternatives were designed to supply average day 
demands and four alternatives were designed to meet high day demands.   
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In June 2010, staff presented a proposed 
plan for redundancy for these facilities to 
the Board, which included increasing the 
size of approximately two thirds of the 
eleven mile Weston Aqueduct Supply Main 
3 (WASM 3) pipeline with a new six-foot 
diameter water main, sliplining the Sudbury 
Aqueduct with a seven-foot diameter steel 
pipe and constructing a four mile tunnel 
from the MetroWest Tunnel/Hultman 
Aqueduct to the Sudbury Aqueduct (See 
Figure 2). WASM 3 is currently a 56-inch 
and 60-inch diameter steel pipeline that 
supplies the communities of Waltham, 
Watertown, Belmont, Arlington, Lexington, Bedford and Winchester. WASM 3 carries high 
service water from the 7-foot diameter branch of the Hultman Aqueduct to community 
connections and MWRA pumping stations serving the Intermediate High, the Northern High and 
the Northern Extra High pressure zones. It extends from the Hultman Branch in Weston to the 
Shaft 9 connection pipe in Medford and supplies approximately 250,000 customers over all. The 
proposed plan was designed to allow the existing tunnel system to be taken out of service to 
provide much needed maintenance and rehabilitation while continuing to provide uninterrupted 
water supply to the service area.  
 
Challenges Implementing the 2011 Plan 
 
On June 26, 2013 the Board approved the award of Contract 6539, Weston Aqueduct Supply 
Main 3: Design, Construction Administration and Resident Engineering Services. The scope of 
this contract includes engineering services for rehabilitation/replacement of the WASM 3 
pipeline including the replacement of 7.3 miles of existing pipe through Weston, Waltham and 
Belmont with a new 72-inch diameter pipeline and rehabilitation of the remaining 2.7 miles of 
existing pipe through Arlington, Somerville and Medford. The design and construction services 
span a total duration of 13 years. 
 
As work progressed with preparing for the Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act (MEPA) 
review, it became apparent that the disruption associated with increasing the pipe size to 72 
inches created major questions of constructability.  The area is densely developed with both 
residential and commercial districts and roads are very heavily trafficked, particularly at 
commuting times.  To construct a larger diameter pipeline along this route would require 
extensive and long-term disruption including major, lengthy road closures and detours; and 
potentially significant losses to local businesses due to disrupted access. It was also apparent that 
many sections of the route would require micro-tunneling to avoid potential impacts. 

Figure 5 – 2011 Transmission Redundancy Plan  
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Not only would replacement of WASM 3 be problematic; the southern projects proposed in the 
plan were also viewed as difficult to implement.  Staff identified both surface piping and tunnel 
alternatives from Weston to the Sudbury Aqueduct and the surface routes were viewed as 
infeasible due to narrow roads and the lack of viable detour routes among other concerns. 
Sliplining of the Sudbury Aqueduct was also viewed as potentially infeasible.  The Sudbury 
Aqueduct alignment sits immediately adjacent to houses along much of the alignment.  Sliplining 
the Aqueduct for the four mile length between St. Mary’s Pump Station in Needham to Chestnut 
Hill would require 50-foot long access pits every 1,000 feet.  Use of the Sudbury Aqueduct was 
also considered as an initial alternative in the analyses of options to provide Hultman redundancy 
and the difficulties associated with work along the Sudbury Aqueduct alignment was a major 
factor in the selection of the MetroWest Tunnel alternative.  
 
These impacts would most likely be impossible to mitigate to a level acceptable to local officials, 
business owners and residents in the affected communities. This would be a significant issue 
both during the MEPA review process and would also likely diminish MWRA’s ability to obtain 
required permits including local street opening permits. 
 
In addition to the community and permitting issues, further review also concluded that the 
reliance of the southern portion of the plan on the operation of the Chestnut Hill Emergency 
Pump Station was also of concern.  Further modeling showed that the pump station could not 
supply sufficient water to the South in part due to the limited capacity of the surface mains, if the 
Dorchester Tunnel is not in service. 
  
For these reasons, staff initiated a study of additional alternatives with fewer construction 
impacts, including a range of deep rock alternatives. A summary of these alternatives, along with 
the original alternatives evaluated, follows. 
 
However, it is important to note that under all alternatives, WASM 3 must be rehabilitated. 
WASM 3 remains a critical single point of failure within the MWRA system and must be 
repaired. The pipe was built in the 1920s and has an extensive history of leak repair with 72 
leaks reported since 1987.  Rehabilitation, although difficult, results in much less impact to the 
communities than would replacement with a larger diameter pipe.  Access pits could be 

Main Street (Route 20) Waltham Waverly Oaks Rd / Pleasant St Belmont 
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constructed at 500-foot intervals and the major utility relocation and long duration street closures 
would not be required.  Under all of the alternatives discussed below, WASM 3 is assumed to be 
rehabilitated as a baseline project.  
 

EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES 
 

A large number of alternatives were developed and evaluated for meeting the redundancy needs 
of the City Tunnel, City Tunnel Extension and Dorchester Tunnel.  While organizing these 
alternatives for presentation it was determined that there are in fact two separate problems that 
staff are attempting to solve in the event of a disruption in service: providing supply to the 
Northern High Service Area; and providing supply to the Southern High and Southern Extra 
High Service Areas. This presentation groups together alternatives by commonalities or families 
of alternatives: three for the north and three for the south, and provides a high level summary of 
the evaluations.  Maps of each alternative are located in Tab 4. 
 
Northern System Alternatives 
 
In the north, the solutions can be grouped into the following families: 1. Pushing the existing 
system to the limits of its capacity; 2. Increasing the capacity of the 60-inch WASM 3 pipeline; 
and 3. Increasing capacity through construction of a new tunnel. 
 

1. Pushing the System to Its Limit: The first category consists of one alternative that would 
utilize capacity from adjacent service areas to get enough Low Service and High Service 
water up to Gillis Pump Station to avoid the need to pump directly out of Spot Pond.  It 
combines all four WASM mains to serve the Boston Low, Northern Low and Northern 
High winter/average day demands by increasing the pressure in the Low Service System 
to push water to the north.  It would require rehabilitation of WASM 3 and addition of 
new, higher capacity pressure reducing valves to feed the low system. The West Spot 
Pond Supply Line would need to be evaluated to determine if it is capable of being 
operated at higher pressure and may require replacement.  The estimated cost of this 
alternative (beyond the baseline costs) is $10 million (if pipeline replacement is not 
required). However, this alternative does not provide any additional system capacity to 
the north, nor does it resolve the need for redundancy for WASM 3.  In fact, it relies on 
all of the major northern distribution pipelines being in service in order to work; there are 
a number of single points of failure in this idea.   

 
When modeled on the MWRA water system hydraulic model, this alternative only barely 
works.  Given the degree of accuracy of the model and the fact that the system is pushed 
beyond the model’s calibration staff would not be comfortable utilizing this concept for 
anything beyond an emergency response when no other option exists.  This alternative, 
therefore, would not allow for isolation of parts of the tunnel system for maintenance and 
rehabilitation.  As such, it was determined to be not feasible as a long term solution. 
Since it could be used for contingency planning in the near term (the next 15-20 years) 
the requirements of this alternative are included in staff’s interim improvement 
recommendations. 
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2. Increase the Capacity of WASM 3: The second category of northern alternatives would 
increase the capacity of the WASM 3 pipeline through: increase in size of the existing 
pipeline; addition of an on-line pump station; construction of an alternate parallel large 
diameter pipeline; or a combination of these three elements.  There were six alternatives 
in this category with midpoint of construction costs ranging from $138 million to $473 
million.   
 
Staff do not recommend this family of alternatives. One of the major concerns is that of 
installing miles of large diameter pipelines in dense urban areas as previously discussed. 
Another major concern is the idea of adding an in-line pump station to overcome the lack 
of capacity in the WASM 3 line.  This creates the same kinds of problems for the system 
that was presented to the Board of Directors in September 2016 with the Chestnut Hill 
Emergency Pump Station pumping through the surface mains to the south (see Tab 1).  
High pipeline head losses, pressure swings and surges increase the risk of pipeline 
failures.  Staff believe that local opposition to these alternatives due to significant 
community impacts, extensive utility relocation, and miles of street closures and 
disruptions makes these surface piping alternatives infeasible, and therefore do not 
recommend them. 
 

3. New Tunnel: The third category of northern alternatives would increase capacity through 
construction of a new deep rock tunnel.  There were six alternatives in this category with 
midpoint of construction costs ranging from $472 million to $1,292 million.  
Construction impacts would be limited to the shaft construction and pipeline connection 
sites.  A tunnel could provide needed redundancy for the WASM 3 pipeline and would 
have adequate capacity to meet high day demand allowing for year round maintenance of 
the metropolitan tunnel system (in combination with a southern solution).  Staff 
recommend this family of alternatives.  A tunnel would provide the most reliable and 
seamless operation and would result in less community impact than other alternatives. 

 
Southern System Alternatives 
 
In the south, the solutions can be grouped into the following families or groups: 1. Large 
diameter surface pipe or new tunnel to the Sudbury Aqueduct in Newton or Needham and slip-
lining of the Sudbury Aqueduct or a new tunnel to Chestnut Hill Emergency Pump Station 
(CHEPS); 2. Providing a new pipeline to Shaft 7C or to a new pump station south of Chestnut 
Hill; and 3. Increasing capacity through construction of a new tunnel to Shaft 7C. 
 

1. Slip-lining Sudbury Aqueduct and New Connection: The first category would bring 
supply to the existing Chestnut Hill Emergency Pump Station through a combination of 
slip-lining the Sudbury Aqueduct, construction of new large diameter surface pipeline, 
and/or new tunnel between the Shaft 5 / Norumbega tank area and the Sudbury Aqueduct 
in Needham or Newton, or a new tunnel all the way to Chestnut Hill.  There were ten 
alternatives in this category with midpoint of construction costs ranging from $293 
million to $629 million. 

 
One of the major concerns with this group of alternatives was the reliance on the 
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Chestnut Hill Emergency Pump Station (CHEPS) to overcome the capacity deficiencies 
of the southern surface mains as presented at the September 2016 Board of Director’s 
meeting.  A copy of that staff summary is included in Tab 1 of the attachments to the 
meeting documents.  Discharge pressures from the CHEPS would exceed normal 
pressures in MWRA and community water pipelines increasing risk of pipeline failures.  
With CHEPS pumps shut down grade lines would be inadequate at high points in the 
system close to the station.  Additional operational concerns with coordinating pump 
operation with downstream pump stations and lack of emergency power are being looked 
at and will be part of staff’s interim improvement recommendations.  Lack of available 
space at CHEPS to make necessary improvements needed to improve reliability of 
operation when the Dorchester Tunnel is out of service is also a significant problem. 
 
Slip-lining the Sudbury Aqueduct and/or construction of miles of new large diameter 
pipelines have the same constructability concerns previously discussed for the WASM 3 
pipeline that would result in significant community impacts. The MetroWest Tunnel, 
originally the Sudbury Aqueduct rehabilitation project, was changed to a tunnel project in 
part due to these same difficulties and impacts.   
 
Due to the significant construction impacts of new large surface mains and slip-lining of 
the Sudbury Aqueduct, the potential unreliability of the CHEPS with the Dorchester 
Tunnel out of service, the potential to cause damage to surface piping when operating the 
CHEPS, staff do not recommend this family of alternatives. 

 
2. New pipeline to Shaft 7C: The second category of southern alternatives would eliminate 

the capacity deficiencies of the southern surface mains by providing additional large 
diameter pipeline capacity closer to Southern System demand or to a new pump station 
south of Chestnut Hill.  There were two alternatives in the category with midpoint of 
construction costs ranging from $363 million to $390 million.  

 
Staff do not recommend this family of alternatives due to the inability to construct 8 to 10 
miles of large diameter surface pipeline in dense urban areas (Needham, Wellesley, 
Newton, Brookline and Boston) as previously discussed, as well as concerns about the 
impact of pumping related to surges on the surface pipelines.  

 
3. New Tunnel: The third category of the southern alternatives would increase capacity 

through construction of a new deep-rock tunnel.  There were three alternatives of various 
tunnel lengths in this category with midpoint of construction costs ranging from $716 
million to $1,034 million.  Construction impacts would be limited to the shaft 
construction and pipeline connection sites.  A tunnel would eliminate the need to pump 
from the Chestnut Hill Emergency Pump Station under Metropolitan Tunnel failure 
scenarios.  In addition, it would have adequate capacity to meet high day demand 
allowing for year round maintenance of the metropolitan tunnel system (in combination 
with a northern solution). 
 
Staff recommend this family of alternatives.  A tunnel would provide the most reliable 
and seamless operation and would result in less community impact than other 
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alternatives. 
 
 

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS 
 

Consistent with MWRA’s multi-year rates management strategy to provide sustainable and 
predictable assessments to our communities, staff evaluated the impact of a variety of options for 
the redundancy project on the Capital Improvement Program (CIP) and the debt service on the 
Current Expense Budget (CEB).  Since 1985 MWRA has spent approximately $8.1 billion to 
upgrade the wastewater and waterworks systems.  The majority of these improvements were 
funded through the issuance of tax-exempt bonds.  As depicted in the graph below MWRA is 
projected to reach the peak of its debt service payments in fiscal 2022. 
 

 
 
In the case of all the options, most of the new debt service will occur after MWRA’s projected 
peak debt service year.  The following graph shows a representation of where the debt service 
associated with the long-term redundancy would occur based on current project cost estimates. 
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To facilitate discussion staff evaluated the impact of four different redundancy options to provide 
an estimated range of assessment impacts.  The four options are: no long-term redundancy, a 
least expensive option, a midrange option, and the most expensive option. The total rate revenue 
requirement represents all planned CIP projects and the impact of all the options.  The following 
graph shows the impact of the various construction options on the combined rate revenue 
requirement.  
 

 
 
Depending on the option selected the combined assessment increases would range from an 
average of 0.7% with the lowest cost option to 1.4% with the most costly; the maximum annual 
increase for any option is 3.9% in 2022.  
 
The negative combined rate changes are primarily driven by reductions to the sewer utility’s debt 
service payments in years 2023-2024 and 2028-2030.  The next graph details the impact on just 
the water utility assessments based on the various proposed options.  
 

 
 

Based on current projections the average water assessment increases would range from an 
average of 2.9% with the lowest cost option to 4.3% with the most costly; the maximum annual 
increase for any option is 4.6% in 2029.   
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The average increase solely related to the redundancy project ranges from 0.27% to 0.64% on a 
combined basis and 0.83% to 1.41% on the water utility alone.  More detailed information on the 
assessment impact of the various options is included in Tab 5. 

 
 

STAFF PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE 
 
Interim Improvements 
 
Environmental review, design and construction of any long term redundancy alternative will take 
many years (potentially 15 to 20 years).  Staff, therefore, recommend that interim system 
improvements be made to marginally reduce the risk of tunnel system failure (as previously 
described) and to improve system operating conditions in the event that an emergency occurs.  
These interim improvements include: 
 

• Tunnel/shaft pipe and valve improvements should be made where feasible; e.g., metal 
thickness evaluation, replacement of corroded bolts and fasteners, coatings and or 
structural pipe wrapping, cathodic protection, improvement of access, and installation of 
new isolation valves and replacement of air valves;   
 

• Emergency back-up power at the Chestnut Hill Pump Station should be installed and an 
evaluation of any improvements that could be made to minimize operational impacts 
such as installation of VFD drives and other modifications to the Chestnut Hill Pump 
Station previously described;   
 

• Rehabilitation of the WASM 3 pipeline should proceed to improve operation in an 
emergency and reduce the risk of failure;   
 

• The Commonwealth Avenue Pump Station, which gets supply directly from the City 
Tunnel at Shaft 6, should be modified to allow pumping directly from the Low Service 
Supply lines that run in the street in front of the station to provide redundancy for the 
City of Newton.   
 

• Evaluation and potential installation should be undertaken of new pressure reducing 
valves on WASM 3 and 4 and the West Spot Pond Line capable of supplying flow 
adequate to serve the Boston Low, Northern Low and Northern High Service Areas and 
evaluate the ability to operate the West Spot Pond Supply Line at higher pressure to 
allow pushing the system in a manner that limits the use of the open Spot Pond 
Emergency Reservoir in an emergency (would require a boil order).   
 

As these interim measures are undertaken, environmental review could begin on a preferred 
long-term redundancy alternative. 
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Long Term Preferred Alternative 
 
Given the difficulties associated with the construction feasibility and significant community 
impacts associated with large diameter surface pipe as described, together with operational 
reliability concerns, staff preferred the all-tunnel redundancy alternative. The preferred 
alternative, subject to more detailed review during the public review period, is shown in the 
Figure 6 below. 
 

 
Figure 6 - Staff Preferred Tunnel Alternative 

This alternative consists of two deep rock tunnels beginning at the same location in Weston near 
the Massachusetts Turnpike/Route 128 interchange.  The Northern Tunnel generally follows the 
route of MWRA’s existing WASM 3 transmission line to a point about midway along the 
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pipeline near the Waltham/Belmont border allowing flow in WASM 3 in both directions.  The 
length of the Northern Tunnel would be approximately 4.5 miles and the tunnel would have a 
finished inside diameter of approximately 10 feet.  It would include one connection shaft to 
provide a redundant supply to MWRA’s Lexington Street Pump Station and to allow isolation of 
the WASM 3 line in segments.  The Northern Tunnel has an estimated midpoint of construction 
cost of $472 million.  
 
The Southern Tunnel would run east to provide a shaft connection to MWRA’s Commonwealth 
Avenue Pump Station and would then run southeast to tie into the surface connections at Shaft 
7C about midway down the southern surface mains allowing flow in both directions. The length 
of the Southern Tunnel would be approximately 9.5 miles and would have a finished inside 
diameter of 10 feet. The estimated midpoint of construction cost of the Southern Tunnel is 
approximately $1,003 million.  
 
This alternative limits community disruptions and construction impacts to the locations of the 
tunnel construction and connection shaft sites. Large diameter surface piping, over seven  miles 
in length in the north through congested urban communities, contains a high risk of significant 
delays, expensive utility relocation and the inability of obtaining necessary local approvals.  The 
all tunnel alternative meets the strategic objective of a seamless transition to a back up supply, 
allowing maintenance to be scheduled for the Metropolitan Tunnels, without use of a boil order, 
without impacting the ability to provide for local fire protection, and without noticeable changes 
in customers’ water quality, flow or pressure.  It has the ability to meet high demand conditions 
which extends the time frame for maintenance and rehabilitation activities.   
 
To the north, the all tunnel alternative provides redundancy for the critical WASM 3 pipeline.  
To the south, it eliminates the need for the Chestnut Hill Emergency Pump Station in 
Metropolitan Tunnel shut down scenarios, thereby reducing operational risks associated with use 
of the Emergency Pump Station. The estimated total midpoint of construction cost for both the 
recommended north and south alternatives is $1,475 million with an estimated time to 
completion of 17 years.  This estimate includes 30% contingency and 4% annual construction 
cost escalation. 
 
Phased Approach 
 
Construction of either the Northern Tunnel or the Southern Tunnel by itself would provide 
benefit to the system.  The Northern Tunnel by itself provides redundancy for the City Tunnel 
Extension and the Southern Tunnel provides redundancy for the Dorchester Tunnel.  In addition, 
the Northern Tunnel, if completed, could allow isolation of the City Tunnel in an emergency 
under certain circumstances (e.g., Shaft 7 valves available and winter/average demand). In that 
case, the Southern System could be supplied back through the City Tunnel Extension to the 
Dorchester Tunnel, while being supplemented by the Chestnut Hill Emergency Pump Station 
pumping treated water from the Boston Low.  If phasing of the two tunnels was selected, staff 
would recommend the Northern Tunnel be started first and/or completed first. This is due to the 
relative age of the City Tunnel Extension with its cast iron surface pipes (harder to repair and 
more vulnerable to failure) over the Dorchester Tunnel and its steel surface pipes, and the 
locations of special concern at Shafts 5, 9 and 9A that could be more readily addressed with the 
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Northern Tunnel construction. Rehabilitation of Shaft 7 and valves and piping along the 
Dorchester Tunnel would be delayed until the southern tunnel was completed. 
 
Rate Impact of Preferred Alternative 
 
The average annual increase on the combined assessment of the preferred alternative is 1.3% 
with a highest single increase of 3.8%.  Given the longer duration of the phased construction 
option, the annual required borrowings would be lower than the un-phased option.  This would 
result in lower debt service costs which would result in smaller changes to the annual combined 
assessment. The average annual increase on the combined assessment for the phased alternative 
is 1.1% with a highest single increase of 3.8%. 
 
The average annual increase on the water assessment of the preferred alternative is 4.0% with a 
highest single increase of 4.0%.  The average annual increase on the water assessment for the 
phased alternative is 3.6% with a highest single increase of 3.7%.  
 
The rate impacts of the preferred option on both the combined and water assessments are within 
the MWRA’s long-term rates management strategy.  The preferred option is both consistent with 
the Authority’s core mission of providing reliable, cost-effective and high quality water, and its 
goal of providing sustainable and predictable assessments. 
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Board of Director’s Briefings Regarding Redundancy Projects 
 
 
November 28, 1990 Board approval to proceed with design of the MetroWest Water 

Supply Tunnel. Staff recommended that a future tunnel extend 
north from Weston to Shaft 9A. 

 
September 13, 1995 Informational briefing at a special Board meeting regarding the 

planning and interrelationships of the proposed MetroWest Water 
Supply Tunnel, Norumbega and other covered storage projects, 
and the Carroll Water Treatment Plant  

 
September 20, 1995 Board approval to award the Spot Pond Pipeline (Section 99) 

construction contract to provide a redundant supply to the Gillis 
pump station. 

 
May 22, 1996  
August 7, 1997 
October 21, 1998 Board approval to award the MetroWest Water Supply Tunnel 

construction contracts 
 
August 7, 1997 Board approval to award the Loring Road Covered Storage 

construction contract 
 
February 11, 1998 Board approval to award the Nash Hill Covered Storage 

construction contract 
 
February 10, 1999 Board approval to award the Chestnut Hill Replacement Pumping 

Station to provide redundancy to the Southern High and Southern 
Extra High service areas 

 
September 29, 1999 Board approval to award the Norumbega Covered Storage design 

build contract 
 
October 12, 2005 Board approval to award the Chicopee Valley Aqueduct 

Redundancy construction contract 
 
November 15, 2006 Board approval to award the Blue Hills Covered Storage design 

build contract 
 
January 10, 2007 Informational staff summary on construction progress of the 

Chicopee Valley Aqueduct Redundancy construction project 
 
June 27, 2007 Informational staff summary on the benefits and proposed schedule 

for the Hultman Aqueduct Rehabilitation and Interconnections to 
the MetroWest Tunnel project. 



 
December 12, 2007 Informational Staff Summary describing the level of redundancy 

throughout the water transmission and distribution systems and the 
status of ongoing or proposed projects and studies.  

 
March 12, 2008 Board approval to award the University Ave Water Main 

construction contract to provide a pipeline loop supplying 
Norwood 

 
September 17, 2008 Board approval to award a contract (Transmission Redundancy 

Plan) to evaluate alternatives and develop conceptual design for 
redundancy for the metropolitan tunnel system and the Cosgrove 
Tunnel. 

 
July 15, 2009 Board approval to award the Hultman Aqueduct Rehabilitation and 

Interconnections construction contract (CP-6A) 
 
December 16, 2009  Board approval to award the Southern Spine Distribution Mains 

Section 107 construction contract to provide a redundant supply to 
Milton and Quincy 

 
May 6, 2010 White paper on Water System Redundancy Planning and 

Construction. The white paper described completed, ongoing and 
planned redundancy projects throughout the water system. The 
white paper identified the need for redundancy for the metropolitan 
water system and noted that the findings of the Transmission 
Redundancy Plan would be presented soon. 

 
June 30, 2010 Informational Staff Summary presenting the findings and 

recommendations of the Transmission Redundancy Plan. The 
recommended alternative included the construction of seven miles 
of large diameter surface pipes, Slip lining the Sudbury Aqueduct 
with a seven foot diameter pipe, rehabilitation of the Chestnut Hill 
Emergency Pump Station and a four mile tunnel from Norumbega 
Reservoir to the Sudbury Aqueduct. 

 
December 22, 2010 Board approval to award the Lynnfield/Saugus Pipeline 

construction contract to provide redundancy to the Lynnfield 
Water District. 

 
October 12, 2011 Board approval to award the Spot Pond Water Storage Facility and 

Pump Station design build contract 
 
January 18, 2012 Informational staff summary on construction progress of the 

Hultman Aqueduct Rehabilitation and Interconnections to the 
MetroWest Water supply Tunnel 



 
March 14, 2012 Board approval to award the Hultman Aqueduct Interconnections 

construction contract (CP-6B) 
 
May 15, 2013 Informational Staff Summary on the completion of the Hultman 

Aqueduct Rehabilitation and Interconnections with the MetroWest 
Water Supply Tunnel. For the first time since the Hultman 
Aqueduct was planned in the 1930s, the transmission system has 
full redundancy from Marlborough to Weston.  

 
June 25, 2014 Update to the Water Policy and Oversight Committee on 

Metropolitan Tunnel Redundancy highlighting possible tunnel 
alternatives. 

 
November 18, 2015 Board approval to award the Wachusett Aqueduct Pump Station 

construction contract to provide redundancy to the Cosgrove 
Aqueduct. 

 
February 10, 2016 Informational staff summary addressing the need for Metropolitan 

Tunnel redundancy.  Information on the condition of the existing 
condition is included as are potential failure scenarios and system 
restoration information.  A White Paper on Water System 
Redundancy with information on peer utilities and policy guidance 
is attached. 

 
July 13, 2016 Informational staff summary providing a project update on Weston 

Aqueduct Supply Main 3 (WASM 3).  The condition of the 
existing WASM 3 line is discussed as is the feasibility of 
constructing a replacement 72-inch diameter pipe along a 
significant part of the current WASM 3 alignment as part of the 
Metropolitan Tunnel system redundancy plan. 

 
September 14, 2016 Informational staff summary addresses use of the underground 

Chestnut Hill Emergency Pump Station for emergency supply to 
the Southern High and Southern Extra High service areas. Recent 
Metropolitan Tunnel redundancy analysis identified capacity 
and pressure concerns in the surface piping that could affect 
operation in the event that the Dorchester Tunnel is not in service. 
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STAFF SUMMARY 

TO: Board of Directors 

FROM: Paul F. Levy, Executive Director 

DATE: November 28, 1990 

SUBJECT : Sudbury Aqueduct Reconstruction and Connecting Tunnels 
Project 

PURPOSE: INFORMATION 
X VOTE 

J ames Powers, Section Manager 
Preparer/Title (Type) 

~·~~ 
Div/Unit Director Approval (Sign) 

BOARD COMMITTEE COORDINATION 
ADMINISTRATION & FINANCE 
WASTEWATER POLICY & OVER. 

X WATER POLICY & OVERSIGHT 
PERSONNEL 
OTHER: 

William A. Brutsch, Director, Waterworks Div. 

(Type) 

{Sign) 

RECOMMENDATION: 

That the Board: 

a) approve the selection of the deep-rock tunnel alternative for the 
Sudbury Aqueduct and connecting tunnels project, and 

b) as part of this deep-rock tunnel alternative, approve a tunnel 
diameter of 14 feet from Shaft C to Norumbega Reservoir and approve 
a change in the tunnel route from the current alignment of Norumbega 
Reservoir to Chestnut Hill Reservoir to an improved aligrunent 
starting at Norumbega Reservoir and extending to Fells 
Reservoir/Shaft 9A, and 

c) authorize staff to negotiate an amendment with Sverdrup, the Sudbury 
project's design engineers, to include the design and construction 
of the first phase of the improved tunnel route from Norumbega 
Reservoir to the Weston Aqueduct and to delete the design and 
construction phases of the tunnel from Norumbega Reservoir to 
Chestnut Hill, and 

d) authorize staff to initiate a new procurement for the EIR of the 
improved tunnel route from the Weston Aqueduct to Fells 
Reservoir/Shaft 9A, and to include in a future CIP the design and 
construction of the improved tunnel route from the Weston Aqueduct 
to Fells Reservoir/Shaft 9A. 

1 



) DISCUSSION/ALTERNATIVES: 

) 

Background 

The Master Plan Study for the aqueduct/tunnel system examined ten different 
concepts for providing redundancy to the system. It narrowed the list of 
alternatives down to two: 

1 . Reconstruction of our existing Gravity Aqueducts. 
2 . Construction of an All-Tunnel System. 

The most critical need for system redundancy is between Shaft C in Marlborough 
and the Chestnut Hill area, see fold-out map - Figure 1. The reconstruction of 
the Sudbury Aqueduct and the connecting tunnels was selected as the primary 
alternative to resolve this problem because it would provide redundancy between 
these locations at what was believed to be the lowest cost. 

On May 9, 1990, staff informed 'the Board that a tunnel from Shaft C to Chestnut 
Hill with the same hydraulic capacity as the reconstructed Sudbury Aqueduct, 
could be built for about the same price , and with far less environmental imPact . 
Staff recommended that additional investigations into a tunnel alternative be 
conducted to confirm this. The Board agreed and voted for staff to put a minimum 
of effort into further study of the Sudbury Aqueduct and instead to concentrate 
on a study of the tunnel alternative and then to report back to the Board with 
a recommendation . 

This staff summary presents the progress of the Sudbury Aqueduct and Connecting 
Tunnels project and staff ' s recommendation for the future course of action . 

Progress Report 

Since May 1990 we have informed the public of the change in project emphasis, 
developed back-up data necessary to verify the preliminary cast estimate for 
the tunnel alternative, and we have evaluated other opportunities which arise 
once the decision is made to construct a deep rock tunnel instead of 
rehabilitating the Sudbury Aqueduct . 

The advantages of tunnel construction over aqueduct rehabilitation are detailed 
in Appendix A. In summary, the reconstruction of the Sudbury Aqueduct would 
result in extensive surface disruptions through wetlands and population centers 
while the tunnel construction would occur at hundreds of feet below the surface. 
Moreover, the reliability of a deep rock tunnel is far superior to that of a 
surface pipeline. Above all, the cost of this superior alternative is 
competitive. The estimated construction cost of rehabilitating the Sudbury 
Aqueduct is approximately $270 million while the cost of the tunnel is $295 
million. Furthermore, we anticipate that continued development along the surface 
route, and potentially tighter regulations on surface construction activities 
are likely to escalate future costs of surface construction while continued 
advancements in tunnelling technology may further reduce tunnelling costs in the 
future. 

2. 



) 

) 

Opportunities arising from the all-tunnel option: 

Given that construction of a tunnel is better than rehabilitation of the 
aqueduct, the remaining issue to be determined is what size of tunnel to build, 
how to phase it with other redundancy improvements, and where best to locate the 
tunnel. 

The MWRA does have an opportunity to resolve a number of problems by the timely 
and appropriate construction of tunnel sections. If these are correctly phased 
and sized there will be an overall reduction in cost to the Authority. The 
opportunities arise as follows: 

1. The MWRA Master Plan for redundancy calls for the pressurization of 
the Weston Aqueduct after the reconstruction of the Sudbury Aqueduct. 
However, because of the Safe Drinking Water Act regulations for 
covered distribution storage, we expect that we will be. required to 
pressurize the Weston Aqueduct sooner to eliminate use of the 
uncovered Weston Reservoir. Pressurization of the Weston Aqueduct 
can be avoided if the new Sudbury Tunnel is constructed as a 14-foot 
diameter tunnel instead of a 10- foQt-diarneter tunnel (a lO·foot 
diameter tunnel is the comparablealte:rnative to rehabilitating the 
Sudbury Aqueduct). A 14-foot-diameter tunnel does not cost much more 
than a 10-foot-diameter tunnel but it can convey more then twice as 
much water. A 14-foot-diameter tunnel could carry sufficient water 
to permit the Weston Aqueduct to be retired to an emergency reserve 
status. 

2. The MWRA Master Plan for redundancy also calls for the eventual 
construction of a tunnel from Norumbega Reservoir to Fells 
Reservoir/Shaft 9A, the Northern Tunnel Loop. This tunnel, when 
fully completed, will provide redundancy for the City Tunnel. and the 
City Tunnel Extension and will ·simplify planning of future 
distribution system improvements. If the Northern Tunnel Loop is 
properly phased and started now instead of later, it becomes less 
critical to construct an interim tunnel from Norumbega Reservoir to 
Chestnut Hill, the New City Tunnel . If construction of the entire 
Northern Tunnel Loop is delayed, the Authority would need to strongly 
consider building both the New City Tunnel now and the Northern 
Tunnel Loop later. In the long term; the New City Tunnel would 
become superfluous. In the short term, lack of redundancy for the 
City Tunnel, other than the existing Sudbury Aqueduct, would require 
that the Authority bear a certain level of risk. 

3. Selection of a tunnel parallel to the Hultman Aqueduct, will result 
in a savings of $5 million on construction of the planned pipeline 
improvements in Framingham. 

Discussion of Alternatives 

Figure 1 shows the major elements of the alternative projects . Construction 
costs are shown on Table 1 . 
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TA.BL.. 0 1SON OF PROJECT COSTS 

'--

PROJECT seeMEHTS 

SHAFT C TO SHAFT 4 

SHAFT4 TO 

NORUMBEGA RESEflVOIR 
(SEE NOTE BELOW} 

SUDBURY AQUEDUCT 

ALlERNATIVE 
(OFIGJNAL PROJECT) 

-----------------
$80MILLION 

(14 FOOT DIAMETER TUNNEL) 

$1 15MILLION 

(10 FOOT DIAMETER 
RECONSTRUCTED SUDBURY 
AQUEDUCT AND TUNNEL) 

ALL-TUNNEL 
ALTERNATIVE 

$80 MILLION 
(14 FOOT DIAMETER TUNNEL) 

$135 MILLION 
(10 FOOT DIAMETER TUNNEL) 

-------------- --- -----

NORUMBEGA fE!IERVOIR 
TO atESTNUT HILL 

$75MILLION 

{1 0 FOOT DIAMETER 

TUNNEL) 

$80MILLION 

(10 FOOT DIAMETER TUNNEL) 

-.._/ 

AMENDED ALL-TUNNEL 

AI.. TERNI'tTJVE 

$80 MILLION 

(14 FOOT DIAMETER TUNNEL) 

$ 150 MILLION . 
(14 FOOT DIAMETER TUNNEL) 

$85MILUON 

(12 FOOT DIAMETER TUNNEL} 

IM:STON AQUEDUCT 

{SHAFT 4 TO WESTON 

RESERVOIR) 

$90 MILLION $ 90 MILLION $0 

(1 1 FOOT DIAMETER {1 1 FOOT DIAMETER NOT REQUIRED 

RECONSTRUCTION OR TUNNEL) RECONSTRUCTION OR TUNNEL) 

NORUMBEGA RESERVOIR TO 
FELLS fESER\fOIRI SHAFT 9A 

$23SMILUON 
(12 FOOT DIAMETER TUNNEL) 

- - ------------· --
TOTAl PROJECT COSTS $595 MILLION 

$230 MILLION 

(12 FOOT DIAMETER TUNNEL) 

S615MILUON 

Note: THE JUNCTION POINT FOR T HE SUDBURY AQUEDUCT IS THE PROPOSED 

SHAFT IN NEEDHAM JUST WEST OF AOUTE 128. 

$218 MILLION 

(10 FOOT DIAMETER TUNNEL) 

-------- ---·----
$533 MILLION 

___,. 

COMMENTS 

THIS SEGMENT IS IDENTICAL 

FOR All ALTERNATIVES 

TUNNELS HAVE LONGER LIFE AND ARE 
LESS SUSCEPTIBLE TO BREAKS. 
A 14--FOOT TUNNEL CARRIES MORE 
THAN DOUBLE THE WATER OF A 

1 0-FOOT TUNNEl. 

THIS SEGMENT IS NOT REQUIRED 

FOR THE RECOMMENDED PROJECT BUT 

MUST BE BUll T IMMEDIATL Y FOR THE 
AMENDED ALL- T UNNEL ALTERNATIVE. 

STAFF ANTICIPATES THIS WILL BE 

REQUIRED BEFORE THE YEAR 2000 
BASED ON SfiWA REGULATIONS. 

STAFF RECOMMENDS ACCELERATING 
THE CONSTl'WCTION SCHEDULE OF THIS 

SEGMENT TO MAXIMIZE SAVINGS. 

POTENTIAL SAVINGS FROM PU\NNED 
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS 
ARE NOT INCLUDED IN THE TOTAl 

PROJECT COSTS. 
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The following discussion briefly summarizes the principal alternatives in light 
· of the opportunities detailed above. More detailed discussion o f each 
alternative is presented in Appendix A. We have included discussion of 
rehabilitation of the Sudbury Aqueduct solely for the purpose of comparing costs 
when all opportunities are viewed together. 

Alternative 1 Sudbury Aqueduct Rehabilitation. The rehabilitation of the 
Sudbury Aqueduct and the construction of connecting tunnels would cost $270 
million; but we would also need on the order of an extra $90 mill..ion to 
pressurize the Weston Aqueduct within ten years, and ten years later we would 
need another $235 million to construct the Northern Tunnel Loop. The total cost 
of all elements in Alternate 1 would be $595 million. (See Table 1) 

Alternative 2 All-tunnel to Chestnut Hill. If. we construct a lQ-foot 
diameter tunnel to Chestnut Hill, the bas.ic project would cost $295 million; it 
would be a superior enginBering alternative with greater reliability and a much 
longer life than the rehabilitated surface aqueduct in Alternate 1, but it would 
not eliminate the need to pressurize the Weston Aqueduct or to construct the 
Northern Tunnel Loop at a later time . The total cost would be $615 million. 
(See Table 1) 

Alternative 3 Amended all-tunnel to Chestnut Hill. If we construct a 14-
foot diameter Sudbury Tunnel from Shaft C to Norumbega, and a 12-foot-d~ameter 
New City Tunnel from Norumbega to Chestnut Hill, we would have all the advantages 
of the tunnel alternative plus we would avoid the necessity of pressurizing the 
Weston Aqueduct. The disadvantages of this alternative are that the Northern 
Tunnel Loop would still be needed at a later date and that in the long term, the 
New City Tunnel would become superfluous. The total costs would be $533 million. 
(See Table 1) 

Alternative 4 RecorrmEmded Project. The recommended project is a 14- foot 
diameter Sudbury Tunnel from Shaft C to Norumbega Reservoir, and a 12 - foot 
diameter Northern Tunnel Ldop to the Fells Reservoir and Shaft 9A. The Northern 
Tunnel Loop would be completed in two stages to achieve the optimum trade off 
between affordabillty and risk. The recommended project will eliminate the costs 
of pressurizing the Weston Aqueduct, as well as the costs required to construct 
a New City Tunnel from Norumbega Reservoir to Chestnut Hill. 

Since the Authority has a large number of projects under construction during 
the late 1990's, such as the SDWA Compliance Program, Secondary Treatment at Deer 
Island and CSOs, the Northern Tunnel Loop construction will be completed in two 
stages. Stage 1 construction of the Northern Tunnel Loop consists of a 12- foot 
diameter tunnel, approximately 12,000 feet in length, from Norumbega Reservoir 
to a shaft located near the Terminal Chamber of the Weston Aqueduct. At this 
shaft, surface piping connections and pressure regulating facilities would permit 
water from the new tunnel to be transferred to the Weston Aqueduct Supply Mains 
(WASM). Once these are in service, the Weston Aqueduct would remain available 
for back-up service. At this shaft, a connection would be made to an existing 
7 .. foot- diameter high service pipeline which currently connects the Hultman 
Aqpeduct to the WASM pipelines. A new tunnel, 10-foot in diameter, and about 
4000 feet long would be constructed from this shaft to Shaft 5. These 
improvements would provide redundancy for the eastern two miles of the Hultman 
Aqueduct from Norumbega Reservoir to Shaft 5. 
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Stage 1 construction would also include the four remaining shafts o f the No rthern 
Tunne l Loop, f r om the f i r s t shaft at t he Weston Te rminal Chamber, t o the l ast 
shaft at Fells Reservoir . Construction of these portions of the Northern Tunnel 
Loop will begin in 1994 and be completed by 1998. Stage 2 would consist of the 
tunnel sections between the Weston Aqueduct and Shaft 9A of the City Tunnel 
Extension . This stage would be constructed between 2003 and 2007 . The total 
cost of Stage 1 is estimated t o be $43 million for construction . Engineering 
costs for both Stages 1 and 2 are $20 million . Construction cost for Stage 2 
is $195 million. 

The recommended alternate achieves the best trade-off, between r isk and cost . 
Until the entire Northern Tunnel Loop is complete, the Authority has the risks 
imposed by lack of adequate redundancy for the City Tunnel and the City Tunnel 
Extension. 

Immediate construct ion of the Sudbury Tunnel from Norumbega Reservoir to Chestnut 
Hill would have provided redundancy for the eastern-most two miles of the Hultman 
Aqueduct and the City Tunnel. The recommended project p-rovides immediate 
redundancy for the eastern two miles of the Hultman Aqueduct which are considered 
more vulnerable, but delays for 10 years the provision of redundancy for the more 
secure City Tunnel, until the Northern Tunnel Loop is completed. This approach 
elimina·tes an expenditure of $85- million for the New City Tunnel. It calls for 
construction of the first portion of the Northern Tunnel Loop, an expenditure 
that would have been made in the future in any case, and it requires construc tion 
of a short 10-foot-diameter tunnel, at a cost of approximately $8 million, which, 
together with this first portion of the Northern TunnelLoop, will provide back-

) up capability for the eastern- most tw~ miles of the Hultman Aqueduct . 

) 

The 14~foot diameter Sudbury Tunnel and the 12 - foot-diameter Northern Tunnel 
Loop, as described above in Alternative 4, at a cost of $468 million provide full 
redundancy for the Hultman Aqueduct now and the City Tunnel and the City. Tunnel 
Extension later. The project avoids the necessity of pressurizing the Weston 
Aqueduct. It reduces the volume of required covered storage at the Weston 
Reservoir area . It is superior from the standpoint of working within the 
Authority's funding limits, meeting master planning goals and reliable 
engineering design. A decision to proceed immediately with the recommended 
project would simplify planning for distribution piping improvements and covered 
distribution storage because it would establish the foundation for future system 
hydraulics . It follows our master plan for providing redundancy for our 
principal tunnels and aqueducts without committing funds to intermediate 
facilities which could become either superfluous or hydraulically inappropri ate. 
By constructing the 14-foot~diameter Sudbury Tunnel now and starting a phased 
construction program for the Northern Tunnel Loop, we will save $165 million in 
construction costs over the long term. In the short term, the Authority will 
need to bear the risk f or having no redundancy for the City Tunnel other than 
the existing Sudbury Aqueduct . 

Related Issues 

Interbasin Transfer Act Implications: The Department of Environmental Management 
has already completed a preliminary review of the original project under the 
Interbasin Transfer Act. They concluded that the portion of the project relating 
t o r econs truc ting the Sudbury Aqueduct or providing an equivalent 10 - foot 
diamete r tunnel is not governed by the Act . The 14 - foot- diameter connecting 
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t tunnel segment between Shaft C and Shaft 4 in Southborough would, however, 
require a request for a determination as to whether the Act applies , regardless 
of which alternative is chosen. Therefore, for each of the alternatives outlined 
above, a review of the project under the Interbasin Transfer Act wi l.l be 
required. The larger the project, both in terms of diameter and scope , the more 
detailed the review is likely to be. 

) 

) 

Safe Drinking Water Act Implications: Construction of a tunnel or rehabilitated 
aqueduct is not directly affected by any of the rules resulting from the Safe 
Drinking Water .Act Amendments. However, the need to eliminate uncovered 
distribution storage at Norumbega, Weston, Spot Pond and Fells Reservoirs and 
the need to replace unpressurized aqueducts with pressurized tunnels does affect 
our planning and scheduling and is a major reason why a 14wfoot- diameter SUdbury 
Tunnel is needed in place of the somewhat less expensive 10-foot-diameter Sudbury 
Tunnel. 

Northern Tunnel Loop Shaft Sites: There is a better opportunity to lock in shaft 
sites for the Northern Tunnel Loop now rather than later. The Northern Tunnel 
Loop will be located mostly within the Metropolitan Boston area which is already 
heavily developed. Any remaining open land within the Metropolitan Boston area 
will come under increasingly more pressure for development in the future. 
Accordingly, staff recommends that, once the shaft sites for the Northern Tunnel 
Loop have been identified and approved through the EIR process, the Authority 
should proceed to purchase and construct them. 

A commitment to purchase and build the shafts now will fix their location and 
help to simplify planning of future distribution system improvements . 
Construction of the shafts now will also set the stage for future ·tunnel 
construction activities at those sites. 

Engineering Fees: The recommended project will require adjustments to the 
current contract with Sverdrup and a new procurement for the entire EIR and later 
on for the second phase of the design and construction of the Northern Tunnel 
Loop . Following approval by the Board, staff will negotiate an amendment with 
Sverdrup to reduce the scope of the final design, construction administration 
and resident inspection phases of the contract (Phases II and III) by eliminating 
the New City Tunnel section of the project {from Norumbega Reservoir to Chestnut 
Hill) and by adding the first phase of the Northern Tunnel Loop (from Norumbega 
Reservoir to the Weston Aqueduct with a connection to Shaft 5 and the 
construction of the tunnel shafts) ; and 

Staff will also pursue a new procurement for the entire EIR and for the second 
phase of the final design and construction of the Northern Tunnel Loop. 

We estimate that the current total budget for the Sverdrup contract will be 
reduced somewhat with the proposed amendment. The new procurement for the entire 
EIR and for the second phase of the design, construction administration and 
resident inspection of the Northern Tunnel Loop will require additional 
engineering costs. 

Project Schedule~ The current project schedule calls for completion of the EIR 
for the Sudbury Aqueduct by June 1991 and for commencement of construction by 
January 1993. To take advantage of the opportunities now offered by the all
tunnel option the schedule must be revisited. 
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f' We estimate that a time extension of about six months would be requir ed to 
incorporate the 14 foot diameter tunnel into the EIR . Final desi gn for the 
Su.dbury Tunnel and the first phase of the Northern Tunnel Loop would start in 
the Winter of 1992 . Const ruction would commence by June 1994 and would be 
completed by June 1998. 

) 

The _ new procurement for the EIR of the Northern Tunnel Loop would proceed 
immediately with a final EIR ready by December 1993 . The new procurement for 
final design and construction services for the second phase of the Northern 
Tunnel Loop would begin once funds became available , but not later than 2000 . 
Construction would begin not later than 2003 and finish by 2007. 

BUDGET/FISCAL IMPACT: The FY91-93- CIP includes a 10 year forecast from FY1991 
through FY2000. The recommended project includes expenditures the Authority 
would incur through FY2000 . Although the project cost is $468 million, the 
second phase of the Northern- 'funnel Loop construction is too large to absorb in 
the late 1990's , given the other scheduled projects . The Phase 2 costs are not 
included in the 10 year plan . 

Since the approved 10 year plan includes construction of the New City Tunnel , 
pressurization of the Weston Aqueduct and a 27 , 000 foot pipeline in Framingham. 
The following recommended project represents a savings of $48 million through 
the 10 year planning period as listed below: 

Aqueduct Improvements 

Sudbury Aqu . Des . /Const . 
Framingham Des . / Const . 
Northern Loop Des./EIR 
Northern Loop Canst . Ph . l 

Safe Drinking Water Act 

1991-2000 
FY91- 93 Final CIP 

260 , 579 , 863 
11,295,000 

0 
0 

Weston Aqueduct Des . /Const. 90,000,000 

Total 361,674,863 

1991- 2000 
Recommended Project 

244,000,000 
6 , 295 , 000 

20,000,000 
43,000 , 000 

0 

313 , 295,.000 

The proposed FY92-94 CIP does not reflect the 10 year recommended project. The 
final CIP will be prepared in accordance with the Board ' s decision . 

MBE/WBE UTILIZATION : The current project requires a combined minimum MBE/WBE . 
participation of 20 percent . A minimum 20 percent combined MBE/WBE participation 
will be maintained throughout the project . 

Attachments : 
Figure 1 Tunnel/Aqueduct Improvement Program 
Appendix A - Progress Report and Discussion on Pro-ject Alternatives 

pb617 - 2 
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APPENDIX A 

PROGRESS REPORT AND DISCUSSION OF PROJECT ALTERNATIVES 

PROORESS REPORT 

Since our staff stunmary in May, 1990, Amendment No . 1 was executed by the 
Executive Director under his delegated authority. Amendment No. 1 addressed the 
change in project emphasis from reconstruction of the Sudbury Aqueduct to a new 
tunnel. It resulted in a net reduction of $19,717 in engineering costs for Phase 
I. The consultant has not been authorized to proceed with Phase II - final 
design or Phase III - construction administration and resident inspection. 

In May, a newsletter was also sent to project abutters and community officials 
informing them that an all-tunnel alternative to the reconstruction of the 
SUdbury Aqueduct was being evaluated. In early June, a Notice of Project Change 
was published by the MEPA Unit of the Executive Office of Environmental Affairs, 
and a public meeting was held to inform interested parties of the all- tunnel 
alternative. Community officials from Weston and Wayland were briefed by staff 
because neither community had been briefed earlier since they were not located 
within the project area of the original alternative. 

To refine the initial cost estimate for the tunnel alternative , it was necessary 
to obtain a better understanding of the geology along the tunnel route and to 
identify the availability of sites for tunnel construction shafts. A state
wide search was launched to collect available data on the geology of the study 
area . Rock core was located from deep borings taken by the MDC in 1937 as part 
of the planning of the Hultman Aqueduct. The 1937 borings provided extremely 
useful geological information because they were located along the same general 
alignment as the currently proposed tunnel. To supplement the available 
geological data, a survey of the surface geology along the route was undertaken. 
Seismic surveys and deep rock borings at strategic points were also completed. 
Altogether, the collected data has given us significant insights into the area 
geology and has allowed us to establish an approximate profile of bedrock 
elevations. 

Potential areas for tunnel construction shafts were identified and investigated. 
These included the area around Shaft C in Marlborough, i:.he Shaft 4 area in 
Southborough, an existing sand and gravel pit at the northwest corner of 
Framingham, the Norumbega Reservoir area, the area around Shaft 5, the area 
around Shaft 6 and the Chestnut Hill Reservoir area . 

. Conceptual layouts of surface piping interconnections at shaft sites have been 
initiated. Several piping layouts are being developed and evaluated to ensure 
future operational flexibility and metering dependability at a reasonable cost. 
Alternative concepts are also being evaluated to provide redundancy to the 
communities along the project route. Staff will continue to work with the 
communities to provide them a continuous and dependable supply of water. 

Based on an evaluation of the geologic information, the potential locations for 
tunnel construction shafts and the surface piping interconnections, the 
construction cost estimates for the tunnel were refined. The current estimates 
confirm that the all-tunnel alternative is cost competitive with the option of 
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reconstructing the Sudbury Aqueduct. The availab-ility of shaft sites in 
unpopulated areas, with excellent access to rock storage areas and major highways 
and/or rail lines, means that the tunnel can be constructed with minimal 
disruption to the environment and the community. 

Reconstruction of the Sudbury Aqueduct would require at least 100,000 linear feet 
of surface construction with a 10 foot diameter pipe through envirorunentally 
sensitive areas and population centers; it would also require 43,000 linear feet 
of tunnels and at least five tunnel shafts. The tunnel alternative will require 
only about 15,000 linear feet of surface construction for interconnec tions 
between our existing facilities and the new tunnel, approximately 115,000. linear 
feet of tunnels, and eight tunnel shafts. The cost of reconstructing the Sudbury 
Aqueduct is approximately $270 million while the cost .of constructing · a new 
tunnel of similar capacity would be approximately $295 million. The costs are 
on the same order of magnitude given the level of detail available at this time. 
Furthermore, construction costs for the rehabilitation of the Sudbury Aqueduct 
are more likely to increase in the future than are tunneling costs . Recent 
advancements in tunneling technology have already reduced tunneling costs 
significantly and are likely to continue to reduce them in the near future . An 
article on · tunneling technology in the August issue of the Engineering News 
Record states that "in the midst of escalating construction costs, some tunneling 
costs have dropped as much as 75% ove:t' the past 20 years". On the other hand, 
continued development along the route of the Sudbury Aqueductr and potentially 
tighter regulations on surface const:t"Uction activities are likely to escalate 
the future costs of surface construction. 

DISCUSSION OF PROJECT ALTERNATIVES 

In the following discussion the aqueduct/tunnel system from Shaft c in 
Marlborough to Shaft 9A in Malden, is broken down into four geographic segments, 
and the options available for each segment are discussed. 

Shaft C in Marlborough to Shaft 4 in Southborough 

At present , one hundred percent of the flow between these points is conveyed in 
a single conduit. The western most two miles of the existing conduit consists 
of a 12 . 5 foot diameter pressure pipeline, and the eastern three miles, a 14 foot 
diameter tunnel. There is no backup capacity whatsoever in this area, other than 
to reduce pressure and pass the water through the Sudbury Reservoir. The 
reduction in pressure would restrict flow so severely that minimal flow 
requirements could not be met. Water quality would also be impaired, and a boil 
order would be required . All of the alternatives considered recommend a new 14 
foot diameter tunnel to provide redundancy for this segment of the project. 

Shaft 4 to Norumbega Reservoir in Weston 

For this section of the transmission system, the original. plan was to reconstruct 
the Sudbury Aqueduct immediately and the Weston Aqueduct later. However, given 
that a new tunnel of the same capacity {10 foot diameter) as the reconstructed 
Sudbury Aqueduct can be built for close to the same price, and at far less 
environmental impact, a tunnel is recommended. 

The foundation and configuration of the Sudbury Aqueduct are such that a 10 foot 
diameter is the largest size which could be built economically. At 200 million 
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f' gallons per day (mgd) capacity, the reconstructed Sudbury Aqueduct, together with 
the existing Weston Aqueduct, would have provided the minimum required 300 mgd 
capacity. In the future, reconstruction of the Weston Aqueduct would have 
increased capacity to provide full transmission redundancy. 

) 

With the decision to construct a new tunnel, the issue of diameter or capacity 
must be re-examined. For a relatively small incremental cost, a large increase 
in capacity can be achieved. A 10 foot diameter tunnel between Shaft 4 and 
Norumbega Reservoir is estimated to cost $135 million; a 12 foot diameter, $145 
million; and a 14 foot diameter, $150 million . For an 11 percent increase in 
cost, therefore, the tunnel diameter can be increased from 10 feet to 14 feet 
and a more than 100 percent increase in capacity can be achieved. With the 
additional capacity provided by a 14 foot diameter tunnel, the Authority would 
not have to reconstruct the Weston Aqueduct in the future. The cost of 
reconstructing the Weston Aqueduct is approximately $100 million. 

The Weston Aqueduct needs to be reconstructed because it presents serious 
concerns related to the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA). As a gravity aqueduct 
of masonry construction, the Weston Aqueduct is subject to infiltration of 
groundwater which may not meet drinking water standards. Also, as a gravity 
aqueduct it requires a very large reservoir at its terminus (currently provided 
by the existing Weston Reservoir) which does not fluctuate much in water surface 
elevation. As such, the Weston Reservoir cannot be economically replaced with 
covered distribution storage and instead the Weston Aqueduct must be 
reconstructed as a pressure conduit. With a pressure conduit the required 
storage would be reduced to possibly a 20 or 30 million gallon tank which would 
then be partially or completely buried . 

. To pressurize the Weston Aqueduct we would undoubtedly encounter similar concerns 
with surface construction in environmentally sensitive areas and population 
center as were identified for the reconstruction of the Sudbury Aqueduct. These 
issues might have the effect of significantly increasing the costs of 
reconstructing the Weston Aqueduct, perhaps even to the point where another new 
tunnel might have to be considered as a substitute. 

In light of these concerns and given the savings to be gained by eliminating 
the need for future reconstruction of the Weston Aqueduct , staff recommends that 
a 14 foot diameter tunnel be selected for this segment of the project. 

Norumbega Reservoir to Chestnut Hill in Boston 

Since 1848, the Chestnut Hill area has been the hub of the transmission system. 
This was the terminus of the Cochituate Aqueduct (1848), the Sudbury Aqueduct 
(1878), the Weston Aqueduct Supply Mains (WASM) 1903, and the high pressure City 
Tunnel (1951). The Dorchester Tunnel (Southern High Service) and the City Tunnel 
Extension (Northern High Service) start at this point. It is also the junction 
point between the Boston Low Service and. the Northern Low Service systems. 
Therefore, any plan for transmission system redundancy must take these facts into 
consideration. 

The City Tunnel brings water from Norumbega Reservoir to Chestnut Hill. The rock 
tunnel portions of the City Tunnel are very safe, reliable and secure facilities. 
However, the tunnel surf ace connections, valves and other control f ac ili ties are 
less reliable. Last year a valve which connects the City Tunnel to the 
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Commonwealth Avenue Pump Station in Newton failed in the shut position. I t cut 
off 85 percent of the supply to Newton. Fortunately it was possible to repair 
the broken section of the valve without removing the entire valve and havi ng to 
shut down the City Tunnel. It is this type of incident which demonstrates that, 
even with a very secure tunnel , there are relatively minor appurtenances whose 
failure can result in a major shut-down. 

Currently, only one major on-line facility, the Weston Aqueduct Supply Main 
Number 4 (WASM 4), can be operated at high service to provide back-up to the City 
Tunnel . It has less than 15 percent of the capacity of the City Tunnel . The 
only other back-up at present would require drawing water of low quality and low 
pressure from the Framingham Reservoirs together with the activation of the 
Sudbury Aqueduct and the Chestnut Hill Pumping Station. Water quality would be 
impaired and a boil order would be required. 

In the future, there could be three possible plans for providing redundancy 
between Norumbega Reservoir and Chestnut Hill: 

o The Sudbury Aqueduct 
o A New City Tunnel parallel to the existing City Ttmnel 
o The Northern Tunnel Loop 

The Sudbury Aqueduct is a less desirable solution because it would generate too 
much surface disruption and no significant economic advantage. 

A New City Tunnel would cost $85 million and would only provide limited benefit . 
For purposes of comparing the 10 foot diameter reconstructed Sudbury Aqueduct 
to a new tunnel in the area from Norumbega Reservoir to Chestnut Hill, the new 
tunnel is shown as a 10 foot diameter conduit. If it . were built at 12 foot 
diameter (the diameter of the existing City Tunnel) it would cost an additional 
$5 million, but it would provide full redundant capacity for the City Tunnel and 
it would allow the diameter of the Northern Tunnel Loop to be reduced from 12 
foot to 10 foot. However, the Northern Tunnel Loop would still be required in 
the future. At a 10 foot diameter the Northern Tunnel Loop would cost $210 
million while at 12 foot diameter it would cost $230 million. 

The recommended alternative is to start building the Northern Tunnel Loop now. 
A 12 foot diameter Northern Tunnel Loop, when completed, would provide direct 
supply to the Northern Extra High , Northern Intermediate High, Northern High and 
Northern Low systems. The Northern Tunnel Loop would also provide redundancy 
to both the City Tunnel and the City Tunnel Extension with sufficient capacity 
to send water to Chestnut Hill to meet the demands in the central and southern 
areas. 

Northern Tunnel Loop from Norumbega Reservoir 
to the Fells Reservoir and Shaft 9A in Malden 

All of the alternatives evaluated under the Redundancy Master Plan included the 
Nor-thern Tunnel Loop as the means to provide full redundancy for the City Tunnel 
Ex·tension, and to provide full or partial redundancy for the City Tunnel. The 
basic concepts for system redundancy in this area have remained unchanged since 
they were first introduced in 1936. The only variations have been slight 
adjustments in location {so as to avoid crossing major rock fault zones , to cross 
faults at right angles , where crossings are unavoidable , and to locate shafts 

A- 4 



f'' at environmentally sound sites. As described in the preceding sectio n, the 
Northern Loop can have a smaller capacity if it is one of several means for 
providing redundancy for the City Tunnel. It must have larger capacity if it 
is the sole means. 

) 
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If a 12 foot diameter Northern Tunnel Loop is built now, at a cost o f $230 
million, then the New City Tunnel between Norumbega Reservoir and Chestnut Hill 
need not be built ($85 million}. If , however, the Northern Tunnel Loop is not 
built now, then a 12 foot diameter New City Tunnel must be built now between 
Norumbega and Chestnut Hill ( $85 million) , and a 10 foot diameter Northern Tunnel 
Loop ($210 million} must be built in the future . A full . listing of construction 
costs is shown in Table 1. 

If the New City Tunnel is not built and funding the entire Northern Tunnel Loop 
now is not possible, the Northern Tunnel Loop construction should be subdivided 
into two phases with the first phase to be built now and the second phase to 
begin not later than 2003. The first phase of the Northern Tunnel Loop would 
include construction of the first leg of the Northern Tunnel Loop from Norumbega 
to the Weston Aqueduct, construction of a connection to Shaft 5 to provide 
redundancy for the Hultman Aqueduct from Norumbega to Shaft 5, and construction 
of shafts for the Northern Tunnel Loop. Construction of the Northern Tunnel Loop 
shafts now achieves two important goals . First, it locks in the land required 
for construction of the Northern Tunnel loop now while also preventing future 
encroachments which might require re-routing the tunnel later. Second, . it 
simplifies planning of future distribution system improvements by fixing the 
location of the tunnel shafts and the future location of the tunnel 
interconnections with the distribution system. 

pb-617-21 
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STAFF SUMMARY 

TO: Board of Directors ...__--;? £1 
Frederick A. Laskey, Executi ve Director ~ "' 
June 30, 2010 
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DATE: 
SUBJECT: Metropolitan Water Transmission System Redundancy· Plan 

COMMITTEE: Water Policy & Oversight 

Jae R. Kim, Director, Water Engineering 
Frederick Brandon, Senior Program Manager 
Preparer/Title 
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tl&J~~ 
Chief Operating Officer 

Th e Metropolitan urea wmer transmission system does nor currently have redundancr fo r the Ciry 
Tunnel. the City Tunnel Extension or the Dorchester Tunnel. The loss of rliese tunnels would be 
cawstroph ic. 

As part of a contract with the engineering finn of Fav, Spofford and Thom dike that is studying 
redundoncy for rhe overall transmission svstem, a plan has been developed rhar wili p rovide I 

, redundanc_vfor the lransrn ission syslem within the Jvfetropolitan area. Tliis pian. ·>~· lien comhined 
with the Cosgrove Tunnel Redundancy Pump Stenion and rehabilitation ofrhe Hulrman Aqueduct, 
will provide redundancy.fi-om fiVachusetr Reservoir 10 the heart oft he distribw ion system \,vith in the 
Metropolitan area. 

TI1e details of the proposed plan 10 provide redundanc_y for the }!,fetropoliwn area 11 ·arer . 
rransmission ,~ys tem arc? outlined in thi:-. staffswnmaty and in staff's pres~lll~llion 10 zhe Board. __j 

RECOMMENDATION: 

For informatio n only. 

DISCUSSlON: 

The water transmission system v·,:i thin the Metropolitan area rel ies on the avai labi li ry of' the City 
Tunnel, the City Tunnel Extension and the Dorchester Tunnel. A shut-down of any ofthese tunnels 
wou ld seriously corn promise MWRJ\ 's ability to deliver potable watenvi thout imposing a boi l water 
order. 

In September 2008, the Board approved a contract with Fay, Spofford and Thorndike (FS&T) to 
study redundancy for the overa ll transm ission system. As a result of that study, on Jan uary 13,2010, 
the Board directed staff to proceed with the design and construction of a emergency pumping station 
at the terminus of the Wachusetr Aqueduct near the Can·oll 'f~Tater Treatment Plant site to provide 
redundancy for the exis ting Cosgrove Tunnel. Now, a plan has been developed that wiil provide 
redundancy for the transmission system within the Metropolitan area. 
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The need for transmission system redundancy is driven by two compelling interests. first, MWRA 
must be able to sw iftly respond to a disruption in service. Failure of the deep rock turmels is uniikely. 
However, a more likely fai lure is of surface piping or surface connection valves. This scenario may 
require isolation of the entire wnnel system, repair of customized equipment at specific location s and 
take weeks or months to comple te. In general, water systems across the United States use a ran ge of 
strategies to eliminate such s ingle points of failure. The general goal is to transition to a bac k--up 
system that is urmoticeable by the consumer. A.nother reason for redundancy is the need to inspect, 
maintain and rehabilitate these tmmels and key valves on a regular basis. At this time , the 
Metropolitan tunnels, ancillary val ves and equipment are as much as 60 years old and there is 
cunentl y no way to schedule inspection or maintenance work with an alternate means of providing 
water supply. Thus, a redundant means of providing service will allow scheduled system 
rehabili tation as needed and also reduce the risk associated with an emergency event dism pting 
serv tce. 

M WRA · s predecessor agencies began consider ing redundancy fo r the tunne l system in the 1930s 
when a prel!minary plan fo r a Northern Twmel Loop was identified. Given MWRA' s decre ased 
denmnds and concern that any redundancy project be cost effective, the study was inlended to review 
the full range of potential alternatives including a full turmel alternative but also includ in g an 
examinatio n of existing and proposed CTP projects to determine if existing or potentia l surface 
pipelines cou ld be optimized to provide transmission system reduncL~mcy. 

Since award of the redundancy study to FS&T, si.gnificant work has been performed to d efine 
existing hydraul ic conditions witbin MW RA 's system and to identify the impacts of various fai lure 
scenarios of the Metropolitan tunnel system on the level of service and the hydraulic grade line at 
each communi ty meter. Alternative improvements to mitigate the impacts associated with fai lure of 
key tu nne l segments were then developed and evaluated . As noted above, in the Metropoli tan tunnel 
system, the most significant points of failure are at Shaft 5 and at Shaft 7. 

Fifteen alternatives were evaluated; four alternatives, including a tunnel loop a ltemmive, were 
developed for various demand scenarios and l l aiternatives were developed to meet average 
demands. Al ternatives rneeting average demands allO\v maintenance to be scheduled and comp leted 
during three seasons but cannot meet nom1al summer demands if routine work were to e.>..tencl 
beyond the spring or in the event of an emergency during high er-demand periods. Under such 
circumstances, demand reductions through mandatory restrictions and possible supply limitati ons to 
some partial -user communities would be necessary. 

The 15 alternati ves were evaluated for a range of criteria and then narrowed down to three key 
alternati ves: 

l. 
2. 
3. 

A Tunnel Loop to Provide Maximum Day Demands 
Surface Mains to Provide Average Day Demands 
Surface Mains w ith a Tunnel Segment to Provide H igh Day Demands 

2 
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Further review of these thTee altematives shows that although the tunnel alternative provides th ll 
redundancy tor maximum day demands, it is extremely expensive and is considerably over-designed 
for normal operations. Altemative 2 has the lowest cost but \vould requi re water use restriction s in 
the event of extended repairs or during a seasona\ly-occmTing emergency. It also does not 
adequately consider potential additional water demand due to either new customers or to panial users 
impacted by drought or emergencies. Additionall y, this altemative connects to the system at the 
Shaft 5 area, which is very congested and could be impacted by flooding or construction act iv ities 
under certain fai lure scenarios. 

Alternative 3 was further broken down into three options, which vary by whether they include a 
tmmel component (Option A) and by where the redundant system connects to the curren t system 
(Options A & B connect at Norumbega; Option Cat Shaft 5) , see Figure l , attached. Staff have a 
selected as a preliminary recommendat ion, Altemative 3, Option A, because th is altemative provides 
full redundancy for existing and proj ected high-day demands and it avoids the congestion of 
connecting at the Shaft 5 location. Option A does incl ude a 1 0-foot-diameter tlllm el segment fron1 
Norumbega to the Sudb ury Aqueduct. Although th is alternati ve is more expens ive than Option B, 
which uses a 72-inch surface pipeli ne between Norumbega and the Sudb ury Aqueduct , community 
dismption would be significantl y lessened. 

Staff plan to initiate the procurement process for a contract the Concept Design and Environm ental 
Review phase of the Sudbury Aqueduct pressurization work dmi ng FY 11 and carry out Co ncept 
Design and alternati ves evaiuations before retuming to the Board for a detailed presentation ofthe 
recommended alternative prior to fom1al MEPA review in late-fall 2011 . 

BUDGET FISCAL IMPACT: 

An estimated net cost of S229 million was added for the water redundancy projects to the D raft 
FYll CLP for the Altemative 3, Option A propos<!.l. 

ATTACHM ENT: 

Figure 1. Metropolitan Transmi ssion System Redundancy Plan A lternative 3 
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Figure 1. l\~etropolitan Transmission System Redundancy Plan Alternative 3 
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Board of Directors 
Water Policy and Oversight Committee 
June 25, 2014 

Update to the Water Policy and Oversight Committee on Metropolitan Tunnel 
Redundancy highlighting possible tunnel alternatives. 
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Over the next several months stqff' will present three major aspects of initial planning .fhr 
that project. This stqfl summWJ' is the first , and will look at why redundancy for the 
Metropolitan Tunnels is essential. including the condition q{the .1ystem. potential.fctilure 
scenarios. the d{fficulfy <~t' recovering ji-om m~v .fi:tilure and restoring service. and the 
inability to shut down the .\ystem for either inspeclion or rnaintenance. The second. in 
A-larch, w;/1 review work done over the past .\·everal years examining a •.vide range r~l 

alternatives to provide fit!/ or partial redundancy. including their costs. reliability of 
operation. constmctability issues and envh·onmental impacts. 771e third stqff' summmJl, in 
Mtw. lrill examine whether and how the costs can he accommodated within rhe.fi·amework 
(~lmaintainh1g predictable and sustainable rates. 

RECOMMENDATION : 

For intl.mnation only. 

DISCUSSION: 

The Water Transmission System can be divided into five major segments as sho·wn in Figure 1. 
Completed or ongoing projects to achieve system redundancy for segments 1 through 4 are 
discussed below. The fifth segment, the Metropolitan Tunnels represents the next challenge for 
the agency in improving the reliability of this great vvater system. Further detail on MWRA ' s 
and its predecessors' efforts to build redundancy into the water delivery system are contained in 
the attached White Paper. 
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Figure I. 1UWRA Wt1ter Trcm.vmi.nion ·~•·.vtem 

L Chicopee Valley Aqueduct. ln 2007, MWRA compl.eted construction of 8,100 feet of 30-inch 
diameter pipeline; 2,400 feet of 20-inch pipeline; and 3, tOO feet of 16-inch pipeline to provide 
redundant supply for critical sections of the 14.8 mile long aqueduct. Emergency connection 
points to the Springtield water system were created to allow connection of MWRA's mobile 
pumping unit to supplement Springfield ' s supply. 

2. Quabbin Aqueduct. The Quabbin Aqueduct brings water from the Ware River to Quabbin and 
from Quabbin to Wachusett Reservoir. The CIP includes development of an inspection plan for 
this tunnel. The system can rely on the Wachusett Reservoir during winter/spring months in 
years with normal precipitation and staff believe that this tutmel can be inspected with minimal 
risk or disruption. 

Wr~clum!lt Aquellrtct Pump Sltllitm 

3. Cosgrove Tunnel/\oVachusett Aqueduct. The 
Cosgrove Tunnel supplies water from Wachusett 
Reservoir to the John J. Carroll Water Treatment 
Plant (C:WTP). The recently awarded Wachusett 
Aqueduct pump station project wi ll allow the 
gravity aqueduct to supply the plant allowing the 
Cosgrove Tunnel to be taken out of service 
without impacting water quality. The 240 mgd 
capacity would allo\\' for unrestricted supply for 
at least eight months during the lower demand 
fall/winter/spring period. 

4. Metro West TunnelfHultman Aqueduct. Providing the link between the CWTP and Shaft 5 or 
the City Tunnel, the MetroWest Water Supply Tmmel was completed in 2003 and the Hultman 
Aqueduct was rehabilitated in 2013 . These projects provide a second means of water conveyance 
to the Norumbega Covered Storage Faci lity and ultimately the City Tunnel and Metropolitan 
distribution system. 

5. Metropolitan Tunnels. The tunnel system lo the caS( or the Hultman and Metr0\1VCSt Tunnel 
incl.ucles the City Tunnel, the City Tunnel Extension, and, to the south, the Dorchester Tunnel. 
These three runnels come together at Shaft 7 at Chestnut Hill. 
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Metropolitan Tunnels 

The City Tunnel is a deep rock tunnel, 5.4Mmiles in length, from Route 128 to Chestnut HilJ that 
brings more than 60% of Wachusett system water to customers in the Metropolitan area. Bltilt in 
1950, it starts at ShaH 5 on the banks of the Charles River in Weston connected to the ends of the 
Metro West Tunnel and Hultman Aqueduct. At Shaft 5, f'(mr 60-inch isolation valves (two for the 
Hultman and two for the Metro West tunnel) are contained in a brick and concrete structure that 
also houses dewatering equipment, a shaft to a subsurface dewatering chamber over JQl) feet 
underground with valves, pipes and pumps that are connected to the pressurized tunnel , and a 
pressurized deadMend tunnel shati. built for a luture redundant tunnel. During the Shaft 5 pipe 
break in May 2010, one of the 60Minch gate valves used to isolate supply to the tunnel failed to 
open when the repaired pipe section was reactivated. This valve cannot be repaired without 
shutting down the City Tunnel. In NeVI·ton a riser shaft connects to the suction piping of the 
Commonwealth Avenue Pump Station and provides 75% of the City of Newton' s water supply . 
The tunnel terminates at Shaft 7 at Chestnut Hill in a 25-t(10tMdeep chamber which houses 
connections to the City ·runnel Extension to the north and the Dorchester Tunnel to the south. 
Six hydraulically activated isolation valves and three 20-inch supply lines for the Chestnut Hill 
area are located in this chamber. 

The City Tunnel Ex tension brings water from the 
City Tunnel north to Malden and supplies water t. 

to the entire northern high pressure zone. 
Constructed in 1963, it is 7 miles long \:Vith 
surface connections in Brighton and Somerville ' 
and a dewatering shah and subsurface chamber , 
in Somerville similar to the structure at Shaft 5 in 
Weston. J:n Somerville there is also a 
hydraulically actuated valve in a subsurface 
chamber l:CH· isolating the tunnel north of the 
shatl location and another connected to a 
pressurized tunnel stub. This chamber and 
associated piping has been submerged for decades and cannot be readily accessed without 
increasing the risk of failure or shutting down the tunnel. 
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The Dorchester Ttumel supplies the Southern High and Southern Extra High service areas 
through a 6.4 mile deep rock tunnel constructed in 1976. The tunnel has surface piping and 
valves at Chestnut I-fill , West Roxbury and Dorchester. 

Scenarios Requiring Shut-Down 

There are many evenls that might require a shut-down of any or all of the Metropolitan tunnels. 
A leak or rupture in any of the piping at the surface locations or in the deep dewatering chambers 
(caused, for example, from material fatigue, corrosion, water hammer, fi·eezing, etc.) would 
necessitate a shut dm.vn. There have been a number of 
near misses over the years. For example, in 2000 an air 
valve on the top of Shaft 9 froze and ruptured, filling the 
shaft house with vvater. Portunately, staff were able to 
close an isolation valve and make a repair without shutting 
down the tunnel. After the incident, heat tracing was 
added to simi lar air valves on the system to prevent a 
similar occurrence. In another example, a recent as 2012, 
the bonnet on a small diameter by-pass valve at Shaft 9A 
broke on the right side of the tunnel isolation valve due to 
conoding bolts. Had the failure been on the other side of 
the isolation valve, the City Tunnel Extension would have 
needed to be shut down to repair. Staff have since replaced 
bolts on other by-pass valves to prevent a similar failure. 

Le(lki11g V(lfve bonnet in 2012 

Inspection of the internal condition of the tunnel liners cannot be readily made with the tunnels 
in service, 
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Replacement, repair, or exercising ofthe valves at any of the surface connections might requ ire a 
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pipes that can only be shut down when a fully 
redundant pipeline can achieve supply. Since the 
MetroWest Tunnel went into service, staff have 
been able to shut down and isolate sections of the 
Hultman Aqueduct in order to do regular 

complete shut-down. Unlike the current Deer 
[sland valve replacement program where the 
plant is being shut down over night to allow 
strategic replacement of valves white 
wastewater backs up in the collection system, 
the water system consists of pressurized 

Sllt({t 7 I(vtlnmlic Valve Opemtors 

exercising of the valves, full inspection, and repairs. This \vas not possible before for fear of 
breaking a valve closed and shutting off water to nearly 2 million customers. 

For much of the MWRA system, that kind of redundancy exists (see attached White Paper for a 
history of MWRA 's efforts to improve system reliability and redundancy). For the Metropolitan 
Tunnels, use of the existing back-up supply results in a major impact on the cunent quality and 
level of service. 

Existing Back-up Supply 

While back-up systems for these tunnels exist, they rely on pumping li·om open distribution 
reservoirs (Sudbury, Spot Pond and Chestnut Hill), back-up aqueducts (Sudbury), and undersized 
surface mains to distribute water of inferior quality and inadequate pressure to customers (and 
possible water use restrictions during periods of high seasonal demand). Use of any of these 
systems would require a boil order. Partia.Hy supplied communities would be encouraged to 
maximize production of their own sources of supply to reduce demand on the system. 

To the south, in any scenario in which the Dorchester Tunnel is out of service, supply would be 
purnped from the Chestnut Hill reservoir to the Blue Hills Tanks using the Chestnut Hill 
Emergency Pump Station with electric pumps and no back-up power supply. This is very 
different from the situation when the station was utilized in the Shan 5 break in 20 I 0 during 
which the Dorchester tunnel was available and in service. ln order to push t!nough \Vater through 
the surt~1ce mains (v .... ith the tunnel shut down) to meet demand, pressures in the vicinity of the 
pump station wou ld greatly exceed current operating pressures and the possibility of leaks and 
breaks in MWRA and local community's systems is high. Pumping would need to run 
continuously to Blue Hills Tanks as the level in Blue Hills is inadequate to back feed through 
those small surface mains without a large drop in pressure. Hence, large swings in pressure 
would occur. The Chestnut Hill Reservoir would be replenished fi·om the Sudbury Aqueduct. 
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To the north, with the City Tunnel and/or the City Tunnel Extension out of servi ce, supply would 
be partly from the 60-inch WASM 3 line, though most would be pumped from Spot Pond from 
either the Gi llis Pump Station or the new Spot Pond Pump Station via Fells Reservoir t o the 
Northern High service area. Spot Pond would be replenished by the northern low system though 
supply would likely not keep pace with demand and the level in the reservoir would drop 
requiring water restrictions. Many pipe and valve closures \.Vould be required to reconfigure the 
system to operate in this manner. 

Emergency Shut Down 

A failure could be a leak in a small pipe that allows an orderly shut-down or it could be large and 
uncontrollable requiring immediate shut down without benefit of pre-activation of back-up 
systems. For example, the failure at Shaft 5 released 250 million gallons per day of water 
through a gap in the pipe as small as about% inch. 

Shut-down and isolation of the 
Metropolitan Tunnel system requ1res 
closure of numerous valves located 
through-out the metropolitan area. Some 
of these valves have not been exercised in 
decades tor fear that they may break in 
the closed position, shutting down supply 
to customers and/or necessitating a shut 
down and transition to the back-up 
system. Valves that can be operated 
without impacting service are exercised 
regularly. In an emergency shut-down 
valve crews would be stretched thin, the 
turn counts for closing the valves are 

Sluift J Breuk~ Mf~l' 1, 2010 

extraordinarily high, and shut-down would take many hours. 

MWRA has conducted training tor various water operations, engineering, and construction staff 
on ernergency response requiring tunnel isolation and system reconfiguration in order to increase 
the pool of staff that can assist in such an emergency. However, the scope of the work to be 
done would be overwhelming. ln many ways, the Shaft 5 failure was relatively easy in 
comparison. The number of valves required for isolation and the amount of system 
reconfiguration req uired was much simpler than would be required in a Metropolitan tunnel 
failure and still it took nmny hours to get al l of the pieces into place before the pipe could be shut 
down. 

Gromu/ IJ'(Ifer in top (Jj S/i(lfl C/wmber 

A large drain on the system would pui large areas 
served by these tunnels completely out of water. 
Once isolated, the process of activating the back-up 
systems would begin which would also take a long, 
time and fmther stretch crews thin. Additional areas 
would go without water during th is time as local 
storage tanks drain and pump station suction 
pressures dmp. Restoration of service would require 
refilling of pipes and evacuating air in both MWRA 
and community mains which would occupy MWRA 
and community water depat1ment staff lor weeks. 
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To accomplish this, staff would be flushing hydrants to waste while areas of the system have no 
water at all. A large part of the MWRA service area would be totally out of water for days, if not 
weeks. Areas with water would remain on a boil order. 

Need for "Seamless" Redundancy 

In contrast, the great water main break of 20 I 0 at Shaft 5 allowed an orderly transition to the 
back-up systems. The City Tunnel was able to remain in service, supplemented from Chestnut 
Hill. The break was able to continue to tlow until everything was ready due to the proximity to 
the Charles River. A smaller break at one of the Metropolitan Tunnel shaft locations could be 
devastating. The boil order that affected our system for three days had a major impact on the 
service area. Shut down of the Metropolitan Tmmels utilizing existing back up supplies could 
result in a boil order for months with wide swings in service pressure and intermittent service. 

Staff have studied this problem and reported on the need to address it in the past (see attached 
chronology/summary of redundancy presentations). As an agency, MWRA has greatly reduced 
risk and improved the ability for seamless transitions through many parts of the water system. 
The Chicopee Valley Aqueduct improvements, the Metro West Ttmnel, Spot Pond Storage Tanks 
and Pump Station, and the recently awarded Wachusett Aqueduct Pump Station among other 
effmts improve this capability. However, this part of the system still requires a major level of 
effmt. The CIP has several projects that have been developed to increase operational response 
capabilities for the Metropolitan Tunnels. However, implementation would be more than 10 
years from now and the existing valves and surface piping would be that much closer to needing 
repair or replacement. Next month, staff will brief the Board on specific alternatives to address 
this part of the transmission system. 

BUDGET/FISCAL IMPACT: 

Budget for the Metropolitan Tunnel redundancy plan in the amount of $1.4 billion has been 
included in the Draft FY17 CIP as a placeholder. 

ATTACHMENTS: 

White Paper on Redundancy in Waterworks 
Chronology of Briefings to the Board of Directors on Redundancy Projects 
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Redundancy in the MWRA Waterworks System 

Reliable delivery of water is critical to protecting public health, providing sanitation, fire 
protection and is necessary for a viable economy. Redundancy is important in achieving a high 
degree of reliabiiity for a water system. One key way that redundancy achieves this is by 
allowing major equipment, pipelines and appurtenant structures to be taken off line for regular 
inspection and rehabilitation. Redundancy is reflected in different ways in different 
circumstances but generally, it means eliminating or managing 'single points of failure' within a 
system. Depending on the configuration of a water system, different means of providing 
redundancy or creating operational flexibility allows the utility to respond to emergencies or 
unforeseen conditions. For example, for utilities like MWRA, where there is a single water 
source and treatment facility that feeds the metropolitan Boston area, redundant transmission 
mains are critically important. Intake and treatment systems are designed following an 'N+ 1' 1 

philosophy to limit the impact of equipment failures on the ability to continue to deliver water. 

Water system redundancy is not a new idea 
Examples of redundancy principles in the metropolitan water system are sprinkled throughout 
the history of om great water system. In the late 1800s there were two basins at the Chestnut 
Hill reservoir (the former Lawrence Basin, now the site of Boston College's Alunmi Stadium 
and Bradley Basin the sole remaining reservoir- see 1949 photograph showing the two basins 
with Lawrence Basin in foreground, Shaft 
7 construction and the Chestnut Hill pump 
station in the background); one to settle 
water from the Cochituate Aqueduct and 
the other the Sudbury Aqueduct but both 
somewhat interchangeable. At the outlet 
of the pump station at Chestnut Hill two 
(east and west) supply lines catTied water 
to Spot Pond. There were initially two 
Weston Aqueduct supply lines for the 
Boston low service system; each taking a 
different route with redundancy being one 
of the benefits provided. The Cordaville 
pipeline was built in 1928 to bring water 
in from the south Sudbury (Ashland and Hopkinton) reservoirs while Quabbin reservoir was 
being planned and constructed. 

1 The ;N+ I' strategy has a long history in waterworks and is now mandated in Depattment of Environmental · 
Protection design guidelines. It provides the required number of pieces of equipment (for example chemical feed 
pumps) to meet the design maximum output of the facility with any (or in case of varying size equipment- the 
largest) piece of equipment out of service. 
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The Quahbin intake was constructed with two 
independent intake lines, one used for releases to 
rhe Swift River and the other used decades later 
for the Chicopee Valley Aqueduct (CV A); at 
Winsor power station the ability to c.ross over 
from either pipeline provided operational 
t1exibility. The Hultman Aqueduct was completed 
in 1940 with plans and infrastructure left behind 
tor a second barrel. This 1940 photo shows 
concrete placement for a ll.tture aqueduct 

connection at Shaft 4 of the Hultman Aqueduct. The onset of World War II prevented 
completion of the second pipeline. The Chicopee Valley Aqueduct was built on one side of its 
easement to make room for a second future barrel. 

The MWRA's metropolitan distribution system has many examples of redundant pipelines and 
multiple community connections. The Northern Extra high service area has two pump stations 
(Brattle Court constructed in 1907 and Spring Street constructed in 1958) to serve it. Similm·ly, 
the Southern Extra High has Hyde Park ( I 912) and Ne\\ton Street (19 54) pump stations. The 
practice of having parallel pump stations operating in each service area allows facilities to be 
taken off line for maintenance and rehabilitation and also allows service to continue in the event 
of a more significant equipment failure. In 1994, a catastrophic pipeline failure shut down the 
Spring Street Pump Stat ion and the system was able to shift to use of the Brattle Court Pump 
Station, avoiding major system disruption,s to Arlington, Bedford, Belmont, Lexington, Waltham 
and Winchester. AU of the metropolitan pump stations were designed with N+ 1 pumps and each 
has emergency backup power supply or redundant hydraulic supply (pressure reducing valves 
from a higher service area) to supply water in the event of a power loss. 

MWRA ' s approach is not unique and is ret1ected in key national guidance documents. 
The Recommended Standards for Water Works (the "1 0 States Standards" which was the basis 
ft)r development of the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection' s Guidelines f(n 
Public Water Systems) says that designs should ... .. iden!(/jt and evaluate single points offailure 
that could render a SJ'.Hem unable lo meet ils design basis. Redundancy (geographical~v 

separated) and enhanced security .features should be incorporated into the design to eliminate 
single points offi:tilure when possible. or lo protect them lPium they cannot he eliminated." 

The Environmental Protection Agency' s Vulnerability Assessment Guidance recommends 
redundancy development as a. strategy to decrense the criticality of speci tlc facilities, processes 
and assets. "In assessing those assets that are critical, consider .. . single poi nts of failure (e.g. 
critical aqueducts, transmission systems. aquifers, etc.) .. . " 

Other major utilities across the United States have taken varied approaches to ihis guidance. One 
example is San Franci.sco where the focus has been on being abl.e to maintain and/or quickly 
recover service in the event of an earthquake. This has meant the need to develop red undant 
tutmels in parts of their system. The San Francisco Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC) 
recently completed the iast of three new tunnels, creating a water lifeline able to withstand 
earthquakes on three different faults (Hayward, Calaveras, and San Andreas). The project was 
part of the agency's $4.8 billion Water System Improvement Program (WS IP) which has 
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completed all but one its 83 total projects. The New Irvington Tunnel measures 8.5 feet in 
diameter and was constructed parallel to the existing Irvington Turutel completed in 1932, with a 
goal of restoring water deliveries within 24 hours after a major eatthquake in the Bay Area. This 
placement allows the SFPUC to take either tunnel out of service for maintenance and 
inspections. For more information on San Francisco redundancy projects, see Attachment 2. 

New York City essentially operates three separate supply and aqueduct systems which gives the 
City great flexibility if one needs to be shut down for any reason. Most recently, the focus has 
been on improving interconnections between the Catskill and Delaware aqueducts and on 
maximizing capacity to deliver water from the Catskill/Delaware system. In 2013, DEP broke 
ground on the Shaft 4 corutection of the Delaware and Catskill Aqueducts and expects to 
complete construction in 2016. Activation of the Manhattan Section of City Water Tunnel No.3 
took place in October 2013, providing redw1dancy for the older Water Tunnel No.1 in 
Manhattan. The construction of Water Tunnel No.3 is intended to provide the City with a critical 
third com1ection to its Upstate New York water supply system, allowing for the repair of tunnels 
No.1 and No.2 for the first time in their history. Construction on Tunnel No.3 began in 1970, and 
its first phase is now completed. The tunnel will eventually measure more than 60 miles long, 
though completion of all phases is not expected until at least 2020. 

MWRA Track Record 

Since MWRA's inception, there has been an ongoing effort to improve water system operation 
and reliability through the MWRA capital improvement program and Master Plan process. 
Many of the ,projects that have been completed, that are underway, or are proposed provide an 
improvement in system redundancy in part, if not in total. Clearly, any project whose sole 
purpose was elimination of a single point of failure could be considered a redundancy project. It 
is also useful to think about projects that address redundancy in other ways, so staff have sorted 
completed projects that have a redundancy component into the following three categories. 

A. Elimination of Single Points of Failure. Projects constructed specifically to allow 
continuation of service in the event of a failure of an asset (pipeline, tunnel, storage tank, 
pump station, etc). Equally important, these projects may allow other assets, that 
otherwise could not, be taken out of service for inspection, maintenance, rehabilitation, or 
replacement. Types of pr~jects in category A and representative examples include: 

1!1 System improvements necessary to allow construction of redundancy projects 
(example: The Dorchester ColTidor Valve Installation project allowed isolation of key 
sections of pipelines so that the Southern Spine projects, including construction of 
Section 107 to back up Section 22, could be completed. 

11 New storage where pipeline redundancy is limited or that greatly increases 
operational tlexibility (Blue Hills, Spot Pond) 

a Improvements in pump station suction and discharge piping (Section 99-Redundant 
suction line to Gillis PS; Section 96-redundant discharge line from Newton Street PS) 

11 Redundant transmission system projects (Metro West Tunnel and Hultman 
Interconnections, Chicopee Valley Aqueduct redundancy project) 

• Redundant distribution system pipelines (Section 91, 91 B and 92 in the Northern 
High system) 

3 
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B. Preserving viabi litv of existing back-up systems. Projects that are necessary to maintain 
an existing back-up systen1 and ensure its availability. 
Most of these projects involve rehabilitation of existing 
transmission system assets or condition assessments 
designed to monitor the asset on an ongoing basis. This 
would include projects such as the lining of Wachusett 
Aqueduct and the tunnel inspections recommended for the 
Cosgrove Tunnel and the Quabbin Tunnel. However, this 
category also includes those projects done to increase 
operational flexibility in an emergency. For example, Safe 
Drinking Water Act requirements mandated the removal of 
open distribution storage reservoirs and , in order to 
comply, MWRA took such reservoirs off-line thmughoul 
the system. New covered storage at Fells Reservoir, 
Loring Road, Norumbega and Spot Pond have been 
constructed with the ability to bring . those off-line 
reservoirs back into service in the event of a major system failure. This photo shows the 
new valve chamber constructed at Norumbega Reservoir which would allow the 
Reservoir to be re-connected to the system in the event of an emergency. 

C Preventing loss of redundancy. Projects to rehahi lit ate or replace assets that provide an 
existing level of redundancy in order to avoid 
unintended single points of failure through assets 
failing. Many of MWRA 's capital projects 
identified and completed in the past 30 years fall 
into this category given the age and deteriorated 
condition of much of the infrastructure. inherited by 
MWRA. These vary fi·om small projects such as 
repairs to the Beacon Street Line in the Boston 
Low Service area to major rehabilitation projects 
spanning many conummities such as the East-West 
Spot Pond Mains project which restored major 

pipelines and connecting "ladder rungs" in the Low Service pressure zone. This photo 
shows the location of the replacement turbine by-pass valve at the Oakdale Power Station 
which preserves the ability for Quabbin to Wachusett water transfers in the event of a 
hydro turbine failure. The previous valve had failed repeatedly, creating damaging water 
hammer that had threatened the st.ation piping system. 

Examples of Completed Projects that Eliminated Single Points ofFailure: 

MetroWest!Hultman Aqueduct Interconnections: Probably the most important accomplishment 
in terms of elimination of single points of failure of the water transmission system is construct.ion 
of the MetroWest Water Supply Tunnel and the Hultman Aqueduct interconnections projects. 
After decades of planning, design and construction the tunnel came on line in November, 20()3 to 
provide a second means of \.Vater conveyance ti·om the John .1. Carroll Water Trealment Plant to 
the Norumbega Covered Storage Facility and ultimately the City Tunnel and ivletropolitan 
distribution system at Shaft 5. The tunnel is a 17.6 mile long, 14-foot diameter deep rock tunnel 
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(with a 14-tool diameter connection to the Loring Road Covered Storage Facility) and it was 

and the rehabilitated Hultman Aqueduct. 

constructed to ensure that there was a redundant 
means of providing water to the metropolitan area 
in the event of a failure a long tlw Hultman 
Aqueduct. The Hultman Aqueduct was then 
rehabilitated after 70+ years of continuous service 
and interconnecting structures created to provide 
t:he ability to isolate sections of e ither 
transmission main while continuing to provide 
water service to the Metropolitan area. The t1nal 
Hultman interconnecting mains project was 
completed in 201 3. This photo shows the nev,, 
valve chamber at Shaft 5 which provides an 
interconnection between the MetroWest 1\ nmel 

Qhico12ee Valley_fu)ueduct: Also in the transmission system, in 2007, MWRA completed construction 
of a 30-inch diameter 8, I 00 toot long second barrel of the CVA from Nash Hill Covered Storage 
to the City of Chicopee; 3,100 feet or 16-inch redundant pipeline between Nash Hill Covered 
Storage and the take-otT point for South Hadley:. and 2,400 feet of 20-inch redundant pipeline 
between the Route 21 valve chamber <Uld the Wilbraham takeoff. These pipelines provide 
redundant supply for critical sections of the 14.8 mile long aqueduct. With these new pipe lines 
in place, the communities will be cmmected to Quabbin Reservoir, Nash Hill Covered Storage or 
both in the event of a failure along the Aqueduct. In addition, emergency connection points to the 
Springfield water system were created to allow connection of MWRA's mobile pumping unit to 
supplement supply in the event of a prolonged interruption. 
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These 2 projects address single points of failure in segments I and 4 of the 5 M\X/ RA water 
transmission system segments shown in the fi gure above. Segment 2 shows the Quabbin 
Aqueduct between Quabbin and Wachusett Reservoirs. Although the assumption is that tunnels 
have a useful life of 100 vears, risk of failure considers both major subsurface issues, such as . . 
stTuctural vulnerabilities due to ear1hquake or taults and the potential t<w failure due to pipe 
la ilutes at the suri~1ce connections. The Quabbin Aqueduct has not been recently inspected and 
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the CIP includes development of an inspection plan for this tunnel. Because the system can rely 
on the Wachusett Reservoir during winter/spring months in years with normal precipitation if 
necessary, stati believes that this tunnel can be inspected with minimal risk or disruption. The 
remaining two segments are described here but further information is provided below. Segment 
3, from Wachusett Reservoir to the John .I Canoll Water Treatment Plant will be strengthened 
with the upcoming Wachusett Aqueduct Pump Station project. Segment 5, the City Tunnel, 
Dorchester Tunnel and City Tunnel Extension will be addressed in a series of stati summaries in 
2016. 

Other completed transmission and distribution projects include the following: 

The Chestnut Hill Emergency Pump Station was constructed in 200 l to supply the Southem 
High and Southern Extra High in an emergency by taking water from the Sudbury Aqueduct via 
the Chestnut Hill Reservoir or by taking water from the Low Pressure system. The 90 mgd 
capacity reflects the station taking non-potable water from the Chestnut Hill Reservoir. This 
station was instrumental to the success ofMWRA's response to the break at Shaft 5 in 2010. 

Section 97 A was completed in 2009. This project installed approximately 2,000 feet of 20-inch 
water main, a rehabilitated metering station and a new PRV. This project also addressed existing 
pressure deficiencies in the Orient Heights area. The PRV allows the line to serve critical parts 
of the Boston Low (Logan airport) in emergencies. The completion of 97 A improves the 
MWRA's operational flexibility for moving ahead with Section 8 work in the Northern Low 
system. 

) For Lynnfield, the new Lynnfield Pipeline was completed in 2013. This addressed the 
insufficient capacity of the existing 8-inch MWRA line feeding the District. The project connects 
Lynnfield's Meter 169 to Section 70 in Saugus and includes 4,700 linear feet of new 24-inch 
main and 1,800 linear feet of36" main. 

) 

The recently completed Spot Pond Pump Station and Storage Tank project (shown in this photo) 
provides back-up capabilities to the Gillis pump station, similar to the back-up stations 
constructed in the 1950's in the Northern Extra 
High and Southern Extra High service areas. 
Gillis Pump Station cun-ently supplies the 
Northern Intermediate High/Bear Hill (NIH) 
service area and the Northern High Service/Fells 
(NHS/Fells) service area. The new Spot Pond 
Pump Station and Storage Tank provides tetminal 
low service storage which provides operational 
flexibility for supply to the NIH and Fells service 
areas and critical storage for the Northem Low 
(NL) service area in the event of service 
inten-uption. The Spot Pond Pump Station is 
capable of drawing water from either the low 
service or high service zones and will pump to the high and intermediate high zones providing 
much needed redundancy to Gillis Pump Station. 
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Important Projects to Eliminate Single Points of Failure are llnderwav: 

There are several critically important projects that are in design, about to be bid, and under 
construction which will dramatically improve either transmission or distribution system 
redundancy and eliminate serious single points of t~1ilure . 

The Cosgrove Tunnel is a critical 
transmission system component 
that brings water from Wachusetl 
reservoir to the Canoll Water 
Treatment Plant. The back-up to 
the tunnel is the gravity Wachusett 
Aqueduct which can supply 
approximately 240 MGD of \Vater 
to the service area. The aqueduct 
was rehabilitated in 2002 to allow 
connection of the CWTP to the 
Cosgrove Tunnel. However, it 
operates at a lower gradeline then 

the treatment plant and therefore could not provide water that meets drinking water standards 
without boiling and booster chlorination. Design and construction of a pump station at the end of 
the Aqueduct was selected as the means to protect against a Cosgrove Tunnel failure. The 
graphic above shows the planned pump station. ·rhis pump station will lift water to the treatment 
plant allowing the Cosgrove Tunnel to corne out of servi.ce without impacting water quality . T he 
240 mgd capacity wollld allow for unrestricted supply for at least eight months during the lower 
demand tall/winter/spring period. The construction cont.ract was awarded in 2015. 

In addition to the rmprovemems described above to the NIH service area pumping capabili ty, the 
2006 Master Plan identitled the single tank and pipe system in the NIH distribution service area 
as lacking redundancy. Concern over the potential for a catastrophic failure of the main Section 
89 pipeline increased when in-house research showed that a 10,000 foot portion of this pipeline 
is Prestressed Concrete Cylinder Pipe (PCCP) that vvas constructed by a particular manuhtctttrer 
with a Class IV wire that has been prone to embrittlement and failure elsewhere in the country. 

The map illustrates the various contracts that will help to provide looped service for this pressure 
zone. Short term improvemen1s to interconnect Stoneham and Reading along Rt. 28 are complete 
as is work along West St. in Reading. Contract 7471 was also awatded in 2015 and work will 
begin this year. Overall, the project is expected to be completed in 2019 at an estimated cost of 
approximately $81 million (Final FY 16 CIP~excludes rehab cost of existing sect.ions 29 and 89). 
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MASSACHUSETTS WATER RESOURCES AUTHORITY 
Attachment A 

Northam Intermediate High 
Redundant Pipeline Project, Route Overview 

I I I i I I I 
J,O tll ;1,000 .-t,tlQCI Ft!e \ 

- C ontract 7471 
- Contract 7478 
- Contract 7067 

Contract 7066 
- Short-Term 1mprovements: 
- MVIIRA Mains. 
• • - • C lass IV PCCP 

D Ne-.v Meter Locationti 

In the Southern Extra High Service Area, Sections 77 and 88 are single spine mains serving 
Canton, Norwood, the Dedham-Westwood Water District and Stoughton. Although four of these 
communities are partially supplied and may be able, in part, to provide some level of service in 
the event of a pipeline leak, break or other failure, Norwood is fully supplied by MWRA. 

The University Avenue Connection (Section 1 08) at the lower portion of the map was 

constructed separately to provide partial redundancy. Construction on the tirst contract i.s 
expected to begin in 2016. Total estimated cost for the complete project is approximately $86.6 
mi H ion (Final FY 16 CIP excluding University A vc and costs of rehab for Sections 77 and 88 but 
including long term new storage). 
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Southern Extra High 
Redundancy 
Section 111 

Remaining Transmission System Redundancy Needs: 

Metropolitan Tunnels: Segment 5 as shown on the overall transm1sswn system map (page 5) 
includes the tunnel system to the east of Shaft 5 and encompasses the City Tunnel, the City 
Tunnel Extension, and, to the south, the Dorchester Tunnel. These three tunnels come together 
at Shal1 7. Of particular concern is the area around and underneath lhe Chestnut Hill Reservoir 
that is critical to MWRA ' s ability to deliver water to the greater Boston area. On average, over 
60 percent of the water delivered by MWRA flows through the Metropolitan tunnels, supply 
mains, pipes and valve chambers in and around the Chestnut Hill Reservoir footpr in t. Shatl 7 is 
the end of the City Tunnel and provides connection to supply the City Tunnel Extension to the 
north and the Dorchester Tunnel to the south. As noted above, tunnels are generally assumed to 
have a I 00-year useful life and these llmnels were constructed in 1950, 1963 and l976, 
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respc~.: ti vc l y. The major conce rn wi th tunnels is the potent ial for a l ~t i lurc at the surt~lCl' 

connecti ons at the top of' the tunnel shafts. A rup\ll re of piping at sur n1ce ~:onnect inn poi n ts on 
any or the metropolitan area tunnel shafts \Votdd cause an immediate Joss of pressure th ro ughout 
the e.ntire High Service r.1rea and \:vou ld require difli cult emergency valve closures and le ngthy 
repnirs. 

Ideally, in the event of an emergency \\'ith ei ther a tunnel or surface connection, the best 
resolution \Vould be to have a transition to a backup system that is unnoticeable hy the end 
consumer. I-lm:vevcr, !VI WRA ' s system is not yet at that point and , depending upon the location 
ora t~lilurc, serv ice l~ould be signifi cant ly disrupted. 

With the current system conligurnt ion, in the event of a failure or the Cit y Tunnel or the 
interconnections with the Ci ty Tunnel Extension or the Dorchester Tunnel. a limited am.ount of 
water could be transferred through the 60-inch WAS JVI 3 line and the recently rchabi li tated 
WASM 4. The Sudbury Aqueduct ~;vould need to be brought on line and ex tensive use or the 
Sudbury Aqueduct/C hestnu t Hill Emergency Pump Station and open distribution storage at Spot 
Pond and Chestnut Hill would be requ ired. Supply would be limited and a "boil \Vater" order 
would be put in place. Failure of the City Tunnel Ex tension would be similar \Ni th re liance on 
\VAStvl 3 and open storage at Spot Pond. In the above scenario, the ability to put the Sudbury 
Aqueduct quickl y into service would be critical. 

Thi s potential situation bas elicited careful study on the parl of IVIWRA to determine the best 
course or a<.: tion. The ClP has several proj ects that have been contemplated to increase 
operational response capabilities to these l ~tilure scenarios. Staff plan a series or future brie fings 
lor the Board of Directors to specilicall y address this part of the \Vater transmission system and 
discuss the merits or the various approaches to fulfilling el imination of these single points of 
ti.1i lure. This white paper was intended to provide addi tional context for the ini tial staff summary 
which ':vill look at why redundancy !'or the metro tunnels is essential , including the condition or 
the system, potent ial fail ure scenarios, the difficulty or recovering from any failure and restoring 
service, and the inabil ity to shut down the system Cor either inspection or maintenance. The 
second \Vi ii review work done over the past several years examining a wide range or nlternatiws 
to provide fi.1ll or part ial redundancy, including their costs, reliabili ty of operation, 
eonstructabili ty issues and environmental impacts. The third sta!'f sum mary will examine 
whether and how the costs can be accommoclatcd within the Jl·amcwork of predictahlc and 
sustainable rates. 
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ATTACHMENT l 
LIST OF PROJECTS 

Category A-New Infrastructure to Specifically Address SPF 

Already Constructed: 

Metro West Tunnel/Hultman Interconnections 
Chicopee Valley Aqueduct 
Section 99-Redundant suction to Gillis 
Lynnfield Pipeline-Section 109 
Section 91/91 B/92 
Section 97 N97198 
Section 10 1-prut of Section 83 redundancy 
WlOB/WlOC-Suction to Lexington St. PS 
Sections 10511 06-part of Chestnut Hill Connecting Mains project 
Section 94-reinforced Hyde Park suction-allowed rehab of Sec 73 
Section 107 (replaced 21/43) 
Sections 95/l 00-redundancy to Dudley Rd. PS 
Section 96-redundancy to Section 76-discharge from Newton St PS 
Section 1 08-University Ave-part of SEH shmt-term solution 
Chestnut Hill Emergency Pwnp Station 
Dorchester CoiTidor Valve Installation 
Fire Chiefs Study-other targeted interconnections 
Deer Island Storage Tank 
Blue Hills Storage 
Spot Pond Storage and Pump Station 

In Progress: 

Future: 

NIH-Section 89 
SEH-Section 77 
Wachusett Aqueduct Pump Station 

Section 75 
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ATTACHMENT 2 

WATER SYSTEM REDUNDANCY - UTILITY EXAMPLES & POLICY 
GUIDANCE 

UPDATED FROM DECEMBER 2007 

Depending upon the configuration of a water system, different means of providing redundancy or 
creating operational flexibility allow the utility to respond to emergencies and/or unforeseen 
conditions. In December 2007, staff compiled a list of reviews regarding water system 
redundancy structures from a variety of cities across the U.S. Utility examples and corresponding 
policies were examined to provide guidance and further understanding of the work carried out by 
water systems on a national level. The following document provides an update of the utilities 
reviewed in 2007, outlining progress made on initiatives and goals that have been accomplished. 

San Francisco, California 

The San Francisco Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC) has accomplished an extensive amount 
of utility upgrades since last review in December 2007. SFPUC customers are currently served 
by 280 miles of pipelines, 60 miles of tunnels. ll reservoirs, Jive pump stations and two 
treatment plants that bring snowmelt from the Sierra Nevada Mountains to the cities surrounding 
the San Francisco Bay. San Francisco's principle failure scenario remains an earthquake, as 
pipelines and tunnels from the Hetch Hetchy Reservoir cross three major earthquake faults that 
could interrupt water service for days and weeks after a significant event. The following updates 
represent the most recent findings on redundancy/operational flexibility projects that were 
originally examined in our 2007 report: 

On March 3, 2015, the San Franci.sco Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC) announced that after 
more than tour years of construction, a new 3.5-mile-long, seismically improved tunnel is no\V 
delivering water to 2.6 million people in the San Francisco Bay Area.2 The New Irvington 
Tunnel Project completes the last of three new tunnels, creating a water lifeline able to withstand 
earthquakes on three different faults (Hayward, Calaveras, and San Andreas). The project is 
located between the Sunol Valley and Fremont. and is part of the agency' s $4.8 billion Water 
System Improvement Program (WSIP) which has only one remaining project (of 83) to 
complete. The New Irvington Tunnel measures 8.5 feet in diameter and was constructed parallel 
to the existing Irvington Tunnel completed in l 932, with a goa l of restoring water deliveries 
within 24 hours after a major earthquake in the Bay Area. This placement all.ows the SFPUC to 
take either tunnel out of service for maintenance and inspections, improving redundancy and 
securing access to the water from Hetch Hetchy, San Antonio, and Calaveras Reservoirs. In the 
coming \Veeks, crews will lake the existing tunnel out of service for inspection while the project 
team will work to restore above ground facilities around the new tunnel. This above ground work 
is expected to last through fall of 2015. 

2 http://sfwater.org/modules/showdocument.aspx?documentid=684§.. 
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On April 13, 201 5, SFPUC announced the completion of a $278-million project to improve the 
seismic and operational reliability of the timw Tra<;_y __ Water Treatment Plant located in the city 
of San Bruno.1 Tbe largest part of the construction \:vas a new 11 -million-gallon treated water 
reservoir. During the design, the discovery of the Serra Fault trace directly beneath crucial 
portions of the plant prompted a significant redesign of the project to relocate and completely 
rebuild the reservoir in its current location. The plant upgrade has been seismically designed and 
reinforced to withstand a magnitude 7.9 earthquake on the San Andreas Fault, with the goal of 
providing 140 million gallons of water per day, for 60 days, within 24 hours of a m~~jor 
earthquake. In September, 2015, the San Andreas Pipeline No. 3 (a 1,000-foot segment of 66-

. inch pipeline) that runs through San Bruno was completed and this pipeline can now also 
withstand a 7.9-magnitude earthquake. 

The New Crystal Sgrings Bypass Tunnel was completed ahead of schedule, measuring 4,200 feet 
long at depths of up to 160 feet underground.4 Tunnel excavation was completed on March 24, 
2010, and pipeline installation was completed on May 26, 201 0. The goal of the project was to 
provide redundancy to the existing Crystal Springs Bypass Pipeline built in 1969 and to ensure 
water delivery aller a major earthquake. The old pipeline will remain in service to provide 
redundancy for inspection and maintenance of the new tunnel. 

The San Antonio Backup Pipeline began construction in April of 201 3 and \·Vas expected to reach 
completion in March 201 5. Once completed, the Backup Pipeline will enable the SFPUC to 
discharge Hetch I·letchy water to a nearby quarry pit during emergency events while transporting 
San Antonio f~eservoir water to the Treatment Plant at the same time. The goal is to add 
operational f1exibility to the system and minimize the risk of service disruption to 2.6 mill ion 
customers, as the existing San Antonio Pipeline has limited conveyanc.e capacity and a history of 
failure due to wire corrosion and breakage in the Pre-stressed Concrete Cylinder Pipe. 

As the SFPUC's Quarterly Report for FY14-15 states, The East-West Transmission Main project 
has successfully been completed with the installation of approximately 4.5 miles of 36-inch and 
42-inch welded steel pipes, allowing the SFPUC lo move water from the east side of the city into 
the Stmset system in the event of a peninsula pipeline l~1ilure or emergency .5 Prior to this project, 
there was no transmission main dedicated to supply emergency water from the eastern part of the 
city to the west. 

The objective of the San Joaquin Pipeline System project was to construct a 78-inch-cliameter 
pipeline totaling approximately 11 miles at the Western portion of the SJPL System to ensure 
adequate !low at that end. As or June 2013, the eastern segment of tile system was completecL 
which was the last of five projects constructed in that region. 

3 !!!tJ1:/ /w ww. waterwor ld.con\{artic ~s/20 15/04/s fpuc-completes-new-seismic-upgrades-to-drinking-water
treatment ~pI ant. htm i 
4 http:/jwww.tunneltalk.com/SFPUC-Mar I 0-Crystal-Springs-bypass-tunnel-complete.php 
5 http://www.stwater,org!Modules/ShowDocument,asQX?document!D=6341 , pg. 17 
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New York City released its PlaNYC Progress Report in 2014, providing an update of any 
progress made in areas of sustainability and resi liency since the previous year. The City 's 
ini tiative to repair the leak in the Delaware Aqueduct is still in progress, and is expected to reach 
completion in 2017. The first half of the bypass tunnel project (focusing on construction of 
access shafts) commenced on schedule in March 2013, and the second half of the project (which 
includes the construction of the 2.5 mile long bypass tunnel) recently reached the 60% design 
milestone. The project is currently on schedule to commence work in 20 15. 

The initiative to improve interconnection between the Catskill and Delaware aqueducts and 
maximize capacity to deliver water from the Catskill/Delaware system remains in progress. In 
2013, DEP broke ground on the Shaft 4 connection of the Delaware and Catskill Aqueducts and 
expects to complete construction in 2016. Activation of the Manhattan Section of City \\f ater 
Tunnel No.3 took place in October 2013, providing redundancy for the older Water Tunnel No.I 
in Manhattan.7 The construction of Water Tunnel No.3 is intended to provide the City with a 
critical third connection to its Upstate New York water supply system, allowing tor the repair of 
tunnels No.l and No.2 for the tirst time in their history. Construction on Tunnel No.3 began in 
1970, and its first phase is now completed. The tunnel will eventually measure more than 60 
miles long, though completion of all phases is not expected Lmtil at least 2020. 

Scuttle, Wnshington 8 

) Seattle Public Utilities has recently embarked on a seismic vulnerability study (project scope 
released in Man~h 20 15) to assess facility risk involved v.dth l 00-year and 500-year return 
interval em1hquake ground motions.9 Since SPU's last comprehensive evaluation in 1990, 
understanding of the seismicity of crustal faults in the Puget Sound area has changed 
dramatically. Lessons have been learned on water system performance from recent earthquakes, 
thereby causing seismic codes and standards to evolve. The purpose of this project \Vill be to 
develop mitigation alternatives that avoid single points of f~1i lure and to develop seismic design 
standards for the new SPU \Vater transmission/distribution facilities with an emphasis on pipeline 
reliability. 

Seattle has continued to make investments in its drinking water system since last review in 2007. 
SPU released its 2013 Water S)wtem Plan in July 2012, which tocuses primarily on the 2013-
2018 iime scale and identifies infrastructure improvement needs tor the water supply system that 
include Morse Lake Pump Plant, Overllmv Dike Replacement, and Landsburg Dam Flood 
Passage Improvement projects. SPU also plans to complete investigations that support water 
resources operations including retill of Chester Morse Lake to elevation 1566 feet, potential 
impact on water quality that could be caused by failure or Lake Youngs Cascades Dam, and 
potential additional drawdown of South Fork Tolt Reservoir. 

6 ll.ttQWyww .nyc.gov/html/planyc2030/down loads/pdf/ I 40422 PlaNYQ· Report Ffi':!Ak.. Web.pdf . pg. I 0 I 
7 hnp://www.nyc.gov/htmllnycwaterboard/pdf/blue bookf!?luebook 201 5.pc,!f , pg. 6 
8 http://www.seattle.gov/util/cs/groups/public/@spu/@water/documentsiwebcontent/04 007871.pdf 
9 http://www .seattle. gov /uti 1/cs/groups(n!lb I ic/@spu/@engineerin gldocum~nts/webcontent/ 1 036071,Qdf 
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SPU plans to mitigate the risk of pipe failure in the slide area behveen the Regulating Basin and 
Tolt Water Treatment f'acility through continued slope monitoring, additional geotechnical data 
collection, periodic internal inspections. and biannual leak testing. Acquiring ownership of the 
land in the slide area and implementing pipeline stress relief measures when necessary wilt also 
aid to mitigate the risk of pipe failure . Cost-elfeclive cathodic protection projects will be 
implemented as needed for the concrete cylinder and steel transmission pipelines to protect these 
from corrosion and extend their service lives. 

Washington, DC - DC W ASA' 0 

[n the coming years, DC Water will be pertorming rehabilitation of large water mains throughout 
the city involving the joint seal of large transmission mains to help improve water quality and 
system reliability, increase water pressure in some areas, and maintain adequate flows 
throughout the system. The City has embarked on a ten-year $3.8 billion Capi tal Improvement 
Program (CfP) that, when completed, will significant ly enhance DC WASA's \•Vater and sewer 
facilities infi·astructure. The f'()l!owing project examples represent small-scale reliability efforts 
within the CIP: 

The 17111 NE/SE Project, as part of DC Water's CIP, will result in the installation of a new 20-
inch water main and replace the existing 8-inch main wi thin that location. The 20-inch water 
main acts in a dual capacity of alleviating low t1ow and pressure in the community near 
Kenilworth NE while serving as a redundant water main for the RFK Stadium area in case of 
emergency or water outages. These ellorts wi ll improve water quality and system reliability. 
increase water pressure, and maintain adequate tlows throughout the system. Construction is 
scheduled to span from March 20 15 to April 2016. 

The 16111 & Alaska Pumping Station Rehabilitation Project will allow DC Water to perform 
improvements for its pumping station located at 16111 Street N\V and Alaska Ave NW, as no 
major construction or design improvements have been conducted to the station in almost twenty 
years. The work being proposed under this project will improve overall reliability of the facility 
and provide operational tlexibi lity. Construction is scheduled to span from June 2014 to May 
2015, and involves the installation of a generator (operating as a backup electrical source to the 
pumping station), an upgrade of the security system, and an upgrade of all pump controls/comrol 
system as needed. 

Pot·tland~ Mnine11 

Portland Water District's website remains unchanged since last review in 2007, stating that 
"having more than one transmission main is not a coincidence, .. and "'as with the whole 
distribution system, redundancy is maintained to ensure minimum interruptions in ·water 
service." Portland's Water Main Replacement Program has a goal of providing a reliable 
distribution system designed and maintained to enhance public health and safety. In the coming 
2015 season, water main replacement will involve replacing existing water mains with new ones 

10 http://www .dcwater.comlabout/c ip/defau lt. c fin 
11 https://www .pwd.org/water-distribution 
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to improve water flow characteristics and to improve service to customers. There are various 
projects scheduled between April I and mid-November of2015 to begin construction, including 
an array of water main replacements around Portland and a CSO project scheduled for May 
2015. 

Portland, Oregon 

The Portland Water Bureau released its Atmual Watershed Control Program Report for Water 
Year 2014 in December 2014, detailing the "several layers of redundancy" in its chlorination 
system. Chlorine is injected via the carrier-water line into each conduit from two primary and 
secondary chlorination systems at the Bmeau's Headworks. Although each system is capable of 
delivering a sufficient dose of chlorine, both normally operate, adding just over one-half of the 
applied dose each. If one were to fail, CT's would sufficiently be met with just one of the two 
systems operating. One-ton chlorine cylinders are used, and 12 are ready at any given time with 
12 one-ton cylinders typically in stand-by with automatic switch-over. In addition, there is a 
spare chlorinator in the primary system that can be used to back up any of the chlorinators in the 
primary system. There are multiple low level alanns and low vacuum alanns, along with extra 
chlorination systems and canier-water lines that are used regardless of which intake is in use. 
The valves for switching from one canier-water line to the other are manual, but normally both 
are used simultaneously. Chlorination can continue in the event of a power failure since the 
carrier water supply is gravity-fed. 
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Board of Director's Briefings Regarding Redundancy Projects 

November 28, 1990 

September 13, I 995 

September 20, 1995 

May 22, 1996 

August 7, 1997 

February II , 1998 

February l 0, 1999 

September 29, 1999 

October 12, 2005 

November 15, 2006 

January I 0, 2007 

June 27, 2007 

Board approval to proceed with design of the Metro West Water 
Supply Tmmel. Staff reconunended that a future tunnel extend 
north from Weston to Shaft 9A. 

Informational briefing at a special Board meeting regarding the 
planning and interrelationships of the proposed Metro West Water 
Supply Tunnel, Nommbega and other covered storage projects, 
and tbe Carroll Water Treatment Plant 

Board approval to award the Spot Pond Pipeline (Section 99) 
construction contract to provide a redundant supply to the Gillis 
pump station. Completed September 30, 1999. 

Board approval to award the first construction contract for the 
Metro West Water Supply Tunnel. Construction of the tunnel was 
completed on April 3, 2003 . 

Board approval to award the Loring Road Covered Storage 
construction contract. Completed November 30, 2000. 

Board approval to award the Nash Hill Covered Storage 
constmction contract. Completed Febmary 17, 2000. 

Board approval to award the Chestnut Hill Replacement Pumping 
Station to provide redundancy to the Southern High and Southern 
Extra High service areas . Completed March 30, 200 I. 

Board approval to award the Nonnnbega Covered Storage design 
build contract. Completed June 30, 2005. 

Board approval to award the Chicopee Valley Aqueduct 
Redundancy construction contract. Completed April 21 , 2008. 

Board approval to award the Blue Hills Covered Storage design 
build contract. Completed April I, 2010. 

Informational staff summary on construction progress of the 
Chicopee Valley Aqueduct Redundancy constmction project. 

Informational staff summary on the benefits and proposed schedule 
for the Hultman Aqueduct Rehabilitation and Interconnections to 
the MetroWest Tunnel project. 



December 12, 2007 

March 12, 2008 

September 17, 2008 

July I5, 2009 

December 16, 2009 

May 6. 2010 

June 30, 2010 

December 22, 20 I 0 

October 12, 20 II 

lntormational Statf Summary describing the level of redundancy 
throughout the water transmission and distribution systems and the 
status of ongoing or proposed projects and studies. 

Board approval to award the University Ave Water Main 
constmction contract to provide a pipeline loop supplying 
Norwood. Completed November 7, 2008. 

Board approval to award a contract (Transmission Redundancy 
Plan) to evaluate alternatives and develop conceptual design for 
redundancy for the metropolitan tunnel system and the Cosgrove 
Tunnel. 

Board approval to award the Hultman Aqueduct Rehabilitation and 
Interconnections construction contract (CP-6A). Completed May 
3I,20l3. 

Board approval to award the Southern Spine Distribution Mains 
Section I 07 constmction contract to provide a redundant supply to 
tvlilton and Quincy. Completed Janumy 17, 2012. 

White paper on Water System Redundancy Planning and 
Construction. The white paper described completed, ongoing and 
planned redundancy projects throughout the water system. The 
white paper identified the need for redundancy for the metropolitan 
water system and noted that the findings of the Transmission 
Redundancy Plan would be presented soon. 

[nformational Staff Summary presenting the findings and 
recommendations of the Transmission Redundancy Plan. The 
recommended altemative included the constmction of seven miles 
oflarge diameter surface pipes, Slip lining the Sudbury Aqueduct 
with a seven foot diameter pipe, rehabilitation of the Chestnut Hill 
Emergency Pump Station and a four mile tunnel from Nommbega 
Reservoir to the Sudbury Aqueduct. 

Board approval to award the Lynnfield/Saugus Pipeline 
construction contract to provide redundancy to the Lynnfield 
Water District. Completed December I 0, 2012. 

Board approval to a\vard the Spot Pond Water Storage Facility and 
Pump Station design build contract. Put into service in December 
2015 . 



January 18, 2012 

March 14, 2012 

May 15, 2013 

November 18, 20 I 5 

Infonnational staff summary on construction progress of the 
Hultman Aqueduct Rehabilitation and Interconnections to the 
Metro West Water supply Tunnel 

Board approval to award the Hultman Aqueduct Interconnections 
construction contract (CP-68). Completed June 23,2013. 

Informational Staff Summary on the completion of the Hultman 
Aqueduct Rehabilitation and Interconnections with the Metro West 
Water Supply Tunnel. For the first time since the Hultman 
Aqueduct was planned in the 1930s, the transmission system has 
full redundancy from Marlborough to Weston. 

Board approval to award the Wachusett Aqueduct Pump Station 
construction contract to provide redtmdancy to the Cosgrove 
Aqueduct 
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TO: 
FROM: 
DATE: 
SUB.JECT: 

STAFF SUMMARY 

Board of Directors . ~ ~ 

P'rederick A. Laskey. Executive Director~ 
July 13,2016 
Weston Aqueduct Supply Main 3 
Project Update 

COMMITTEE: Water Policy & Oversight 

A. Navanandan, P.E. , Chief Engineer 
David Coppes, P.E., Director, Waterworks 
Frederick Brandon. P.E .. A .. ssistant Director, Engineering 
Preparer/Ti tl e 

X INFORMATlON 
VOTE 

Chief Operating Officer 

VI. W 1\ .l 

7/13/ 1 G 

On June 26. 2013 the Board approved the award l?l Contract 6539, Weston Aqueduct Supply 
!VIa in 3 (WASM 3): Design. Construction Administmlion and Res idem Engineering Services, to 
Stantec. Inc. (jhrmerly Fay S)HJ.f/ord and 71wrndike. LLC). WASM 3 is a critical pipeline in the 
MWRA distribution .system and has experienced an increased number l~f'/eaks in its eigh~J;-year 
l(j'e. WASlvf 3 serves over 250.000 customers and it has no e;risting redundancy. It is one c?f' 
MWRA 's largest pulential single source (dfailure. 1t is a necessmJ' component q{ all lhe 
proposed various metropol if an redundancy alternatives to be presenTed at an upcoming o.lf:site 
Board meeting in Seplemher. The on~JI variablejhr the WASM 3 in the long-term metropolitan 
redundancy alternatives is the selection o.lrehabilitalion o(the line or ils replacement Hiifh a 
larger sized pijJe. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

For info rmation on ly. 

DISCUSSION: 

The Weston Aquedud Supply Main 3 (W ASM 3) is a ten mile long 56-inch and 60-inch diameter 
steel pipeline that supplies the communities or Waltham, Watertown, Belmont, Arlington, 
Lexington, Bedford and Winchester (see Attachment l) . The pipe, which was built in the 1920s, 
requires frequent leak repairs and rehabi litation is critical. WASM 3 carries high service water fi·om 
the 7-foot diameter branch of the Hultman Aqueduct to community connections and MWRA 
pumping stations serving the Intennediate High, the Northern High and the Northern Extra High 
pressure zones. 11 extends from the Hultman 13ranch in Weston to the Shaft 9 connection pipe in 
Medford and supplies approximately 250,000 customers over all. There is currently no back-up tor 
this pipeline and it has been identified as a ke element for providing long-term redundancy to a 
large portion of the metropolitan area. WAS!Vl3 is one oft he most critical single points of fhilure in 
the water distribution system after the metropolitan tunnel system. 
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3: Design, Construction Administration and Resident Engineering Servi!;es, Lo Stantec, Inc. (fonnerly 
Fay Spofford and Thorndike, LLC). The scope of this contract includes engineering services tor 
rehabilitation/replacement of the WASM 3 pipeline. The project as originally envisioned included 
the replacement of 7.3 miles of existing pipe trough Weston, \Valtham and Belmont \Vith a new 72-
inch diameter pipeline and rehabilitation of the remaining 2. 7 miles of existing pipe through 
Arlington, Somerville and Medford. The design and construction services span a total duration of 13 
years. 

The pipe has had seventy two leaks since 1987. Figure 1 below shows the locations of repaired leaks 
along the pipeline. In recent years, two to three leaks have been repaired per year. There are certain 
locations with high ground water areas where corrosion leaks have occmTed repeatedly. 
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A large portion (7.3 miles) of WASM 3 was originally proposed to be replaced with a larger 
diameter 72-inch pipe in order to provide greater capacity lo the north and provide redundancy {()r 
the City Tunnel system. Staff's initial recommnedatoin was that a new larger si7.ed WASM3 and the 
pressuration of the Subury Aqueduct to the south would be sufficient to provide necessary 
redundanacy to the exisitng City Tunnel, City Tunnel Extension and Dorchester Tunnel. 
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WASM 3 Leak Leak Repair 

Plugged Leak Prior to Cap Weld Cap Welded Over Plug 

The Preliminary Design for replacement of WASM3 with a larger diameter surla.ce pipeline was 
initiated on July 2013 and continued for about twelve months when it became apparent that surface 
construction of the large diameter pipeline through downtown congested areas and heavily traveled 
streets \voulcl be extremely ditTicult to execute and may be infeasible to build. 

At that point:, staff began the process of evaluating various tunnel alternatives and combination of 
tunnels and surface pipelines for WASM 3 to provide redundanc.y t'br the water transmission system 
within the metropolitan area. 

Regardless of the long term red undancy allemative chosen (t unnels, surface pipeline or combination} 
a functional and reliable W AS:ivl 3 is necessary to provide a supply of water to t.wenry-six MWRA 
water meters or pump stations serving seven communities. It is a necessary component of all 
redundancy alternatives and all alternatives include the rehabilitation of WASM J , but sorne 
alternatives require the replacement of W ASIVf 3 with a new 72-inchcliamcter pipeline or potentially. 
a deep rock tunnel, depending on the level of redundancy to be provided. If a ttumel were to be 
provided fo r redundancy to rhe north. the W ASM 3 pipeline could be rehabi litated over its entire 
length, thereby minimizing community impacts associated with replacing it with a 72-inch diameter 
pipeline. 
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Given the uncettainty of whether the redundancy program will require the replacement ofW ASM 3 
with a larger pipe, the W ASM 3 design work was put on hold pending a tinal decision on the 
selected redundancy alternative for the metropolitan area. To date, approximately three percent of the 
engineering budget has been expended. 

While the evaluation of alternatives for providing water transmission system redundancy within the 
metropolitan area proceeds, staff propose to move forward with the field work necessary to evaluate 
and document the cutTent condition of the WASM 3. Based on the results of field work, a program 
will be designed to excavate the existing pipe at various critical locations to determine the exact 
nature of the existing leaks, quantify the amount of corrosion at those locations, and to measure the 
remaining local pipe wall thickness. The information gathered from these field studies will be 
analyzed and used to infonn the decision whether to replace the conoded sections of W ASM 3 and 
to rehabilitate the sections that are determined to be structurally sound. 

BUDGET/FISCAL IMPACT: 

The FY17 CIP includes a budget of$130 million for the WASM 3 rehabilitation project. 

ATTACHMENT: 

Attachment 1. W ASM 3 Improvements - Initial Plan 
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A1lachment 1 
W ASM 3 Improvements - Initial Plan 
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STAI~'F SUMMARY 

TO: 
FROM: 
I)ATE: 

Board ofDircctors ~ / . &-· 
Frederick A. I ,askcy, Executi ve Director ~ 
September 14, 20 16 

SUB.JECT: Chestnut Hill Emergency Pump Station 
Southern High Service Area Redundancy 

COMMITTEE: Water Policy & Oversight 

Stephen Estes-Smargiassi , Director, Planning & Sustainability 
David Coppes. P.E.. Director. Waterworks 
Preparer/Title 

X INFOR1'v1ATION 
VOTE 

Chief Operating 0 llicer 

As part uf a series of' briefings on Me!mpol i1w1 Tunnel ::;ysrem redundancy evaluation , 
this slqff' summary addresses use r~{ rhe underground Chestnlll Hill Emergency Pump 
Stationjhr emergency supply 10 the Southern High and Soulhe/'11 Extra fligh service areas. 
Conslruclion o{ the sration ll'as completed in 200 I to pmvhle SUf)fJ/y .fi·mn the ,)'udbW)i 
Aqueduc1 and the open Chestnut Hill Reservoir in the event ofo Hultman Aqueduct or Ci(v 
Tunnel.fi:tilure. The stat ion was w i/ized in 2010 to assist with ll'ater de/ive1y during peak 
demand ajier the Shqfi 5A piJJe/ine fhilure fbrced closure of an import an/ large capacity 
wafer pipe in /Vest on. The station works well at meering the ·'Y.~'Iem needs (?l the ,)'ourhern 
High and Southern Extra Nigh service areas provided that !he Dorchester Tunnel remains 
in service. However. recent Metropolitan Tunnel redundancy analysis ident!fied CUfWCity 

and pressure concerns in the s/llface piping that could qffi•ct opera! ion in the evel'llthat the 
Dorchesler Tunnel is no/ in service. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

For information on ly. 

DISCUSSION: 

WA.3 
'l/14/ 16 

In the 1880' s and 189(fs two pump stslions \Verc constructed al Chestnut Hill 10 serve the low 
service system via ihc Spot Pond Supply lines and the High Service system to the south via 
Fisher Hill reservoir (elevat ion 251 BCB) in Rrookline and the Forbes II ill Reservoir in Quincy. 
These ~:oal - lircd slcmn driven pump sta ti ons supplied water fo r decades and were ultimately 
retired in the 1970's as metropolitan pipe networks expanded. The High Service station now 
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serves as site of the Metropolitan Waterworks Museum. 

Figure J: A plume of smoke from the coal-fired High Service 
Pump Station in 1898. 

Construction of the City Tunnel in 1950 
provided high service \l'l'ater direct ly to 
the southern surface mains via Shaft 78, 
reducing pumping from Chestnut Hill. 
The Blue Hills open reservoir \-Vas later 
constructed ( 1954) at the far end of the 
Southern High Service distribution 
system at an elevation of 260 BCB but 
increasing demands and pipeline friction 
losses made it increasingly difficult to 
maintain adequate water in the reservoir. 
A section of the High Service system was 
supplied via the Waban Hill Reservoir in 
Newton, elevation 264 BCB, from either 

the tutmel or the pump station through a 
manually throttled valve in front of the 
original Chestnut Hill Pump Station. 

In the early 1970' s, the connection to the south from Shaft 78 of the City Tunnel, located 
adjacent to Chestnut Hill Reservoir and the Low Service Pump Station, had to be shut do\\'n to 
allow for construction of the Dorchester Tmmel. The pumps at Chestnut Hill once again 
provided supply from Sudbury Aqueduct to the Southern High Service ru·ea. 

I 

Upon completion of the Dorchester Tunnel in 
1974, the level of water in Blue Hills open 
reservoir was finally able to be adequately 
maintained, but shortly atl:er the tunnel went on 
line it was determined that the section between 
Shafts 7C and 70 was leaking. Gas turbine 
pumps were installed in the basement of the pump 
stations, since the historic steam turbine pumps 
had begun to be dismantled. In 1980, after 
repairs to the Dorchester Tunnel were completed, 
the gas-fired pumps were shut down and 
maintained for emergency back-up. Blue Hills 
open reservoir V.'as taken out of service in I. 981 
due to concerns about deteriorating water quality. 

NOitWOOO 
CANTON 

.;, . . ··· I 
.·: 

'• ,, .. ; , STOU6111rlN ' 

Chestnut Hill Emergency Pump Station Figure 2: Chestnut Hill Emergency Pum1> Station 
provides back-up supjlly to Southern High and Extra 

The Chestnut Hill Emergency Pump Station was High Service areas 

constructed as part of a larger effort by MWRA to 

I 
i 
I 

divest itself from the erumbling maintenance-intensive pump station buildings. The design intent 
was to quickly construct a station to replace the function of the old back-up gas fired turbine 
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pumps. Design was awarded in May of 1998 and construction bid documents were advertised in 
September of the same year. The construction contract was mvarded the following Febrmuy and 
construction was completed in 200 l . 

Figure J: Four 1,000 HP electric 
(lUmps in nn undergt·ound chamber. 

The underground pump station sits adjacent to Shaft 7B, 
sunounded by condominiums. It has 4 constant speed pumps 
sized to pump raw untreated water out of Chestnut Hill Reservoir. 
The pumps are manually stopped and started. There are two 
alternate feeds for electricity to the station but no emergency 
back-up power. It was built to pump to the Waban Hill Reservoir 
grade line with a nominal capacity of 90 million gallons per day 
(MGD) and slightly less capacity (and higher head required) to 
pump to Blue Hills. The station also has the capability to draw 
approximately 35 MGD of treated \'11ater from the Boston Low 
service area in lieu of pumping out of Chestnut Hill reservoir. 
Discharge from the station connects to the surface piping on 
either side of Shaft 7B so that water can be pumped into the 

Dorchester Tunnel and/or to the Fisher Hill lines and Section 106 
to the Southern H.igh Service area. 

To operate the station, vent hatches need to be 
manually opened in gardens located above the station. 
There is a driveway adjacent to the station to park a 
trailer of sodium hypochlorite and adequate piping 
connections tor injection for emergency disinfection of 
the Chestnut Hill open reservoir supply. Use of the 
open reservoir would not be in compliance with 
current water supply regulations and would require a 
boil order. The equipment is tightly placed within the 

footprint of the below grade concrete enclosure with Figure 4: The top of the Emergency Pump 
little room for modification or expansion. Station with the low service condominiums in the 

background 

l<' igure 5: Last used to supplement 11enk 
hour dcmnnd during Shaft. SA emergency In 
2010 

To comply with current federal and state drinking water 
requirements, MWRA discontinued use of all open 
distribution reservoirs from the water systetu, except tor 
several reservoirs that have been kept for emergency use 
only when boil orders would be requi.red. Blue Hills 
Covered Storage tanks replaced the off-line Blue Hills open 
reservoir and Waban Hill Reservoir was declared surplus in 
2013. To utilize the station now requires pumping directly 
to Blue Hills at the far end of the distribution system. The 
station was used in 2010 to pump water ti·om Sudbury 
Aqueduct to the Dorchester Ttnmel and southern surface 
mains as palt of the Shaft SA transmission line fai lure. The 
station supplemented supply during peak hours of water use. 
It was the use of the Sudbury Aqueduct and the open 
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Chestnut Hill Reservoir that prompted the need tor a boil order during that emergency. The water 
was chlorinated by addition of sodium hypochlorite. 

Operational Challenges and the Role of the Pump Station in Future Redundancy Initiatives 

During the Metropolitan Tunnel redundancy evaluation, staff identified limitations in operation 
of the Chestnut Hill Emergency Pump Station with the Dorchester Tunnel ou/ of service. In 
order to maintain water level in the Blue Hills tanks, the grade line at the discharge of the station 
would need to be raised significantly above the existing grade line because of the smaller surface 
transmission pipelines and higher pressure loss. This higher grade line would increase the chance 
of lines breaking in the MWRA or local community distribution systems. The concern level is 
higher for pipelines closer to the station. The higher grade line is required to overcome the poor 
carrying capacity of the Southem High surface mains compared to the Dorchester Tunnel and to 
maintain the level of service that communities close to Blue Hills have come to depend on in the 
decades since the Dorchester Tunnel went in to service. If the Chestnut Hill emergency p-umps 
are shut down due to power failure or as a result of the Blue Hills tanks being full, the head loss 
from water flowing back from Blue Hills is so high that pressure would be inadequate in the 
Fisher Hill/Chestnut Hill area. 

Controlling the current Chestnut Hill emergency pumps without the Dorchester Tunnel is 
problematic <:md may not be reliable. Starting and stopping the constant speed pumps, (i .e. going 
from two pumps to three), greatly changes the discharge head by producing more or less water 
than the system requires. There is no means of controlling f1ow between discrete steps of the 
constant speed pumps. ln addition, starting and stopping MWRA's downstream pump stations to 
the Southern Extra High service area (Nevo.rton Street and Hyde Park stations) would change the 
How pattern in the system causing dramatic increase or decrease in discharge pressure at the 
Chestnut Hill Pump Station. These changes result in the need to quickly add or drop pLUnps at 
Chestnut Hill Pump Station as a result of inadequate or excessive pressures. Proposed long term 
redundancy improvements include emergency diesel generators to power the station . Other 
improvements could include replacement of pumps, installation of variable frequency drives, 
automatic pressure regulating or re-circulating valves. These changes (if space could be 
identitied) would improve operation of the station but could not overcome the deficiencies in the 
carrying capacity of the southern surface mains. 

With the Dorchester Tunnel in service the pump station can maintain the level in the Blue Hills 
tanks without excessive discharge pressure as was demonstrated in 20 l 0 when the station was 
used effectively to alleviate supply concerns. This stiB required a boil order. 

In addition to the operating concerns, the location of the station makes it potentially inaccessible 
and possibly llooded m the event of a large rupture of piping at Shaft 7. 
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Figure 6 • A failure at Sluift 7 could render the Che.stnut Hill Pump Station inaccessible . 

Sunumu·y 

Modeling of the water system with the Dorchester Tunnel out of service pushes the accuracy of 
our model. beyond the limits of its calibration 1• It is difficult to predict exactly how the system 
will operate in this emergency case, but looking at the way the system operated in the past when 
the Blue Hills open reservoir had to be taken off line, it is clear that the southern su1'face mains 
have limited capacity and a high amount of head loss. To overcome this head loss with the 
Pump Station requires forcing water i.nto the system at higher pressures and/or results in lower 
pressures at the opposite end. The operational challenges to keep pace with the existing pumps, 
maintain adequate pressures ''Vithout breaking mains with no speed control, no means of pressure 
relief, and without back-up power strongly influences the strategic decisions about how to 
provide redundant supply to the Southern High and Southern Extra High service areas . 
Modifying the station vvith variable fi:equency drives and other improvements (if space could be 
identified) could reduce some these problems, but would not c.ompletely overcome the lack of 
capacity in the surface pipeli nes \Vith the Dorchester Tunnel out of service. 

1 Models are calibrated using !low and pressure data collected during operation of the pipe network. If llows and 
pressures in a simularion are substantially different than could be observed during calibration, the model may not be 
able to accurately simulate friction losses and pressure changes. The Dorchester tunnel represents 70% of the 
carrying cap<Kity of the Southern High piping network. Removing the tunnelt'eprcsents a major change to the 
model. 
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MEMORANDUM 

 

To: Thomas Durkin, Finance Director 
 Kathy Soni, Budget Director 
From: Louise Miller, Budget Manager 
 Matthew Horan, Treasurer 
Cc: Frederick Laskey, Executive Director 
 Stephen Estes-Smargiassi, Director, Planning and Sustainability 
Date: September 30, 2016 
Re: Economic Impact Analysis of Water Service Loss in the Metropolitan Tunnels Area 

In conjunction with the evaluation of the water supply redundancy project(s) for the 
Metropolitan Tunnels area, the Finance Staff was asked to complete an updated economic impact 
analysis of a water distribution failure in that area.  The first section of this analysis is a summary 
of the document explaining broadly the assumptions and methodology used and the results of the 
analysis.  The second part details the methodology, explains the calculations, and includes tables 
that reference the economic impact for the area on a municipal level. 

Summary 

This analysis quantifies the economic impact, both business and residential, of a water system 
failure in the Metropolitan Tunnels.  The models used in this analysis are based primarily on one 
academic study of economic loss based on water supply interruption following catastrophic 
events and on FEMA’s analysis for standard economic benefit-cost values of disaster events.  
The models are internationally recognized and have been used both in California and in Europe 
to determine the economic cost- benefit of water infrastructure projects.   

Under this analysis, a number of scenarios have been considered with water system failures in 
the City Tunnel, City Tunnel Extension, the Dorchester Tunnel, and all three tunnels.  The 
duration and severity of the system failures was provided by the Engineering Department.   Each 
scenario assumes that, in the event of a failure in the Metropolitan Tunnels, there would be a 
period of total water loss followed by a “boil order” during a repair period prior to restoration of 
normal water service.  Other scenarios can be run for water system failures if it is desired.  It 
should be noted that water service interruption could result in more than just monetary loss, 
possibly requiring a complete shut- down of certain business and municipal activities and the 
displacement of residents. 

Attachment 1 sets forth the business and residential economic loss by community in the 
Metropolitan Tunnels area under different scenarios for a water system failure. 

Description of Economic Loss to Businesses 

Economic loss to business from water service interruption varies by business sector.  The 
economic output for the State by business sector is published by the US Department of 
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Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis.  The economic output for each municipality was 
calculated by taking the fraction of the business sector’s employment as reported by the 
Massachusetts Executive Office of Labor and Workforce Development.  FEMA has synthesized 
empirical studies and produced a table of “factors” by business sector which represent the 
fraction of the business output that is lost depending on disaster type.  The economic loss for 
each business sector is quantified by applying the water factor to the economic output for that 
business sector in each of the community served by the Metropolitan Tunnels. 

Description of Economic Loss to Residents 

FEMA adopts the academic study approach to determine residential economic loss, since 
residents have no economic output.  The approach is based on a constant elasticity demand 
function to calculate the loss of welfare from water service loss based on the average cost of 
water for MWRA communities and the average water use in Massachusetts, to which is added 
the out-of- pocket expense equal to the actual cost of replacement of water for residents from a 
water service interruption event.   We assume that governments or residents will provide or buy 
water from alternate sources to replace the minimum daily requirements for humans for drinking 
and cooking and basic sanitation.  An average local cost for bottled water is used as the 
replacement cost of water in the residential loss.   

Methodology and Calculations of Economic Impact of Water Service Loss in the 
Metropolitan Tunnels Area 

Because the calculations for business and residential loss differ, the economic impact of water 
service loss in the Metropolitan Tunnels area is divided into two separate components:  the 
business loss and the residential loss.  Tables summarizing both the business and residential 
economic loss for each city and town affected by water service interruption in the Metropolitan 
Tunnels Area are attached and referenced in the sections below.   

Economic Impact on Businesses 

Economic impact of water supply interruption to business users is determined based on the 
reliance of the particular business on water for its operations.  Business resilience in the context 
of loss of use of water is defined as the proportion of normal production that would occur in the 
event of a water supply interruption.  Studies have quantified business resilience due to loss of 
use of water by economic sector on a scale of 0 to 1, with 0 meaning that a business is unable to 
operate without water and 1 meaning that a business is independent of water use.  In addition, 
economic impact models use a sliding scale based upon the level and nature of the water service 
interruption.  While water supply interruption is characterized by the level of the interruption, for 
purposes of this analysis, we only assume two levels:  complete water outage for and a “boil 
order” water supply.  Since a complete water outage would result in loss of wastewater systems 
as well as loss of water systems, a wastewater loss resilience factor is more appropriate for a 
complete water outage and the water loss resilience factor for a “boil order” water supply.  For 
this analysis, a linear relationship is assumed between business activity and monetary gain/loss.   
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The aggregate loss by economic sector for the cities and towns served by the Metropolitan 
Tunnels is calculated as follows:

Where: 

Σ =the sum of the individual business sectors

LLsector=the local economic loss by aggregate industry sector economic loss 

GSPsector = annual Gross State Product for the business sector 

ELGP=the local employment for the business sector

EGSP=the total state employment for the business sector

rsector= resilience factor for the business sector

The Gross Domestic Product for Massachusetts (Gross State Product), broken down by business 
sector, is used as the measure of economic output for that business sector, as published for 2015, 
the last year of data available, by the US Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic 
Analysis. The total employment in Massachusetts for each business sector of the Gross State 
Product was obtained from the Massachusetts Executive Office of Labor and Workforce 
Development. The Massachusetts Executive Office of Labor and Workforce Development also 
maintains data for the total annual employment and wages by municipality within the State.  In 
order to determine an accurate allocation by municipality of each business sector, the 
employment for that municipality’s business sector as reported in business wage reports was 
divided by the total state employment by business sector.  The resulting local employment by 
business sector allocation is then multiplied by the Gross State Product for the business sector.  
This yields an annual business sector economic output for each municipality which is divided by 
365 to yield a daily economic output.  The last term of the equation is the complement of the 
resilience factor for the business sector for water or wastewater. The FEMA factors for water 
and sewer in the FEMA Benefit-Cost Analysis standards are applied to the municipal economic 
output for each business sector, yielding a daily economic output loss by business sector for each 
municipality.

In this analysis, such factors as whether certain businesses would be allowed to operate if fire 
sprinkling systems could not be used or whether systems such as rooftop chillers, closed cooling 
system loops or other water cooled equipment would need to be shut down, causing the shut-
down of buildings, are not considered. Also not considered were public services costs such as 
police, fire, public safety, and public health, and governmental losses such as lost taxes.  All of 

G SPsector EL G P

3 6 5 EG SP

( 1 -rsector)Σ L L sector =
sectors

Σ =the sum of the individual business sectors
sectors 
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these factors would add to the economic loss and could be significant.  The Production Recapture 
Factor for businesses by industry sector, which measure the ability to recapture some economic 
loss suffered during a water supply interruption was also not calculated because it varies greatly 
based upon the length and severity of the interruption in service. 

Attachment 2 shows the Gross State Product by business sector and the annual economic loss 
for water and wastewater events using FEMA water and sewer factors. 

Attachment 3 shows the total annual and daily economic output loss by municipality for water 
and sewer factors. 

Economic Impact on Residential Users 

Economic impact to residential users is determined on a per capita basis.  The business loss 
analysis does not apply in the residential context because residential users do not have 
measurable economic output.  Instead, residential impact is measured by the loss of welfare to 
individuals from lack of water and out-of-pocket costs to replace the water.  The loss of welfare 
to individuals is calculated by measuring the willingness of the users to pay more for water in 
order to avoid water supply interruption.  To the loss of welfare calculation is added the cost of 
purchasing water for basic human needs.  Empirical studies conclude that residential demand for 
water is mostly price inelastic by region, and residential users are more willing to pay higher 
amounts to avoid large, infrequent water supply losses rather than smaller and more frequent 
losses.  It is important to note that the price elasticity can vary significantly.  FEMA summarizes 
the various empirical studies and arrives at a value for the price elasticity of demand of -.41.  
Since no empirical data for the price elasticity of water in the Metropolitan area is available, we 
use the FEMA value.  The formula for calculating the cost of loss of welfare is as follows: 

 

Where: 

 W=economic impact per capita per day 

 Pbaseline=the average water price when there are no water service interruptions 

 Qbaseline= the average amount of water consumed where there are no water interruptions 

 BWR= Basic Water Requirement, which is the minimum amount of water per capita per 
day required for drinking and basic sanitation 

 η=the price elasticity of water demand. 

1+η

η BWR η

1+η Qbaseline
W= PbaselineQbaseline  1- 
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This analysis uses the average cost of water for 170 hundred cubic feet for MWRA’s 
communities as $642.00.  The average water usage is based on 50 gallons per day, the average 
consumption per day in Massachusetts.  The Basic Water Requirement is calculated using the 
United Nations definitions for minimum amount of water needed for drinking and basic 
sanitation of 6.6 gallons per day and another 6.6 gallons per day for cooking and some bathing.  
Under this calculation, the daily loss of welfare to residents is $.2344. 

In addition a cost factor for potable water to residential users based on the average cost of bottled 
water.  We assume that either residents themselves or the government will provide some amount 
of bottled drinkable water to users for which we use a figure of $4.24 per gallon as an estimate 
based on the numbers reported by numbeo.com for the month of September 2016.  

We did not consider other costs such as displacement of residents or property damage from water 
interruption, which would be added to the residential economic loss. 

Calculations and Conclusions for Assumed Water Supply Failure Scenario 

Scenario 1:  water supply failure in the entire Metropolitan Tunnels area of 3 days of total water 
shutdown followed by 4 weeks of water supply subject to a “boil order.”   

Because a total water shutdown affects both the use of water and the ability to move 
wastewater through the system, the FEMA sewer factor was used to calculate economic loss in 
the first 3 days and the FEMA water factor was used to calculate economic loss for the following 
4 weeks.  The economic impact models yields a total business economic loss of $6.1 billion for 
the assumed water supply failure and a total residential economic loss of $3.2 billion totaling 
approximately $9.3 billion. 

If scenario 1 affects the City Tunnel and City Tunnel Extension (North), then the total 
business economic loss is $3.3 billion and the total residential loss is $1.95 billion totaling $5.25 
billion. 

If scenario 1 affects only the Dorchester Tunnel (South), then the total business economic 
loss is $2.8 billion and the total residential loss is $1.25 billion totaling $4.05 billion. 

Scenario 2:  water supply failure in the Metropolitan Tunnels of 1 day of total water shutdown 
followed by 2 weeks of water supply subject to a “boil order.”  

Again, because a total water shutdown affects both the use of water and the ability to 
move wastewater through the system, the FEMA sewer factor was used to calculate economic 
loss in the first day and the FEMA water factor was used to calculate economic loss for the 
following 2 weeks.  The economic impact models yields a total business economic loss of $2.9 
billion for the assumed water supply failure and a total residential economic loss of $1.5 billion 
totaling $4.5 billion. 

If scenario 2 affects the City Tunnel and City Tunnel Extension, then the total business 
economic loss is $1.6 billion and the total residential loss is 0.95 billion totaling $2.55 billion. 
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If scenario 2 affects only the Dorchester Tunnel, then the total business economic loss is 
$1.35 billion and the total residential loss is $0.6 billion totaling $1.95 billion. 

Scenario 3:  water supply failure in the Metropolitan Tunnels of 1 day of total water shutdown 
followed by 1 week of water supply subject to a “boil order”. 

Again, because a total water shutdown affects both the use of water and the ability to 
move wastewater through the system, the FEMA sewer factor was used to calculate economic 
loss in the first day and the FEMA water factor was used to calculate economic loss for the 
following one week.  The economic impact models yields a total business economic loss of $1.6 
billion for the assumed water supply failure and a total residential economic loss of $0.8 billion 
totaling $2.4 billion. 

If scenario 3 affects the City Tunnel and City Tunnel Extension, then the total business 
economic loss is $0.9 billion and the total residential loss is $0.5 billion totaling $1.4 billion. 

If scenario 3 affects only the Dorchester Tunnel, then the total business economic loss is 
$0.7 billion and the total residential loss is $0.3 billion totaling $1 billion. 

 

Sources: 

This economic analysis of the impact of total water service loss in the Metropolitan Tunnels 
Area is based primarily upon the guidelines provided in the FEMA Benefit-Cost Analysis 
Version 4 standard default values for quantifying economic loss following disasters and two 
academic studies modeling economic loss from water supply interruption to business and 
residential users.  The two studies are based on actual water supply interruption events in 
California following catastrophic earthquakes.  The models developed in the academic studies 
have been widely cited and have been used in California and in Europe to determine the cost 
benefit of water infrastructure project alternatives.   Two examples of the use of the models in 
infrastructure projects decision-making are included, one from California and one from Italy. 

C. Arena, M. Cannarozzo, A. Fortunato, I. Scolaro, M.R. Mazzola.  Evaluating Infrustructure 
Alternatives for Regional Water Supply Systems by Model-Assisted Cost-Benefit Analysis – A 
Case Study from Apulia, Italy.  (2014). 

N. Brozovic, D. Sunding and D. Zilberman.  Estimating Business and Residential Water Supply 
Interruption Losses From Catastrophic Events.  February 9, 2007. 

A. Rose, I.S. Wing, D. Wei, and M. Avetisyan.  Total Regional Economic Losses From Water 
Supply Disruptions to the Los Angeles County Economy.  November 29, 2012.  

M. Tobin, L. Duma, B. Maddaus, Dr. M Hanemann.  Proposed Method for Calculating Customer 
Shortage Costs for Use in WSMP 2040 Portfolio Evaluations.  October 18, 2007 
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FEMA Benefit-Cost Analysis Re-engineering (BCAR) Version 4.0.  May 2011. 

Executive Office of Labor and Workforce Development – Total Annual Employment and Wages 
by Town 

https://malegislature.gov/District/CensusData 

http://lmi2.detma.org/lmi/town202data.asp 

http://www.numbeo.com/cost-of-
living/city_result.jsp?country=United+States&city=Boston%2C+MA 

http://archive.boston.com/yourtown/specials/water/massachusetts_water_usage_map/ 



ATTACHMENT 1

PAGE 1 OF 3

Massachusetts Water Resources Authority 
Scenario 1: No Water for Three Days and Four Week Boil Order

(in millions)

Community North South Total North South Total 
Arlington 34.48$           -$            34.48$        74.65$        -$            74.65$        
Bedford 107.82$         -$            107.82$      23.21$        -$            23.21$        
Belmont 25.17$           -$            25.17$        43.08$        -$            43.08$        
Boston 1,623.51$      1,623.51$   3,247.01$   538.01$      538.01$      1,076.02$   
Brookline -$              74.37$        74.37$        -$            102.33$      102.33$      
Canton -$              121.90$      121.90$      -$            37.57$        37.57$        
Chelsea 117.45$         117.45$      234.90$      30.64$        30.64$        61.29$        
Dedham -$              65.55$        65.55$        -$            43.08$        43.08$        
Everett 50.98$           -$            50.98$        72.60$        -$            72.60$        
Lexington 83.11$           -$            83.11$        54.70$        -$            54.70$        
Lynnfield 19.84$           -$            19.84$        20.20$        -$            20.20$        
Malden 64.89$           -$            64.89$        103.58$      -$            103.58$      
Marblehead 26.74$           -$            26.74$        34.51$        -$            34.51$        
Medford 71.84$           -$            71.84$        97.87$        -$            97.87$        
Melrose 19.29$           -$            19.29$        48.75$        -$            48.75$        
Milton -$              24.78$        24.78$        -$            47.05$        47.05$        
Nahant 0.95$             -$            0.95$          5.94$          -$            5.94$          
Newton -$              231.95$      231.95$      -$            148.35$      148.35$      
Norwood -$              121.34$      121.34$      -$            49.83$        49.83$        
Peabody 106.55$         -$            106.55$      89.29$        -$            89.29$        
Quincy -$              245.26$      245.26$      -$            160.76$      160.76$      
Reading 22.35$           -$            22.35$        43.12$        -$            43.12$        
Revere 29.59$           -$            29.59$        90.17$        -$            90.17$        
Saugus 35.12$           -$            35.12$        46.39$        -$            46.39$        
Somerville 89.30$           -$            89.30$        131.98$      -$            131.98$      
Stoneham 30.62$           -$            30.62$        37.35$        -$            37.35$        
Swampscott 9.35$             -$            9.35$          24.02$        -$            24.02$        
Wakefield 55.18$           -$            55.18$        43.44$        -$            43.44$        
Waltham 319.64$         -$            319.64$      105.64$      -$            105.64$      
Watertown -$              91.27$        91.27$        -$            55.60$        55.60$        
Westwood -$              48.67$        48.67$        -$            25.47$        25.47$        
Wilmington 107.52$         -$            107.52$      38.90$        -$            38.90$        
Winchester 30.30$           -$            30.30$        37.24$        -$            37.24$        
Winthrop 7.17$             -$            7.17$          30.48$        -$            30.48$        
Woburn 226.13$         -$            226.13$      66.42$        -$            66.42$        

Total 3,314.87$      2,766.05$   6,080.92$   1,932.18$   1,238.69$   3,170.87$   

Total Business and Residential Impact 9,251.79$   

Business Impact  Residential Impact



ATTACHMENT 1

PAGE 2 OF 3

Massachusetts Water Resources Authority 
Scenario 2: No Water for One Day and Two Week Boil Order

(in millions)

Community North South Total North South Total 
Arlington 16.66$           -$            16.66$        36.12$        -$            36.12$        
Bedford 52.08$           -$            52.08$        11.23$        -$            11.23$        
Belmont 12.11$           -$            12.11$        20.85$        -$            20.85$        
Boston 783.43$         783.43$      1,566.87$   260.33$      260.33$      520.65$      
Brookline -$              35.77$        35.77$        -$            49.51$        49.51$        
Canton -$              59.14$        59.14$        -$            18.18$        18.18$        
Chelsea 56.80$           56.80$        113.60$      14.83$        14.83$        29.66$        
Dedham -$              31.66$        31.66$        -$            20.85$        20.85$        
Everett 24.72$           -$            24.72$        35.13$        -$            35.13$        
Lexington 40.06$           -$            40.06$        26.47$        -$            26.47$        
Lynnfield 9.61$             -$            9.61$          9.78$          -$            9.78$          
Malden 31.36$           -$            31.36$        50.12$        -$            50.12$        
Marblehead 12.94$           -$            12.94$        16.70$        -$            16.70$        
Medford 34.67$           -$            34.67$        47.36$        -$            47.36$        
Melrose 9.33$             -$            9.33$          23.59$        -$            23.59$        
Milton -$              11.91$        11.91$        -$            22.76$        22.76$        
Nahant 0.46$             -$            0.46$          2.87$          -$            2.87$          
Newton -$              111.75$      111.75$      -$            71.78$        71.78$        
Norwood -$              58.66$        58.66$        -$            24.11$        24.11$        
Peabody 51.48$           -$            51.48$        43.21$        -$            43.21$        
Quincy -$              118.57$      118.57$      -$            77.79$        77.79$        
Reading 10.80$           -$            10.80$        20.86$        -$            20.86$        
Revere 14.30$           -$            14.30$        43.63$        -$            43.63$        
Saugus 17.00$           -$            17.00$        22.45$        -$            22.45$        
Somerville 43.15$           -$            43.15$        63.86$        -$            63.86$        
Stoneham 14.80$           -$            14.80$        18.07$        -$            18.07$        
Swampscott 4.52$             -$            4.52$          11.62$        -$            11.62$        
Wakefield 26.66$           -$            26.66$        21.02$        -$            21.02$        
Waltham 154.48$         -$            154.48$      51.11$        -$            51.11$        
Watertown -$              44.13$        44.13$        -$            26.91$        26.91$        
Westwood -$              23.54$        23.54$        -$            12.32$        12.32$        
Wilmington 52.13$           -$            52.13$        18.82$        -$            18.82$        
Winchester 14.61$           -$            14.61$        18.02$        -$            18.02$        
Winthrop 3.47$             -$            3.47$          14.75$        -$            14.75$        
Woburn 109.54$         -$            109.54$      32.14$        -$            32.14$        

Total 1,601.18$      1,335.37$   2,936.55$   934.93$      599.37$      1,534.29$   

Total Business and Residential Impact 4,470.85$   

Business Impact Residential Impact 
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Massachusetts Water Resources Authority 
Scenario3: No Water for One Day and One Week Boil Order

(in millions)

Community North South Total North South Total 
Arlington 2.30$             -$            2.30$          19.26$        -$            19.26$        
Bedford 27.87$           -$            27.87$        5.99$          -$            5.99$          
Belmont 6.53$             -$            6.53$          11.12$        -$            11.12$        
Boston 420.04$         420.04$      840.07$      138.84$      138.84$      277.68$      
Brookline -$              19.30$        19.30$        -$            26.41$        26.41$        
Canton -$              31.38$        31.38$        -$            9.69$          9.69$          
Chelsea 30.32$           30.32$        60.65$        7.91$          7.91$          15.82$        
Dedham -$              16.94$        16.94$        -$            11.12$        11.12$        
Everett 13.13$           -$            13.13$        18.73$        -$            18.73$        
Lexington 21.52$           -$            21.52$        14.12$        -$            14.12$        
Lynnfield 5.12$             -$            5.12$          5.21$          -$            5.21$          
Malden 16.76$           -$            16.76$        26.73$        -$            26.73$        
Marblehead 6.90$             -$            6.90$          8.91$          -$            8.91$          
Medford 18.58$           -$            18.58$        25.26$        -$            25.26$        
Melrose 4.98$             -$            4.98$          12.58$        -$            12.58$        
Milton -$              6.43$          6.43$          -$            12.14$        12.14$        
Nahant 0.24$             -$            0.24$          1.53$          -$            1.53$          
Newton -$              60.10$        60.10$        -$            38.28$        38.28$        
Norwood -$              31.34$        31.34$        -$            12.86$        12.86$        
Peabody 27.54$           -$            27.54$        23.04$        -$            23.04$        
Quincy -$              63.34$        63.34$        -$            41.49$        41.49$        
Reading 5.77$             -$            5.77$          11.13$        -$            11.13$        
Revere 7.64$             -$            7.64$          23.27$        -$            23.27$        
Saugus 9.06$             -$            9.06$          11.97$        -$            11.97$        
Somerville 23.08$           -$            23.08$        34.06$        -$            34.06$        
Stoneham 7.91$             -$            7.91$          9.64$          -$            9.64$          
Swampscott 2.42$             -$            2.42$          6.20$          -$            6.20$          
Wakefield 14.26$           -$            14.26$        11.21$        -$            11.21$        
Waltham 82.58$           -$            82.58$        27.26$        -$            27.26$        
Watertown -$              23.57$        23.57$        -$            14.35$        14.35$        
Westwood -$              12.57$        12.57$        -$            6.57$          6.57$          
Wilmington 27.70$           -$            27.70$        10.04$        -$            10.04$        
Winchester 7.85$             -$            7.85$          9.61$          -$            9.61$          
Winthrop 1.85$             -$            1.85$          7.87$          -$            7.87$          
Woburn 58.30$           -$            58.30$        17.14$        -$            17.14$        

Total 850.23$         715.34$      1,565.57$   498.63$      319.66$      818.29$      

Total Business and Residential Impact 2,383.86$   

Business Impact Residential Impact 



ATTACHMENT 2

Area IndCode Industry 2015
FEMA Water 

Factor
Water 

Factor GDP
 FEMA Sewer 

Factor 
Sewer 

Factor GDP
Massachusetts 1 All industry total 476,743       
Massachusetts 2   Private industries 425,009       
Massachusetts 3     Agriculture, forestry, fishing, and hunting 695             
Massachusetts 4       Farms (NA)
Massachusetts 5       Forestry, fishing, and related activities (NA)
Massachusetts 6     Mining 206             
Massachusetts 7       Oil and gas extraction (NA)
Massachusetts 8       Mining, except oil and gas (NA)
Massachusetts 9       Support activities for mining (NA)

Massachusetts 10     Utilities 5,635          0.4 2,254 0.2                 1,352

Massachusetts 11     Construction 18,225         0.5 9,113 0.2                 3,645

Massachusetts 13       Durable goods manufacturing 31,137         0.8 24,910 0.9                 26,466

Massachusetts 25       Nondurable goods manufacturing 16,856         0.7 11,799 0.7                 11,799

Massachusetts 34     Wholesale trade 24,007         0.2 4,801 0.1                 2,401

Massachusetts 35     Retail trade 20,269         0.2 4,054 0.2                 4,054

Massachusetts 36     Transportation and warehousing 7,666          0.2 1,533 0.1                 767

Massachusetts 45     Information 25,782         0.2 5,156 0.2                 5,156

Massachusetts 50     Finance, insurance, real estate, rental, and leasing 108,870       0.2 21,774 0.2                 21,774

Massachusetts 56       Real estate and rental and leasing 66,777         0.2 13,355 0.2                 13,355

Massachusetts 59     Professional and business services 80,844         0.2 16,169 0.2                 16,169

Massachusetts 68     Educational services, health care, and social assistance 57,879         0.4 23,152 0.8                 46,303

Massachusetts 74     Arts, entertainment, recreation, accommodation, and food servic 17,839         0.8 14,271 0.8                 14,271

Massachusetts 78       Accommodation and food services 13,322         0.8 10,658 0.8                 10,658

Massachusetts 81     Other services, except government 9,100          0.2 1,820 0.2                 1,820

Massachusetts 82   Government 51,734         0.25 12,934 0.2                 10,347

Massachusetts 86 Natural resources and mining 901             
Massachusetts 87 Trade 44,276         
Massachusetts 88 Transportation and utilities 13,301         
Massachusetts 89 Private goods-producing industries 67,119         
Massachusetts 90 Private services-providing industries 357,890       

(NA) Not available.
Note-- Per capita real GDP statistics for 1997-2015 reflect Census Bureau midyear population estimates for 1997-
  Last updated: June 14, 2016 -- revised statistics for 2008-2014 (estimates in current dollars), 1997-2014 
(estimates in chained [2009] dollars); new advance statistics for 2015.

Gross domestic product (GDP) by state (millions of current dollars)
Bureau of Economic Analysis

Legend / Footnotes:
Note-- NAICS Industry detail is based on the 2007 North American Industry Classification System (NAICS).
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amounts are in 
millions Local Business Local Business Local Business Local Business

Water Factor Sewer  Factor Water Factor Sewer  Factor
Arlington 404.55                     418.94                      1.11                          1.15                          
Bedford 1,262.73                  1,332.84                   3.46                          3.65                          
Belmont 291.12                     344.95                      0.80                          0.95                          
Boston 37,897.15                41,346.72                 103.83                      113.28                      
Brookline 858.76                     1,033.80                   2.35                          2.83                          
Canton 1,447.36                  1,322.00                   3.97                          3.62                          
Chelsea 2,761.22                  2,808.24                   7.56                          7.69                          
Dedham 767.54                     811.53                      2.10                          2.22                          
Everett 604.72                     558.09                      1.66                          1.53                          
Lexington 966.62                     1,089.38                   2.65                          2.98                          
Lynnfield 234.24                     227.44                      0.64                          0.62                          
Malden 761.13                     790.85                      2.09                          2.17                          
Marblehead 314.62                     317.10                      0.86                          0.87                          
Medford 839.00                     910.10                      2.30                          2.49                          
Melrose 227.07                     269.92                      0.62                          0.74                          
Milton 285.82                     347.50                      0.78                          0.95                          
Nahant 11.41                       9.24                          0.03                          0.03                          
Newton 2,692.82                  3,087.76                   7.38                          8.46                          
Norwood 1,424.53                  1,467.13                   3.90                          4.02                          
Peabody 1,248.53                  1,311.26                   3.42                          3.59                          
Quincy 2,879.74                  2,962.38                   7.89                          8.12                          
Reading 262.21                     272.15                      0.72                          0.75                          
Revere 347.04                     360.77                      0.95                          0.99                          
Saugus 414.41                     404.90                      1.14                          1.11                          
Somerville 1,046.60                  1,096.57                   2.87                          3.00                          
Stoneham 359.17                     373.22                      0.98                          1.02                          
Swampscott 109.62                     114.60                      0.30                          0.31                          
Wakefield 646.42                     680.28                      1.77                          1.86                          
Waltham 3,749.00                  3,898.40                   10.27                        10.68                        
Watertown 1,072.50                  1,094.11                   2.94                          3.00                          
Westwood 572.18                     581.57                      1.57                          1.59                          
Wilmington 1,273.76                  1,193.31                   3.49                          3.27                          
Winchester 352.37                     397.92                      0.97                          1.09                          
Winthrop 84.37                       84.40                        0.23                          0.23                          
Woburn 2,671.92                  2,574.73                   7.32                          7.05                          
Total 71,142.23                75,894.09                 194.91                      207.93                      

Year Day 
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Year Day
Population Residential Residential

Arlington 42,844                     878.90                      2.41                          
Bedford 13,320                     273.24                      0.75                          
Belmont 24,729                     507.29                      1.39                          
Boston 617,594                   12,669.25                 34.71                        
Brookline 58,732                     1,204.82                   3.30                          
Canton 21,561                     442.30                      1.21                          
Chelsea 35,177                     721.62                      1.98                          
Dedham 24,729                     507.29                      1.39                          
Everett 41,667                     854.75                      2.34                          
Lexington 31,394                     644.01                      1.76                          
Lynnfield 11,596                     237.88                      0.65                          
Malden 59,450                     1,219.55                   3.34                          
Marblehead 19,808                     406.34                      1.11                          
Medford 56,173                     1,152.33                   3.16                          
Melrose 27,983                     574.04                      1.57                          
Milton 27,003                     553.94                      1.52                          
Nahant 3,410                       69.95                        0.19                          
Newton 85,146                     1,746.67                   4.79                          
Norwood 28,602                     586.74                      1.61                          
Peabody 51,251                     1,051.36                   2.88                          
Quincy 92,271                     1,892.84                   5.19                          
Reading 24,747                     507.66                      1.39                          
Revere 51,755                     1,061.70                   2.91                          
Saugus 26,628                     546.24                      1.50                          
Somerville 75,754                     1,554.01                   4.26                          
Stoneham 21,437                     439.76                      1.20                          
Swampscott 13,787                     282.82                      0.77                          
Wakefield 24,932                     511.45                      1.40                          
Waltham 60,632                     1,243.80                   3.41                          
Watertown 31,915                     654.70                      1.79                          
Westwood 14,618                     299.87                      0.82                          
Wilmington 22,325                     457.97                      1.25                          
Winchester 21,374                     438.46                      1.20                          
Winthrop 17,497                     358.93                      0.98                          
Woburn 38,120                     781.99                      2.14                          
Total 1,819,961                37,334.45                 102.29                      

amounts are in 
millions
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 North and South Alternatives 



Baseline Construction 
Common to all Alternatives 



Baseline Construction:  
  
• Rehabilitate WASM 3 
• CHEPS Emergency 
Generator 
•New Loring Road   
pump connection 
• New Hultman valve 
• New 36” Waltham 
pipeline  

Cost to Complete:  
 

$145M   
 

(Midpoint of Construction)  
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1N $10 2024 Surface - + -
Not feasible for long term solution; Cannot supply summer 

demands; Not reliable for planned maintenance; Requires all 
assets to be in service; Could be used for contingency planning in 

near term

2N $138 2024 Surface - - -
Not reliable for planned maintenance; Excessive pressure surges 
and swings increase risk of pipe failures; Construction deemed 

infeasible due to miles of street closures and disruptions

3N $147 2024 Surface - - -
Not reliable for planned maintenance; Excessive pressure surges 
and swings increase risk of pipe failures; Construction deemed 

infeasible due to miles of street closures and disruptions

4N $188 2024 Surface + - +
 Construction deemed infeasible due to miles of street closures 
and disruptions; Meets redundancy goals under all demands; 

allows year round maintenance of tunnel system (in combination 
with a southern solution)

5N $275 2024 Surface + - +
 Construction deemed infeasible due to miles of street closures 
and disruptions; Meets redundancy goals under all demands; 

allows year round maintenance of tunnel system (in combination 
with a southern solution)

6N $326 2024 Surface + - +
 Construction deemed infeasible due to miles of street closures 
and disruptions; Meets redundancy goals under all demands; 

allows year round maintenance of tunnel system (in combination 
with a southern solution)

7N $473 2024 Surface + - +
 Construction deemed infeasible due to miles of street closures 
and disruptions; Meets redundancy goals under all demands; 

allows year round maintenance of tunnel system (in combination 
with a southern solution)

8N $472/$487 2024 Tunnel + + +
Less Construction impacts than pipeline; Meets redundancy goals 

under all demands; allows year round maintenance of tunnel 
system (in combination with a southern solution)

9N $782 2024 Tunnel + + +
Less Construction impacts than pipeline; Meets redundancy goals 

under all demands; allows year round maintenance of tunnel 
system (in combination with a southern solution)

10N $1,085 2024 Tunnel + + +
Less Construction impacts than pipeline; Meets redundancy goals 

under all demands; allows year round maintenance of tunnel 
system (in combination with a southern solution)

11N $1,150 2024 Tunnel + + +
Less Construction impacts than pipeline; Meets redundancy goals 

under all demands; allows year round maintenance of tunnel 
system (in combination with a southern solution)

12N $1,209 2024 Tunnel + + +
Less Construction impacts than pipeline; Meets redundancy goals 

under all demands; allows year round maintenance of tunnel 
system (in combination with a southern solution)

13N $1,292 2024 Tunnel + + +
Less Construction impacts than pipeline; Meets redundancy goals 

under all demands; allows year round maintenance of tunnel 
system (in combination with a southern solution)

NORTH ALTERNATIVES
Category 1 - No new Pipes - Push existing system to its limit

Category 2 - Replace WASM 3 with larger pipeline and/or add pump station

Category 3 - Tunnel to north



Category 1 
 

No New Pipes 
Push Existing System to its Limit 

 



Alternative  1N :  

• C onvert  part of 
WASM 4  and entire 
West Spot Pond 
pipeline to high service 

Cost to Complete:  
 

$10M   
 

( Midpoint of C onstruction)   
( less b aseline costs)  

 

  



Category 2 
 

Replace WASM 3 with Larger Pipeline and/or Add Pump Station 



Alternative  2N:  
  
• New WASM 3 
emergency pump 
station with  
• New 60” WASM 3 
discharge line 
• Convert Section 57 to 
high service 

Cost to Complete:  
 

$138M   
 

(Midpoint of Construction)  
(less baseline costs) 

 
  
  



Alternative  3N:  
 
• New WASM 3 
emergency pump 
station 
• New 72” WASM 3 
discharge line 
• Convert Section 57 to 
high service 

Cost to Complete:  
 

$147M   
 

(Midpoint of Construction)  
(less baseline costs) 

 
  
  



Alternative  4N :  

• New  7 2 ”  WASM 3  to 
Spring Street Pump 
Station  
• C onvert Section 1 2  to 
high service 

Cost to Complete:  
 

$18 8 M   
 

( Midpoint of C onstruction)   
( less b aseline costs)  

 

  



Alternative  5N:  
 
• New 72”WASM 3  
• Convert Section 12 to 
high service 

Cost to Complete:  
 

$275M   
 

(Midpoint of Construction)  
(less baseline costs) 

 
  
  



Alternative  6 N :  

• New  7 2 ”  WASM 3   
• New  7 2 ”  to Shaft 9 A 

Cost to Complete:  
 

$32 6 M   
 

( Midpoint of C onstruction)   
( less b aseline costs)  

 

  



Alternative  7 N :  

• New  8 4 ”  WASM 3   
• New  8 4 ”  to Shaft 9 A 

Cost to Complete:  
 

$47 3M   
 

( Midpoint of C onstruction)   
( less b aseline costs)  

 

  



Category 3 
 

Tunnel to North 



Alternative  8N:  
 
• New 10’/12’ tunnel 

Cost to Complete:  
 

$472M @ 10’ Dia. 
$487M @ 12’ Dia. 

 
(Midpoint of Construction)  

(less baseline costs) 

 
  
  



Alternative  9N:  
 
• New tunnel from 
Bifurcation to Fernald 
School via Shaft 6 

Cost to Complete:  
 

$782M   
 

(Midpoint of Construction)  
(less baseline costs) 

 
  
  



Alternative  10N :  

• New  tunnel from 
Bifurcation to C hestnut 
H ill and Fernald School 

Cost to Complete:  
 

$1,08 5 M   
 

( Midpoint of C onstruction)   
( less b aseline costs)  

 

  



Alternative  11N :  

• New  tunnel from 
Bifurcation to Shaft 9 A 
via Shaft 6  

Cost to Complete:  
 

$1,15 0M   
 

( Midpoint of C onstruction)   
( less b aseline costs)  

 

  



Alternative  12 N :  

• New  Tunnel from 
Bifurcation to Shaft 9 A 

Cost to Complete:  
 

$1,2 09M   
 

( Midpoint of C onstruction)   
( less b aseline costs)  

 

  



Alternative  13N :  

• New  tunnel from 
Shaft N to G illis pump 
station 

Cost to Complete:  
 

$1,2 92 M   
 

( Midpoint of C onstruction)   
( less b aseline costs)  

 

  



 South Alternatives 
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5S $293 2026 Surface

- - -

Insufficient capacity in southern surface mains; excessive discharge pressures 
pressures at Chestnut Hill Emergency Pump Station increase risk of pipe failure; 
major construction impacts with sliplining Sudbury Aqueduct; Construction of 

pipeline deemed infeasible due to miles of street closures and disruptions

6S $300 2025 Surface

- - -

Insufficient capacity in southern surface mains; excessive discharge pressures 
pressures at Chestnut Hill Emergency Pump Station increase risk of pipe failure; 
major construction impacts with sliplining Sudbury Aqueduct; Construction of 

pipeline deemed infeasible due to miles of street closures and disruptions

7S $306 2025 Surface

- - -

Insufficient capacity in southern surface mains; excessive discharge pressures 
pressures at Chestnut Hill Emergency Pump Station increase risk of pipe failure; 
major construction impacts with sliplining Sudbury Aqueduct; Construction of 

pipeline deemed infeasible due to miles of street closures and disruptions

9S $390 2025 Surface

- - -

Insufficient capacity in southern surface mains; excessive discharge pressures 
pressures at Chestnut Hill Emergency Pump Station increase risk of pipe failure; 
major construction impacts with sliplining Sudbury Aqueduct; Construction of 

pipeline deemed infeasible due to miles of street closures and disruptions

11S $465 2026
Tunnel/ 
Surface - - -

Insufficient capacity in southern surface mains; excessive discharge pressures 
pressures at Chestnut Hill Emergency Pump Station increase risk of pipe failure; 

major construction impacts with sliplining Sudbury Aqueduct; Tunnel portion 
has less construction impacts than new pipeline

12S $467 2026
Tunnel/ 
Surface - - -

Insufficient capacity in southern surface mains; excessive discharge pressures 
pressures at Chestnut Hill Emergency Pump Station increase risk of pipe failure; 

major construction impacts with sliplining Sudbury Aqueduct; Tunnel portion 
has less construction impacts than new pipeline

14S $521 2027 Tunnel - + -
Insufficient capacity in southern surface mains; excessive discharge pressures 

pressures at Chestnut Hill Emergency Pump Station increase risk of pipe failure; 
Tunnel portion has less construction impacts than new pipeline

15S $551 2026
Tunnel/ 
Surface - - -

Insufficient capacity in southern surface mains; excessive discharge pressures 
pressures at Chestnut Hill Emergency Pump Station increase risk of pipe failure; 

major construction impacts with sliplining Sudbury Aqueduct; Tunnel portion 
has less construction impacts than new pipeline

16S $482/$629 2027 Tunnel - + -
Insufficient capacity in southern surface mains; excessive discharge pressures 

pressures at Chestnut Hill Emergency Pump Station increase risk of pipe failure; 
Tunnel portion has less construction impacts than new pipeline

8S $330 2027 Surface - - -
Surge pressures at new Pump Station increase risk of pipe failure; Construction 

of pipeline deemed infeasible due to miles of street closures and disruptions

10S $390 2025 Surface - - -
Surge pressures at Chestnut Hill Emergency Pump Station increase risk of pipe 

failure; Construction of pipeline deemed infeasible due to miles of street 
closures and disruptions

17S $716 2026 Tunnel + + +
Less Construction impacts than pipeline; Meets redundancy goals under all 

demands; allows year round maintenance of tunnel system (in combination with 
a northern solution)

18S $1,003 2027 Tunnel + + +
Less Construction impacts than pipeline; Meets redundancy goals under all 

demands; allows year round maintenance of tunnel system (in combination with 
a northern solution)

19S $1,034 2026 Tunnel + + +
Less Construction impacts than pipeline; Meets redundancy goals under all 

demands; allows year round maintenance of tunnel system (in combination with 
a northern solution)

SOUTH ALTERNATIVES
Category 1 - Pipeline to Sudbury Aqueduct/Slipline Sudbury Aqueduct or Tunnel to Chestnut Hill Emergency Pump Station

Category 2 - Pipeline to Southern Surface Mains with or without new pump station

Category 3 - Tunnel to Shaft 7C of Dorchester Tunnel



Category 1 
New Pipeline or Tunnel to Chestnut Hill Emergency P.S. 

Pump to Southern Surface Mains 
 



Alternative  5 S:  

• New  7 2 ”  Section 8 0   
• New  7 2 ”  pressuriz ed 
Sudb ury Aq ueduct 
• New  3 6 ”  connection 
to C ommonw ealth 
Ave.  pump station 

Cost to Complete:  
 

$2 93M   
 

( Midpoint of C onstruction)   
( less b aseline costs)  

 

  



Alternative  6 S:  

• New  7 2 ”  Section 8 0   
• New  8 2 ” pressuriz ed 
Sudb ury Aq ueduct  
• New  3 6 ” connection 
to C ommonw ealth 
Ave.  pump station 

Cost to Complete:  
 

$300M   
 

( Midpoint of C onstruction)   
( less b aseline costs)  

 

  



Alternative  7S:  
 
• New 72” Section 80  
• New 82”pressurized 
Sudbury Aqueduct  
• New Newton pump 
station 

Cost to Complete:  
 

$306M   
 

(Midpoint of Construction)  
(less baseline costs) 

 
  
  



Alternative  9S:  

• New  7 2 ”  pipeline 
from Shaft N  
• New  8 2 ”  pressuriz ed 
Sudb ury Aq ueduct  
• New  3 6 ”  connection 
to C ommonw ealth 
Ave.  pump station 

Cost to Complete:  
 

$390M   
 

( Midpoint of C onstruction)   
( less b aseline costs)  

 

  



Alternative  11S:  

• New  tunnel from 
Bifurcation to Sudb ury 
Aq ueduct  
• New  8 2 ”  pressuriz ed 
Sudb ury Aq ueduct 

Cost to Complete:  
 

$46 5 M   
 

( Midpoint of C onstruction)   
( less b aseline costs)  

 

  



Alternative  12 S:  

• New  tunnel from 
Fernald School to 
Sudb ury Aq ueduct  
• New  8 2 ”  pressuriz ed 
Sudb ury Aq ueduct 

Cost to Complete:  
 

$46 7 M   
 

( Midpoint of C onstruction)   
( less b aseline costs)  

 

  



Alternative  14S:  

• New  tunnel from 
Fernald School to 
C hestnut H ill 

Cost to Complete:  
 

$5 2 1M   
 

( Midpoint of C onstruction)   
( less b aseline costs)  

 

  



Alternative  15 S:  

• New  tunnel from 
Shaft N to Sudb ury 
Aq ueduct  
• New  8 2 ”  pressuriz ed 
Sudb ury Aq ueduct 
• New  3 6 ”  connection 
to C ommonw ealth 
Ave.  pump station 

Cost to Complete:  
 

$5 5 1M   
 

( Midpoint of C onstruction)   
( less b aseline costs)  

 

  



Alternative  16 S:  

• New  8 ’/ 1 0 ’ diameter 
tunnel to C hestnut H ill 

Cost to Complete:  
 

$48 2 M  @  8 ’  D ia.  
$6 2 9M  @  10’  D ia.  

 
( Midpoint of C onstruction)   

( less b aseline costs)  

  



Category 2 
New Pipe to Southern Surface Mains  

with or without Pump Station 



Alternative  8 S:  

• New  7 2 ”  Section 8 0    
• New  7 2 ”  loop to 
Brook line 
• New  New ton pump 
station 
• New  Southern H igh 
pump station 

Cost to Complete:  
 

$330M   
 

( Midpoint of C onstruction)   
( less b aseline costs)  

 

  



Alternative  10S:  

• New  7 2 ”  Section 8 0   
• New  7 2 ”  loop to 
Shaft 7 C  
• New  New ton pump 
station 

Cost to Complete:  
 

$390M   
 

( Midpoint of C onstruction)   
( less b aseline costs)  

 

  



Category 3  
Tunnel to Dorchester Tunnel 

Shaft 7C 
 



Alternative  17 S:  

• New  tunnel from 
Shaft 6  to Shaft 7 C  
(common tunnel from 
Bifurcation to Shaft 6)  

Cost to Complete:  
 

$7 16 M   
 

( Midpoint of C onstruction)   
( less b aseline costs)  

 

  



Alternative  18 S:  

• New  tunnel from 
Bifurcation to Shaft 7 C  
via Shaft 6  

Cost to Complete:  
 

$1,003M   
 

( Midpoint of C onstruction)   
( less b aseline costs)  

 

  



Alternative  19S:  

• New  Tunnel from 
Shaft N to Shaft 7 C  

Cost to Complete:  
 

$1,034M   
 

( Midpoint of C onstruction)   
( less b aseline costs)  

 

  



 

 

 

Rate Analysis 

  



Projected Assessment Changes Based on Long‐Term Redundancy Options

Option 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 Average
694,879$      720,957$      746,863$      772,831$      799,479$      826,076$      822,083$      808,925$      803,187$      819,107$      819,572$      804,616$      774,949$      761,385$      790,772$     
3.34% 3.75% 3.59% 3.48% 3.45% 3.33% ‐0.48% ‐1.60% ‐0.71% 1.98% 0.06% ‐1.82% ‐3.69% ‐1.75% 0.74%

694,879$      720,976$      747,343$      774,232$      802,925$      834,277$      835,690$      828,999$      827,846$      845,946$      846,775$      832,083$      802,472$      788,837$      806,800$     
3.34% 3.76% 3.66% 3.60% 3.71% 3.90% 0.17% ‐0.80% ‐0.14% 2.19% 0.10% ‐1.74% ‐3.56% ‐1.70% 1.01%

694,879$      721,378$      748,649$      776,534$      804,723$      833,349$      833,692$      827,938$      829,750$      854,337$      861,506$      852,963$      829,598$      822,192$      815,124$     
3.34% 3.81% 3.78% 3.72% 3.63% 3.56% 0.04% ‐0.69% 0.22% 2.96% 0.84% ‐0.99% ‐2.74% ‐0.89% 1.33%

694,879$      721,192$      748,409$      776,656$      805,868$      836,118$      837,443$      832,068$      834,379$      859,760$      866,601$      858,158$      834,898$      827,589$      818,395$     
3.34% 3.79% 3.77% 3.77% 3.76% 3.75% 0.16% ‐0.64% 0.28% 3.04% 0.80% ‐0.97% ‐2.71% ‐0.88% 1.38%

234,263$      241,986$      249,931$      258,225$      266,717$      275,559$      283,392$      290,873$      298,035$      304,723$      312,453$      320,586$      329,133$      337,801$      289,955$     
3.49% 3.30% 3.28% 3.32% 3.29% 3.32% 2.84% 2.64% 2.46% 2.24% 2.54% 2.60% 2.67% 2.63% 2.86%

234,263$      242,997$      251,896$      261,125$      270,734$      280,815$      291,259$      301,970$      313,270$      324,905$      337,727$      350,835$      363,671$      374,813$      305,078$     
3.49% 3.73% 3.66% 3.66% 3.68% 3.72% 3.72% 3.68% 3.74% 3.71% 3.95% 3.88% 3.66% 3.06% 3.68%

234,263$      243,647$      253,447$      263,641$      274,135$      285,160$      296,460$      308,346$      320,614$      333,532$      346,953$      360,747$      375,187$      390,090$      311,689$     
3.49% 4.01% 4.02% 4.02% 3.98% 4.02% 3.96% 4.01% 3.98% 4.03% 4.02% 3.98% 4.00% 3.97% 4.00%

234,263$      243,461$      253,705$      264,741$      275,401$      286,304$      298,230$      310,995$      324,507$      339,058$      354,049$      369,933$      386,946$      403,475$      316,216$     
3.49% 3.93% 4.21% 4.35% 4.03% 3.96% 4.17% 4.28% 4.34% 4.48% 4.42% 4.49% 4.60% 4.27% 4.27%

Comparison of Rate Impact of Options to the No Redundancy 

Option 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 Average
‐$              19$                480$             1,400$          3,446$          8,201$          13,607$        20,075$        24,659$        26,839$        27,203$        27,467$        27,523$        27,452$        16,028$       

0.0% 0.00% 0.06% 0.12% 0.26% 0.58% 0.65% 0.80% 0.57% 0.20% 0.04% 0.09% 0.13% 0.05% 0.27%
‐$              420$            1,786$         3,703$         5,244$         7,272$         11,609$       19,013$        26,562$       35,230$       41,934$       48,348$       54,649$       60,807$       24,352$      

0.0% 0.06% 0.19% 0.25% 0.18% 0.23% 0.52% 0.91% 0.93% 0.98% 0.78% 0.83% 0.95% 0.86% 0.59%
‐$              235$            1,546$         3,825$         6,389$         10,041$       15,360$       23,143$        31,191$       40,653$       47,029$       53,543$       59,949$       66,204$       27,624$      

0.0% 0.03% 0.18% 0.30% 0.31% 0.43% 0.64% 0.96% 0.99% 1.06% 0.74% 0.85% 0.98% 0.87% 0.64%

‐$              1,011$         1,965$         2,900$         4,017$         5,257$         7,867$         11,097$        15,235$       20,182$       25,274$       30,249$       34,538$       37,012$       15,123$      
0.0% 0.43% 0.38% 0.35% 0.39% 0.41% 0.88% 1.04% 1.28% 1.47% 1.41% 1.28% 0.99% 0.43% 0.83%

‐$              1,661$         3,516$         5,416$         7,419$         9,601$         13,067$       17,473$        22,579$       28,809$       34,500$       40,161$       46,054$       52,289$       21,734$      
0.0% 0.71% 0.74% 0.70% 0.69% 0.71% 1.12% 1.37% 1.52% 1.79% 1.49% 1.37% 1.34% 1.34% 1.14%

‐$              1,475$         3,774$         6,516$         8,685$         10,746$       14,837$       20,122$        26,473$       34,335$       41,596$       49,347$       57,813$       65,674$       26,261$      
0.0% 0.63% 0.92% 1.03% 0.74% 0.64% 1.32% 1.64% 1.88% 2.24% 1.88% 1.88% 1.93% 1.64% 1.41%

Combined Assessments   
Difference between No 
Redundancy and other 

Options  

Water Assessment        
Difference between No 
Redundancy and other 

Options  

Least Expensive vs. No 
Long‐term Redundancy 
Mid‐ Range vs. No Long‐

term Redundancy 
Most Expensive vs. No 
Long‐term Redundancy 

Least Expensive vs. No 
Long‐term Redundancy 
Mid‐ Range vs. No Long‐

term Redundancy 
Most Expensive vs. No 
Long‐term Redundancy 

Least Expensive Option

Mid‐range Option

Most Expensive Option

Combined Assessments 

Water Assessment 

No Long‐term Redundancy 

Least Expensive Option

Mid‐range Option

Most Expensive Option

No Long‐term Redundancy 



Preferred Option ‐ Phased and Un‐Phased Rates Impact 

Option 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030
694,879$      720,981$      747,388$      774,181$      801,387$      828,796$      827,344$      819,009$      818,690$      840,802$      846,258$      834,626$      807,578$      797,745$     
3.3% 3.8% 3.7% 3.6% 3.5% 3.4% ‐0.2% ‐1.0% 0.0% 2.7% 0.6% ‐1.4% ‐3.2% ‐1.2%
694,879$      721,378$      748,649$      776,534$      804,723$      833,349$      833,692$      827,938$      829,750$      854,337$      861,506$      852,963$      829,598$      822,192$     
3.3% 3.8% 3.8% 3.7% 3.6% 3.6% 0.0% ‐0.7% 0.2% 3.0% 0.8% ‐1.0% ‐2.7% ‐0.9%

234,263$      243,002$      251,942$      261,320$      271,068$      281,065$      291,366$      302,163$      313,295$      325,013$      337,194$      349,611$      360,846$      369,744$     
3.5% 3.7% 3.7% 3.7% 3.7% 3.7% 3.7% 3.7% 3.7% 3.7% 3.7% 3.7% 3.2% 2.5%
234,263$      243,647$      253,447$      263,641$      274,135$      285,160$      296,460$      308,346$      320,614$      333,532$      346,953$      360,747$      375,187$      390,090$     
3.5% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0%

‐$              (396)$            (1,261)$         (2,354)$         (3,336)$         (4,552)$         (6,348)$         (8,930)$         (11,060)$      (13,535)$      (15,248)$      (18,338)$      (22,020)$      (24,447)$     
0.0% ‐0.1% ‐0.1% ‐0.1% ‐0.1% ‐0.1% ‐0.2% ‐0.3% ‐0.3% ‐0.3% ‐0.2% ‐0.4% ‐0.5% ‐0.3%

‐$              (645)$            (1,506)$         (2,321)$         (3,067)$         (4,095)$         (5,094)$         (6,183)$         (7,319)$         (8,519)$         (9,759)$         (11,136)$      (14,340)$      (20,346)$     
0.0% ‐0.3% ‐0.3% ‐0.3% ‐0.3% ‐0.3% ‐0.3% ‐0.3% ‐0.3% ‐0.3% ‐0.3% ‐0.3% ‐0.8% ‐1.5%

Water 

Difference                
Un‐Phased vs. Phased

Combined Assessment 

Water Assessment 

Mid‐range Phased 

Mid‐range Un‐Phased 

Mid‐range Phased 

Mid‐range Un‐Phased 

Combined



 

 

 

Metropolitan Water System Map 
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Unquity

Hill

Bk
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Bk

Town Bk

Beaver

Bk

Ipswich

Mead
ow
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Bk

Riv
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Muddy
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Bk

For
t

Bk

Bk

Bk

Bk

Stony

River

Bk

Crooked S prin gs
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Spencer
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Ston
y
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School Meadow Bk

Spring

Bk

Fowle

East
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Pine Tree

Bk
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Tumbl ing Bk

Plain

Bk
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C ushi ng

R

He
ad

Wigwam
Pond

Reserved Channel

Thompsons
Pond

Cleveland
Pond

Lake
Holbrook

Massapoag
Lake

Wolomolopog
Pond

Gavins
Pond

Co
nc

ord
R iv

er

Batemans
Pond

Duck
Pond

Lost
Lake

Baddacook
Pond

Plow Shop
Pond

Chickering
Lake

Cushing
Pond

Foundry
Pond

Richardi
Reservoir

Houghton's
Pond

Willett
Pond

Swains
Pond

Cutler
Lake

Lincoln
Reservoir

Goose
Pond

Jennings
Pond

Longfellow
Pond

Sabrina
Lake

Ell Pond

Sandy Pond

Fresh Pond

Western Way

Co
ch

ato
 R

ive
r

Nahant Bay

Mill
Pond

Long
Pond

Lymans
Pond

Populatic
Pond

French
Pond

Shovelshop
Pond

Forge
Pond

Fulling
Mill Pond

Little
Pond

Louisa
Lake

Cedar Swamp
Pond

Farm
Pond

Fairhaven
Bay

Martins
Pond

Beaver
Pond

Farm
Pond

Inlet

Saugus River

Beal Cove

Norumbega
Reservoir

Upper
Porter Pond

Thirty
Acre Pond

Abington-
Rockland
Reservoir

Leach
Pond

Pudds
Pond

Rainbow
Pond

Memorial
Pond

Porter River

Crystal
Lake

River
Meadow Pond

Fort
Pond

Knopps
Pond

Sandy
Pond

Hales
Pond

Danielson
Pond

Lee
Pond

Triphammer
Pond

Fawn
Lake

Brookline
Reservoir

Ne
po

nse
t R

ive
r

Broo k

Charles River

Horn
Pond

Arlington
Reservoir

Todd
Pond

Crystal
Lake

Great Meadows

Lyman Pond

Richardsons Pond

Bird Pond

Cambridge
Reservoir

Broad Meadow

President Roads

Beverly Harbor

Breeds
Pond

Stevens
Pond

Crystal
Lake

Middle
Reservoir

North
Reservoir

Judkins
Pond

Aberjona
Pond

Upper
Mystic
Lake

Lower
Mystic
Lake

Towners
Pond

Turtle
Pond

Lake
Winthrop

Lkeview
Pond

Uncas
Pond

Beaumont
Pond

Smith
Pond

Longwater
Pond

Factory
Pond

West
Pond

Delaney
Pond

Lake
Boon

Cedar
Swamp Pond

Sudbury
Reservoir

Hager
Pond

Assabet River

Barkers
Pond

Sudbury River

Nortons
Pond

Lake
Cochituate

Heard
Pond

Longham
Reservoir

Motley
Pond

Cow Island
Pond

Ne
po

nset R iv e
r

Weym
outh Fore River

Mu
ddy River

Wrights
Pond

Weston
Reservoir

Brockton
Reservoir

Clarks
Pond

Duck
Pond

Phillips
Pond

Coolidge
Pond

Mirror
Lake

Forge
Pond

Nagog
Pond

Whitney
Pond

Martins
Pond

Grove
Pond

Puffer
Pond

Kingsbury
Pond

Buckmaster
Pond

Russel
Pond

Lyman's
Pond

Lake
Waban

Nuttings
Lake

Brooks
Pond

Claypit
Pond

Ponkapog Pond

Dorchester Bay

Spy Pond

Mill Brook

Pin
es 

Rive
r

Craig
Pond

Bartholowmew
Pond

Browns
Pond

Floating
Bridge
Pond

Sidneys
Pond

Lower
Pond

Whittemore
Pond

Sprague
Pond

Popes
Pond

Franklin
Reservoirs

Bush
Pond

Lake
Pearl

Sunset
Lake

Hobart
Pond

Wampatuck
Pond

Wildcat
Pond

Mill
Pond

Fiske Mill
Pond

Sudbury
Reservoir

Ministers
Pond

Ice House
Pond

Gleason
Pond

Su
dbu

ry R
ive

r

Warners
Pond

Pickerel
Pond

Belle Isle

Ma
lde

n R
ive

r

Boston Inner Harbor

Rosemary
Lake

Charles River

Studleys
Pond

Muddy
Pond

Briggs
Pond

Ganawatte
Farm Pond

Turner
Pond

Pomps
Pond

Mishawum
Lake

Hutchins
Pond

Sto
ny 

Broo
k

Flannagan
Pond

Vose
Pond

Stearns
Mill Pond

Powissett
Pond

Pond
Meadow

Noannett
Pond

Silver
Lake

Mother

Beaver
Pond

Mackerel Cove

Hypocrite Channel

Hull Gut

Salem Harbor

Peabody
Reservoir

Walden
Pond

Flax
Pond

Pierces
Pond

Pillings Pond

Spring
Pond

Buckman
Pond

Reservoir
Pond

Great
Pond

Reservoir

Sunset
Lake

Brewer
Pond

Stony Brook
Pond

Callahan
Pond

Ashland
Reservoir

Weston
Pond

Beaver
Pond

Crocker
Pond

Eldridge
Pond

Nipmuc
Pond

Bruce
Pond

Reservoir
#3

Reservoir
#1

Dudley
Pond

Hobbs
Pond

White
Pond

Haywards
Pond

Buttrick
Pond

Long
Pond

Norwood
Pond

Mystic River

Ch
els

ea

Jamaica
Pond

Pleasure Bay

Island
Grove
Pond

Lower
Porter Pond

Woods
Pond

Carworks
Pond

Neponset
Reservoir

Diamond
Pond

Bas
s R

ive
r

Russell
Mill Pond

Hart
Pond

Mill
Pond

Bare Hill
Pond

Willis
Pond

Flynns
Pond

Cobbs
Pond

Stevens
Pond

Weymouth
Great
Pond

Fells
Res

Greenough
Pond

Winter
Pond

Valley
Pond

Morses
Pond

Paintshop
Pond

Cedar Pond

Tophet Swamp

Quincy Bay

McCarthy Pond

Mill Cove

Crystal Cove

No
rth

 Ri
ver

Elginwood
Pond

Griswold
Pond

Upper
Pond

Hawkes
Pond

Forge
Pond

Bolivar
Pond

Norroway
Pond

Turners
Pond

Bouve
Pond

Mann
Pond

Houghtons
Pond

Factory
Pond

Box
Pond

Lake
Hiawatha

Beaver
Pond

City Mill
Pond

Carpenter
Pond

Cocasett
Pond Ames

Pond

Montes
Pond

Hacketts
Pond

Hopedale
Pond

Hopkinton
Reservoir

Duck
Pond

Crystal
Pond

Reservoir
#2

Assabet River

Angiers
Pond

Winnings
Pond

Eisenhaurs
Pond

Ipswich River

Wenham
Lake

Weld
Pond

Needham
Reservoir

Waters River

Waldo
Lake

Town
Pond

Farringtons
Pond

Shaw
sh

ee
n R

iv e
r

Concord River

Beaver B
roo

k

Carding
Mill Pond

Channings
Pond

Echo
Lake

Ellis
Pond

Accord
PondCranberry

Pond

Mill
Pond

Reds
Pond

Walden Pond

Nonesuch
Pond

Allerton Harbor

Hingham Harbor

Chandler
Pond

Town River

Ladys Cove

Western Channel

Hammond
Pond

Weir River

Suntaug
Lake

Devils
Dishfull
Pond

Winona Pond

Mystic
Lakes

Old
Quincy

Reservoir

Charles River

Silver
Lake

Spring
Pond

Bigney
Pond

White
Pond

North
Pond Echo

Lake

Fletchers
Pond

Dug
Pond

McCusker
Pond

Boston Harbor

Charles River

Fo
rt P

oin
t C

ha
nn

el

Shoe
Pond

Swains
Pond

Long
Pond

Spectacle
Pond

Grassy
Pond

Pettee
Pond

Great
Meadows

Charles River

Hull Bay

Nahant Harbor

Foster
Pond

Prankers
Pond

Lake
Quannapowitt

Doleful
Pond

Hemenway
Pond

Sylvan
Lake

Milk
Pond

Kingsbury
Pond

Upper
Reservoir

Flagg
Hill Pond

As
sabet River

Fort Meadow
Reservoir

Partridge
Pond

Farrar
Pond

Swan
Pond

Middleton
Pond

Natick
Reservoir

Riv
er

Hewitts Cove

Collins
Cove

Pinewood
Lake

Highland
Lake

Black
Pond

Long
Pond

Old Mill
Pond

Cutting
Pond

Holt
Pond

Rodman
Pond Home

Meadows

Whitmans
Pond

Little
Pond

Lexington
Reservoir

Hardys
Pond

Crosby
Pond

Stony
Brook
Res

Thompsons Meadow

Rock Island Cove

Palmer Cove

Sluice Pond

Elm Brook
Frog
Pond

Birch
Pond

South
Reservoir

Lake
Archer

Wheeler
Pond

Little
Field Pond

Whitehall
Reservoir

Bloods
Pond

Williams
Lake

Learned
Pond

Fisk
Pond

Baldwin
Pond

Sudbu ry R iver

Little Farm
Pond

Boston Harbor
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METROWEST TUNNEL
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TUNNEL
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116 DCR

208 Lynn

188 Boston

190 Weston

148 Waltham

216Southborough

180 Winchester

212 Framingham

211 Framingham
218 State Inst.

41AWinthrop
41BDeer Island

327 & 154 Newton

215Southborough

217Marlborough

344Dedham-Westwood

246/Braintree

160A & 160B Needham

66 & 67 & 143 MWRA

176 DCR

58 & 127 MWRA

189 DCR

90 MWRA

3 Boston

241242 MWRA

236/MWRA

125Saugus

5 Boston

162 Lynn

6 Boston

210 Lynn

8 Boston

178 MWRA

113 MWRA

156 & 239 MWRA

7 Boston

5 (old) Boston

237 MWRA

9 Boston

339/Wilmington

133Saugus

469Saugus

100MWRA

45, 231, 323,322 & 247 MWRA

196 MWRA

177 MWRA

302305303304 MWRA

85 Quincy

16 Malden

30 Revere

28 Nahant

82 Malden

99 Boston

29 Quincy
55 Milton

71 Boston

64 Boston

73 Boston

333A333B MWRA

27 Milton

18 Malden

345, 346347 & 328 MWRA

19 Malden

60 Boston

94 Boston

93 Revere

20 Malden
21 Malden

78 Boston

17 Malden

75 Boston

48 Boston

68 Boston

44 Boston

51 Boston

126 Revere

105 Newton

174 Saugus

10 Chelsea

107 Milton

140 Malden

244 Boston

23 Medford

233 Saugus

209 Boston

175 Revere

97 Medford

104 Newton

199 Quincy

187 Malden

195 Boston

101 Boston

24 Medford

147 Boston

15 Everett

65 Medford

25 Medford

245 Boston

22/ Medford

194 Canton

232 Malden

186 Malden

166 Quincy

330 Dedham-Westwood

13 Everett

153 Malden

161 Boston

167 Boston

26/Melrose

11 Chelsea

205 Saugus

198 Saugus

243 Newton

106 Revere

334 Quincy

200 Woburn

88 Belmont

62 Belmont

120 Boston

170 Boston

185 Saugus

134 Saugus

230/Woburn

204 Malden

182 Waltham

111 Belmont

131 Waltham

206 Waltham

202 Waltham

129 Medford

2 Watertown

70/Stoneham

119 Everett

144 Melrose

98Brookline

227 Medford

132 & 238 Waltham

102 Chelsea

197 Medford

300 MWRA

152Arlington

159 Medford

168 Peabody

118 Everett

240 Reading

139 Chelsea

163 Norwood

192 Chelsea

53 Stoneham

201 Everett

110 Belmont

137 Waltham

40 Watertown

47 Lexington

138 Stoneham

141/Stoneham

228 Stoneham

92 Watertown

86 Arlington

52 Cambridge

332 Stoneham

235/Winthrop

81 Watertown

183 Lexington

33 Somerville

172 Wakefield

145 Cambridge

135 Arlington

146 Cambridge

136 Lexington

35 Somerville

80 Somerville

229 Wakefield

114 Brookline

121 Arlington

171 Arlington

157 Brook-line

151 Brookline

91 Somerville

31 Somerville

37 Somerville

103 Watertown

169 Lynnfield

203 Wellesley

336 Stoughton

32 Somerville

128 Arlington
181 Lexington

158 Swampscott

115 Swampscott

213 Framingham

214 Framingham

149 Marblehead

130 Winchester

150 Marblehead

95State Inst.

234 Winchester

248 Weston

250Marlborough

251Southborough
252Southborough

Norumbega
Covered Storage

Arlington Covered Reservoir

Fells Reservoir
Covered

Storage Tank

Loring Rd
Covered Storage

Deer Island
Tank

Bellevue
Standpipes #1 & #2

Bear Hill
Tank

Walnut Hill
Elevated Tank

Arlington Heights Standpipe

Turkey Hill Tank

Blue Hills
Covered Storage

Spot Pond
Covered Storage
& Pump Station

Dudley Rd
 Pump Station

Lexington St
Pump Station

Belmont
 Pump Station

Hyde Park
Pump Station

Gillis Pump Station

Comm. Ave
Pump Station

Newton St
 Pump Station

Chestnut Hill
Emergency

Pump Station

Spring St
Pump Station

Reservoir Rd
 Pump Station

Brattle Court
Pump Station

 Edgell Rd
Pump Station

Needham
Pump Station

Linden St
Pump Station

Lynnfield
Pump Station

Cedarwood
Pump Station

Cedar St
Pump Station

Hosmer
Pump
Station

Elm St
Pump Station

 Grove St
Pump Station

Weston
Pump Station

Boland
Pump Station

Pleasant St
Pump Station

Doeskin
Pump Station

Marlborough
Pump Station

South
Standpipe

North
Standpipe

Rag Rock
Tank

Zion Hill
Tank

Pine Hill
Standpipe

Ponkapeag
Standpipe

Ferry Lane
Standpipe

Birds Hill
Standpipe

Bow Bridge
Standpipes

Lynn Woods
Standpipe

Quinn Rd
Tank

Hart's Hill
Standpipe

Morgan Road
Standpipes

Indian Lane
Tanks

Route 1
Tank

Dunster Hill
Standpipe

Quarry St
Standpipe

Oak Hill
Tank

Cedarwood High
Tank

Village St
Standpipe

Pine Hill High
Tank

Stanton Ave
Tank

Toleman St
Standpipe

Cat Rock
Tank

Black Oak
Tank

Randolph St
Tank

Great Blue Hill
Tank

Whispering Hill
Tank

Prospect Ave
Standpipe

Ricciutti Dr
Tank

Jennings Circle
Standpipe

Centennial Park
Standpipe

Bellevue Ave
Standpipes

Swampscott Water
Standpipe

Winchester St
Tank

Chickatawbut Hill
Tanks

Prospect Hill
Tanks

Presidential Heights
Standpipe

Single Tree
Tank

Paines Hill
Tank Doublet Hill

Tank

Oakland St
TankPleasant St

Tank

Ash St
Tank

Forest Rd
Tank

Indian Head Hill
Tank

Beebe Tank #1
Beebe Tank #2

Merriam Hill
Tank

Goodnow
Tank

Oak Hill
StandpipeFiddlers Green

Tank

Clear Hill
Standpipe

Fairmont Hill
Standpipe

Sligo Hill
Tank

Auburn St
Tank

Bear Hill
Tank

Sandy Valley
Tank

Stoughton Rd
Tank

Fox Hill
Tanks

Thomas Carroll Wy
Storage Facility

Soldier's Home
Tank

Doeskin
Tank

Pine Hill
Tank

Crosby
Tank

Reeves
Tank

Ballardvale
Tank

Hillside Way
Standpipe

Knoll Rd
Tank

Wing Rd
Tank

New Tank

Payson Park
Covered Reservoir

Pierce Hill
Covered Reservoirs

Maugus Hill
Covered Reservoirs

Newton
Covered Reservoir

Sudbury
Reservoir

Spot
Pond

Weston
Reservoir

Norumbega
Reservoir

Chestnut Hill
Reservoir

MELROSE

WESTON

BOSTON

SWAMPSCOTT

MILTON

EVERETT

SOUTHBOROUGH

LYNNFIELD

FRAMINGHAM

LEXINGTON

NEWTON

STONEHAM

MALDEN

QUINCY

MARBLEHEAD

SAUGUS

WALTHAM CHELSEA

WATERTOWN

NORWOOD

LYNN

WINTHROP

MEDFORD NAHANT

REVERE

MALDEN

ARLINGTON

BELMONT

BROOKLINE

SOMERVILLE

READING

Marlborough

Bedford

Needham

Wellesley

Stoughton

Cambridge

Woburn

Canton

Peabody

Winchester

Wakefield

Westwood

Dedham

Wilmington

BURLINGTON

LINCOLN

Utilized by the Cityof Watertown Only

John J. Carroll
Water Treatment Plant

NORTH
READING

./1

./3

./20

./1

./1

./1

./3

./3

./1

./3

./20

./3

./20

./20

./1

./1

WZ90

WZ90

WZ290

WZ93

WZ93

WZ93

WZ95

WZ93

WZ95

WZ95

WZ95

WZ95

WZ93

WZ93

WZ95

WZ95

WZ495

WZ495

WZ495

WZ495

115

27

62

27

203

9

2

123

60

22

126

1A

2A

60

12328

140

27

28

1A

109

62

111

16

27

114

85

117

129

30

53

228

2A

2A

129

16

18

2

27

27

27

3A

3A

126

129A

1A

58

115

2A

99

60

110

3

38

28

123
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